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MINISTERIAL FOREWORD

Canberra Nature Park (CNP) can best be described as a series of remnant bush areas, often associated
with the suburb-fringing hills and ridges dotted around our city and never very far from where we live.
CNP contributes to the character of Canberra as the 'bush capital' and provides an easily accessible
escape from the rigours of city living.
We are fortunate to inherit such a significant natural asset which I feel sure will continue to be
enjoyed by generations of Canberrans and visitors alike. As a responsible land manager, I consider it
paramount for the ACT Government to exercise stewardship over CNP which is both environmentally
sustainable and in tune with community expectations. The natural, cultural, recreational, aesthetic and
educational values of the Park, which so many of us have discovered and prize so highly, can only be
fostered within the context of a clear management framework.
This Plan provides for the conservation of the Park's varying environmental values while balancing
the many demands for visitor use. The Plan puts in place sound, scientifically based management
regimes that will allow access for future generations to the recreational, natural and cultural resources
that we enjoy.

Brendan Smyth MLA
Minister for Urban Services
June 1999
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PREFACE
This management plan is consistent with the requirements of the Land (Planning and Environment)
Act 1991 which provides the legislative basis for the reservation of Public Land in the ACT through
the Territory Plan. The Act requires that management plans be prepared for areas identified as Public
Land in the Territory Plan as soon as practicable after their reservation.
This plan has benefited from expert advice and comment from a sub-group of the ACT Parks and
Conservation Consultative Committee, and later by members of the Environment and Conservation
Consultative Committee, and the ACT Heritage Council. Valuable contributions were also made by
officers from the ACT Parks and Conservation Service, Environment and land Bureau - Land Division
(now Planning and Land Management - PALM), the National Capital Planning Authority (now
National Planning Authority), the Land Information Office and the ACT Bush Fire Service.
Maps were prepared by the GIS Unit of Environment ACT, Department of Urban Services based on
original work by the Geographic Information System Unit of the Environment and Land Bureau. All
maps/diagrams in this management plan are indicative only and do not override boundaries or land
classifications determined by the National Capital Plan or the Territory Plan.
This plan applies to those areas shown in Figure 1 (i.e. those areas reserved as Public Land (Nature
Reserve) in the Territory Plan and currently managed or to be managed as CNP). Areas of land which
are not Public Land (Nature Reserve) but which are managed as part of Canberra Nature Park will be
managed in accordance with this plan. It does not include Jerrabomberra Wetlands for which a
separate management plan has been prepared.
About Environment ACT and the ACT Parks and Conservation Service
The Government recognises that the potential environmental impacts of decisions and activities must
be taken into account. The best way to ensure that is to include all aspects of environmental
management in decision and policy making. Environment ACT includes all areas responsible for
managing the environment.
The ACT Parks and Conservation Service is part of Environment ACT, located within the Department
of Urban Services. The Service manages open space, natural and cultural resources and recreation
facilities throughout the ACT, and the Googong Foreshores in NSW. Its responsibilities include:
• management of public land, including national parks, nature reserves and special purpose reserves
(but not Canberra urban parks);
•

assistance with investigation and research into environmental issues;

•

implementation of conservation legislation including regulation, protection and management of
native flora and fauna;

• environmental interpretation and advice on pest plant and animal control
• co-ordination of volunteer services; and
•

support of nature-based tourism.
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ACRONYMS
ACTEW

ACTEW Corporation (formerly known as ACT Electricity and Water)

ACTLIO

Australian Capital Territory Land Information Office

ATCV

Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers

AFP

Australian Federal Police

AGL

Australian Gas Light Company

ANBG

Australian National Botanic Gardens

ANCA

Australian Nature Conservation Agency (now Environment Australia)

ANPWS

Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service (now Environment Australia)

ANU

Australian National University

BFS

Bushfire Service

BRR

Bureau of Rural Resources

CNP

Canberra Nature Park

CONCOM

Council of Nature Conservation Ministers

DTC

Department of Transport and Communication

ELB

Environment Land Bureau

FAC

Federal Airports Commission

GIS

Geographical Information System

IUCN

International Union for the Conservation of Nature

NCA

Nature Conservation Act

NCDC

National Capital Development Commission

NCOSS

National Capital Open Space System

NCP

National Capital Plan

PALM

Planning and Land Management (formerly ACT Planning Authority)

the Service

ACT Parks and Conservation Service

TP

Territory Plan
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VISION
In identifying the need for a management plan for Canberra Nature Park (CNP), the Service has
adopted the following vision.
A Vision for Canberra Nature Park
An integrated, connected system of diverse, nature reserves throughout urban
Canberra managed to conserve native flora, fauna and habitat, and to provide
opportunities for appreciation, recreation, education and research consistent with
protecting the natural and cultural heritage, and landscape values of the area.
Through the management of CNP as the unique setting for the "Bush Capital" the Government
expects to:
•

Give as many people as possible the opportunity to experience wildlife on their " doorstep";

•

Maintain Canberra's natural bush setting;

•

Enhance local ecosystems;

•

Conserve important and poorly represented ecosystems;

•

Conserve cultural values;

•

Provide an opportunity for participation in conservation programs;

•

Provide low key recreational and educational experience; and

•

Assist in the promotion of Canberra as a tourist destination.

This vision for CNP will be achieved by:
•

Conserving and managing the biodiversity and natural and cultural heritage values of CNP on an
ecologically sustainable basis;

•

Continuing to support and encourage scientific research, particularly those projects addressing
management issues;

•

Encouraging community participation in the Service's activities;

•

Allowing a range of recreational pursuits that are in accordance with best practice principles; and

•

Providing services to users.

ix
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SUMMARY
Canberra Nature Park (CNP) includes most of the undeveloped hill and ridge areas in and around
urban Canberra, as well as some new land areas such as the Dunlop and Gungahlin Grasslands and
extensions to Rob Roy Range - see Figure 1. In this plan the individual management areas of CNP are
called reserves. Currently there are twenty seven reserves managed as CNP (Jerrabomberra Wetlands,
which has a separate plan of management, see ACTPCS 1994a, is not covered in this plan). CNP
reserves cover an area of some 6,000 hectares.
Land use in CNP is mainly nature reserve, with a few developed recreation and tourism sites. A
number of urban services are located within or across the reserves.
CNP serves important ecological, educational, scientific and social functions. It contains significant
natural features including remnant open forest, woodland and grassland, and provides opportunities to
both protect them and to educate about them. It provides excellent opportunities for nature based
recreation within the urban area and is the backdrop to the national capital.
Unless carefully managed, CNP is at risk of impact from adjacent urban development, further
development of urban related infrastructure (e.g. relating to transport, water and electricity supply, and
communication), weeds, feral and domestic animals, too frequent/infrequent fire, and overuse.
The management philosophy for CNP seeks to retain the generally undeveloped character of the
reserves and to encourage rehabilitation of the natural environment within each reserve. This will
ensure that not only is its value as habitat enhanced, but that this valuable urban bushland continues to
be a resource for Canberrans and visitors to enjoy as an alternative to the more intensively developed
urban open space.
This management plan addresses management objectives, policies, issues and actions specific to CNP
and is consistent with the National Capital Plan and the Territory Plan. Management of CNP
recognises the wider system of ACT land administration, planning and management.
The purposes of this plan of management are to:
•

set the planning context; identify and describe CNP; identify issues, expectations and constraints;
propose direction for management (objectives, policies, actions and priorities); and provide a basis
for evaluating management success; and
*•

•

provide a basis for the community to understand and comment on management intent.

Except where otherwise noted, the issues and actions identified in this plan relate to areas currently
managed as CNP, or about to be managed as CNP.

x
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Walter Burley Griffin's original vision for Canberra was one of 'a city which would always be seen in
relation to the hills, the sky, the clouds and the clear atmosphere which together created such a
dramatic setting' (JCNC 1992). Some of the hills to which Griffin refers includes those within and
around urban Canberra, managed by the ACT Parks and Conservation Service (the Service) as
Canberra Nature Park (CNP) (Figure 1).
CNP is comprised of twenty seven discrete reserves, totalling some 6,000 hectares and is almost
exclusively made up of hills and ridges. The natural beauty of these hills was not lost on Griffin and
others who would plan for the development of the nation's.'bush capital'. Jerrabomberra Wetlands,
which is subject to a separate management plan, Mulligans Flat and Gungahlin Grasslands are notable
exceptions as they are lowland plains and undulating land. Today, the land managed as CNP is
afforded special recognition as reserved land and forms part of the National Capital Open Space
System (NCOSS).
A summary of the history of CNP is provided at Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 provides a brief
summary of each of the CNP reserves, while Appendix 3 contains reserve maps detailing access
points, walking tracks and other information.
CNP has an urban fringe of approximately 200 kilometres and has more than 6,000 residential leases
adjoining its boundaries. This proximity to urban areas means that there are management issues for
CNP which are not necessarily found in other nature reserves, such as provision of areas for utilities,
e.g. communications facilities, high rates of visitor use, greater vulnerability to domestic pets and
urban encroachment, e.g. the use of CNP as a dump for garden refuse and other household rubbish.
The Service coordinates the management of CNP from two districts with a common boundary of Lake
Burley Griffin and the Molonglo River.

1.1

BACKGROUND

1.1.1.

Significance of Canberra Nature Park

All over the world, centres of human habitation inevitably develop a sense of being - an identity,
which is very much a function of human related influences^past and present, and the physical
attributes of the area. Often such identities may be difficult to express accurately in language, but are
nonetheless real and form an identifiable 'feeling of place' shared by its inhabitants and recognised by
others.
The natural attributes which are so prominent in and around Canberra have helped to shape its
character and identity it as the national capital. The hills and ridges of CNP bring the region's natural
and cultural heritage to our attention reminding us of the significance of the area to all people. .
As the managers of CNP, the Service is mindful of the 1974 report of the Committee of Inquiry into
the National Estate which stated:
The conservation of such natural areas as still remain near cities, is still a possible option and
is obviously a high priority. It takes account not only of the needfor a representative system
of natural resources, but also of the legitimate interest in and concern of people in urban
areas for access to solitude, quiet and refreshment, and of those who are interested in wildlife
study.
CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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Figure 1 - Areas managed as CNP
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Table 1 outlines the range of values and uses identified for CNP consistent with Schedule 1 of the
Land Act. It is proposed that the management outlook should incorporate elements of flexibility to
ensure the multi-use nature of CNP is recognised and fostered and able to meet the changing
requirements of the community.
Table 1.'

1.1.2

Canberra Nature Park - range of values

Ecological/
Nature
Conservation

•

management of flora and fauna to provide for biological diversity, control
of undesirable species, protection of sensitive populations, communities
and ecosystems

Scientific
Research

•
•
•
•

vegetation and wildlife management, flora and fauna conservation,
geomorphology, soil and water science, anthropology, archaeology
vegetation and biotic response to fire
evidence in slope deposits of past climate change
unusally rich flora in some units

Landscape

•

aesthetic backdrop to city centre and suburban fringe

Educational

•
•

formal and informal school excursions
opportunity for natural appreciation, natural/cultural history based
instruction, town planning, water quality preservation and physical fitness
activities

Cultural
Appreciation

•
•

Aboriginal history - formal and informal interpretation
European history, pastoralist landuse

Recreational

•
•
•

passive enjoyment, walking, bird watching, picnicking, sight-seeing
bike riding, orienteering, horse-riding (identified areas only)
dog walking (identified areas only)

Towards a plan of management for Canberra Nature Park

The process towards development of a plan of management began in 1988 with a CNP community
awareness program and included: promotion at special events; promotion of the reserves through the
upgrading of signs; information materials and walks programs; and volunteer participation in
management. The awareness program aimed to increase community understanding of CNP and thus
allow effective participation in the management planning process.
In August 1989 an invitation to register interest to participate in the CNP management planning
process was distributed to each household in Canberra. A total of 3,760 individuals and groups
responded positively to the invitation with 577 submissions eventually received. A summary of
community responses was published in Community responses towards a draft management plan for
Canberra Nature Park (ACT Parks and Conservation Service, 1990a).
In September 1996 a revised draft management plan for CNP was released for public comment. Many
submissions were received, raising a diverse range of issues and ideas. Suggestions were incorporated

CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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INTRODUCTION

where possible. This plan is a synthesis of community views and values and government policy in a
format ensuring effective management of CNP.

1.2

MANAGEMENT CONTEXT

1.2.1. Legislation and policy
The Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988 (Cth) (Planning and
Land Management Act) established the National Capital Planning Authority (now National Capital
Authority) as the medium by which the Commonwealth Government would continue to be involved in
the development of Canberra after the inception of Territory self government in May 1989.
One of the functions of the National Capital Authority was to prepare and administer a National
Capital Plan 'to ensure that Canberra and the Territory are planned and developed in accordance with
.their national significance1 (section 9, Planning and Land Management Act). Effectively, the National
Capital Plan provides a framework for land use and development throughout the Territory and outlines
those areas of Canberra considered to represent 'special characteristics of the National Capital'.
Though all the land in the Territory is owned by the Commonwealth, most is managed by the ACT
Government and is referred to as Territory Land. Certain land which the Commonwealth uses or may
intend to use, and which is managed by the Commonwealth, is referred to as National Land.
The land tenure system of the ACT differs from the states in that land may only be leased: there is no
freehold. Land management and protection requirements are provided for in lease conditions.
Unleased land is usually managed by the ACT Government.
The Planning and Land Management Act also provided for the ACT Legislative Assembly to establish
a Territory planning authority and required it to develop and administer a Territory Plan. In response,
the ACT Government developed the Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991 and established the
ACT Planning Authority. Figure 2 provides a summary of land management processes in the ACT,
specifically as they relate to nature conservation areas.

CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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Figure 2:

Summary of land management mechanisms in the ACT

Legislation
Commonwealth Government

ACT Government

Part IV of the ACT (Planning and
Land Management) Act 1988 (Cth)
requires the ACT Legislative
Assembly to establish a Territory
planning authority.

To address the Commonwealth requirement to
establish a Territory planning authority, and other
requirements, the ACT Government passed the Land
(Planning and Environment) Act 1991 (the Land
Act).

National Capital Authority

Planning and Land Management

National Capital Plan (NCP)
To ensure that Canberra and the
Territory are planned and
developed in accordance with their
national significance.

Territory Plan (TP)
To ensure in a manner not inconsistent with the
NCP, the planning and development of the
Territory to provide the people of the Territory
with an attractive, safe and efficient environment.

The NCP defines the concept of
the National Capital Open Space
System and defines the different
types of open space including:
Hills, Ridges and Buffer Spaces,
River Corridors and Mountains
and Bushland.

The TP defines Land Use Policies which set out
specific land use related objectives and policies
for giving effect to the TP's planning principles
and policies.
There are currently 16 Land Use Policies defined
including: Hills, Ridges and Buffer Areas, River
Corridors and Mountains and Bushland.

Defines the concept of Designated
Areas to include land that has the
special characteristics of the
National Capital.
The National Capital Authority
retains responsibility for planning,
design and development control
(Works approval) within areas
identified as Designated Areas.

Land Use Policies may incorporate a number of
overlay provisions. Such overlays provide for a
specific use, within the broader context of the
Land Use Policy.
Public Land is an overlay provision. The type of
Public Land reserved will depend on the
management objectives sought for the area.

CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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1.2.2.

National Capital Plan

The National Capital Plan (administered by the National Capital Authority) sets out general land use
policies for the Territory as a whole. At its most detailed level, the National Capital Plan is the
instrument by which the development of Designated Areas is determined. Designated Areas are those
areas of land that have the special characteristic of the National Capital. Works proposed within the
Designated Areas require prior Works Approval from the National Capital Authority. Many of the
CNP reserves are identified as Designated Areas (Figure 3).
The National Capital Plan also incorporates the National Capital Open Space System (NCOSS); a
multiple use system which provides for the recreational and other needs of the National Capital.
Under NCOSS four separate land use categories are defined:
•
•
•
•

Lake Burley Griffin;
Hills, Ridges and Buffer Spaces;
River Corridors; and
Mountains and Bushlands.

CNP is included within the Hills, Ridges and Buffer Spaces component of NCOSS. Landuse
Policies for these areas are outlined in the National Capital Plan and relate to protection of landscape
values, planning and management, and provision of sites for telecommunications facilities. The
principles also list a range of permitted uses.
NCOSS policies include promotion of'a continuum of natural and park-like settings', protection of
natural and cultural resources to provide educational, cultural and recreational opportunities, and
sympathetic location of public utilities and roads.
The policies also note the need for the preparation of plans of management to assist in determining
financial responsibilities and as a means of enabling the National Capital Authority to authorise works
in Designated Areas. The development of such plans is the responsibility of the ACT Government
and they are to be prepared in close consultation with the National Capital Authority.

CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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Figure 3 - Designated Areas
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1.2.3.

Territory Plan

The aim of the Territory Plan is to ensure:
in a manner not inconsistent with the National Capital Plan, that the planning and development
of the Territory provides the people of the Territory with an attractive, safe and efficient
environment in which to live, work and have their recreation (ACTPA, 1993:3).
The Territory Plan does not apply to land identified in the National Capital Plan as a Designated Area.
In all other areas in the ACT, the Territory Plan provides the basis for the ACT's day to day planning
and development. The Plan identifies a number of Land Use Policies, containing specific objectives
and policies in order to give effect to the overall aim detailed above.
The Territory Plan places those areas of CNP which are not Designated Areas in the National Capital
Plan within the Hills, Ridges and Buffer Areas land use policies.
Part C of the Territory Plan provides for the adoption of overlay provisions which may denote specific
policies applied to certain areas of land. One such overlay provision is used to define areas of Public
Land. There are eight categories defined for Public Land reflecting varying management objectives.
Most areas managed as CNP are identified as Public Land (Nature Reserve). Schedule 1 of the Land
(Planning and Environment) Act 1991 provides broad management objectives for Public Land
categories.
The Territory Plan identifies some areas of Public Land (Nature Reserve) that will become parts of
CNP as their establishment is phased in. Such areas include: an eastern extension to Gungahlin Hill;
Mount Mugga Mugga; and extensions to the east of Isaacs Ridge.
The Territory Plan also identifies some existing rural lease and agistment areas (e.g. adjacent to Rob
Roy Range and Isaacs Ridge) as Public Land (Nature Reserve). These areas are not managed as CNP.
Management of these rural areas is determined by leases and property management agreements and
will be addressed further when leases are renewed. Management of agistment areas will be consistent
with Section 5.3.
1.2.4. Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991 (the Land Act
The Land Act aims to ensure effective integration between planning, land management, leasing,
development control, environmental assessment and heritage conservation. It also provided for
Planning and Land Management and the Territory Plan.
1.2.5. Nature Conservation Act 1980
The Nature Conservation Act 1980 (the NCA) provides for the management of CNP. The NCA is
discussed further at Sections 6.3, 6.6 and 6.7.

CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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1.3

OVERALL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

The primary management objective for Public Land (Nature Reserve) as stated in Schedule 1 of the
Land Act is the conservation of the natural environment. The Conservator of Flora and Fauna may
also specify management objectives for an area of Public Land and for CNP these are identified in
each section of this plan. The overall objectives for managing CNP are to:
a)

conserve and improve native plant and animal communities and maintain biodiversity
and ecological processes, including the improvement of wildlife movement corridors through
the urban area to link with other areas of habitat beyond the urban area;

b)

conserve features of cultural, geological, geomorphological and landscape significance,
including the setting of Canberra as the 'bush capital';

c)

protect CNP and adjacent areas from the damaging effects of fire, erosion, pollution, pest
plants and animals or other disturbances;

d)

ensure appropriate practices by other agencies carrying out works in or adjacent to CNP;

e)

provide and promote a range of opportunities for raising awareness, appreciation and
understanding of natural and cultural heritage values through research, education,
community participation and interpretation;

f)

provide and promote appropriate recreation and tourism opportunities that are
consistent with the management objectives; and

g)

preserve sites and biodiversity elements of scientific significance in CNP including
geological, geomorphological, soil, plant and animal populations and sites used for scientific
research (see also zoning section).

CANBERRA NATURE PARK
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2.

MANAGEMENT ZONES

OVERALL MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Implement a zoning system to identify particular management strategies including the
provision of a variety of settings for recreational and tourism activities, education and
scientific research in keeping with area management objectives.

•

Participate in the development and implementation of mechanisms to charge for
services, accept funds and realise financial advantages to the Service in CNP
consistent with other management objectives.

2.1.

BACKGROUND

CNP comprises twenty seven discrete reserves that vary in many ways including in conservation
"values, size, location in relation to the urban area, existing levels of use, potential demands for use,
and ability to provide for a range of uses. This plan of management proposes zone types that will
apply different management approaches to different areas
Management objectives and activities within reserves of CNP can be in conflict, e.g. it may not be
possible to provide for recreational use and preserve an endangered plant species at the same site.
There have been occasions when non-management activities have compromised values such as habitat
integrity and landscapes. This highlights a need to identify areas of particular conservation
significance and requirements for their protection.
Zoning is used by management agencies to achieve a high degree of matching and sustainability
between landuse and user activities and the characteristics and qualities of the zoned areas as well as
achieving a reduction in the potential for conflict between uses and to ensure that uses are compatible
with conservation. Zoning identifies areas requiring protection, the intensity and types of uses that are
appropriate, and assigns priorities for management and uses within areas.
Zoning also provides a framework within which to consider future land use proposals including
developments. Finally, zoning assists the community to understand the types of appropriate uses and
management actions allocated to certain areas.
Resource integrity of CNP reserves ranges from near natural to significantly modified. As noted in
Section 3, reserves require further survey and documentation. They also require reserve specific
management strategies. Based on current resource and impact understanding, management zones and
specific management objectives have been identified using the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

conservation significance;
land use and related policies;
education, recreation, tourism and research opportunities;
existing modifications and facilities;
adjacent land uses;
special management requirements;
level of, and sensitivity to, disturbance; and
other factors such as access and community expectation.
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M A N A G E M E N T ZONES

2.2. MANAGEMENT ZONES AND RELATED MANAGEMENT
Management zones may be changed at the discretion of the Conservator.
Table 2 describes the proposed management zones to be adopted for CNP.

2.3.

ZONE OVERLAYS

Other management strategies may be required in addition to the broader direction offered by each of
the four zones. Such strategies, or 'management zone overlays' are described as follows.
2.3.1

Significant sites/areas

Many significant sites within CNP have been identified (e.g. NCDC 1988a-c, see extract at Appendix
5). Sites of heritage significance are also identified through nomination for inclusion to the Heritage
Places Register (see Sections 3 and 4). Such areas may require a high degree of protection together
with a buffer area if appropriate and may include:
•
•
•

important habitat for native flora or fauna (e.g. remnants);
habitat for endangered species; and
sites or features of particular cultural, landscape, geological or geomorphological significance.

Precise location details of sites may remain confidential if there is a risk of vandalism or a degree of
cultural sensitivity associated with a site.
Management will aim to ensure the long term survival or protection of areas/sites/features, and any
changes will result from natural processes, except where a feature is to be deliberately conserved,
restored and/or protected from the elements.
2.3.2

Restricted access

The presence of dogs and some recreational activities (e.g. horse riding and cycling) are not
appropriate within some reserves, or some areas within reserves because of the reserve's location,
terrain or conservation values, because of conflict with other designated uses, or the availability of
alternative venues.
Under the NCA, non-native animals (e.g. dogs, horses and cattle) are not allowed in nature reserves
without the written consent of the Conservator. Areas where dogs are allowed on a leash are
identified on Figure 4 (management actions are identified in Section 6.4). Approved horse routes are
identified on relevant reserve maps and management of recreational use will follow the strategies
detailed in Section 6.6. Management of grazing is identified at Section 5.3.
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MANAGEMENTZONES

Table 2:
Zone
1

CNP management zones
Land Use
Multiple use

Description and management practice
This Zone applies to most of CNP. Major management objectives
would be directed towards the protection and enhancement of habitat
values and ecological processes, and the protection of
landscape/cultural values.
Appropriate recreational pursuits would be encouraged, with access
through a system of multi-use trails and certain activities would be
controlled through a permit system.
Facilities will be minimal.
Environmental education, tourism and research would be
encouraged in keeping with broader management objectives.
Concessions may be appropriate.

2

Intensive recreation
and tourism

To include areas in which natural features have been substantially
modified.
Public access would be developed to a standard that provides for
intensive use and appreciation by large numbers of visitors while
protecting other values. May include visitor facilities such as public
roads, carparks, recreation trails, picnic areas and viewing platforms
at lookouts.
Appropriate concessions will be considered.

3

Facilities

To include other government agency facilities, urban services and
utilities. Also would include those areas within reserves that cater
for the provision of major Service facilities (e.g. depot).
Public access generally prohibited.

4

Urban edge buffer

The edge of reserve areas to be managed recognising its use as the
site for urban servicing, multi-purpose trails, and fire management.
Areas within this Zone will generally be on suburban boundaries, at
boundaries adjoining roads, and adjacent to facilities and
developments.
Unauthorised activities and developments will be removed
progressively.
Generally, no restrictions on controlled public access which are
consistent with the management objectives.
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2.4.

Management actions - management zones

a.

;;.,,;,Manage each CNP zone recognising the identified land uses identified in Table 2.

b.

•

'

•

'

Liaise with agencies with facUitie^%i]tt^G^;'ph"ftspectiye management responsibilities
within eachzone,andseek cooperation of all neighbours regardmg boundary management for
fire hazard reduction
•

'

.

'

•

'

•

"

•

•

'

•

•

"

• '

'

-

'

•

"

.

.

.

c.

Record significant .areas/sites/features on the GIS to provide management information
including: location; significance; threats; conservationmeasures;;constraints regarding use,
access and managefnerit activities; recorid[ofactions/events relevant to conservation..

d.

Assess existing facilities and recreational activities for adverse impacts on sensitive
areas/sites/features, and relocatei'as^"necessary (and as resources permit).
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MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Conserve, rehabilitate and encourage rehabilitation of ecosystems to promote the long
term survival of fauna and flora abundance and diversity, with particular emphasis on
threatened species and communities.

•

Provide informal opportunities for viewing geological features and native fauna and
flora in their natural habitat.

•

Minimise human related damage to sites of geological and geomorphological
significance.

•

Identify, protect and enhance the landscape qualities of CNP.

3.1. BACKGROUND
Bushland (including native grassland) near urban areas requires careful management and has been a
focus in urban area management around Australia over recent decades. CNP is made up of a series of
forest, woodland and grassland reserves that have been modified over time but retain elements of the
original environment.
Vegetation types in CNP range from moderately to extensively modified. The degree of modification
may have impacts on the potential for long term viability of an area as plant and animal habitat.
Modified vegetation may thus require varying management responses to retain and/or restore habitat
values.
CNP has not been completely assessed for habitat quality. There have been studies that have
identified specific values of some reserves - e.g. Frawley (1991) identified areas of remnant
woodlands in the ACT including parts of CNP. There is a need to compile baseline habitat quality
data for CNP in order to more effectively provide for its ongoing management.
Against this background, small, discrete conservation areas} such as those within CNP, may require
active, ongoing management intervention to retain species diversity.
CNP reserves may best be described as islands and corridors in a sea of urban and rural lands. The
conservation strategies within such areas, which can vary in their isolation from other islands or
corridors, will need to consider a number of factors including:
•
•
•
•

the size and shape of reserves;
the quality of linkages - corridors that facilitate exchange of genetic material;
relationship to, and quality of, nearby areas; and
the impacts of events such as bushfire.
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3.2

SPECIFIC RESERVE MANAGEMENT

The benefits of remnant vegetation scattered throughout urban areas include: the conservation of
wildlife populations and habitat; movement corridors for wildlife and provision of recreation, tourism,
education and research opportunities; aesthetics; and landscape diversity.
The Service is committed to rehabilitation of natural values in CNP, where appropriate, to restore and
maintain an ecosystem in which natural regeneration can occur. Ideally, conditions should be restored
that favour the establishment of a manageable ecosystem with a diversity of wildlife. CNP also
provides continuity between communities.
Reserves within CNP will require ongoing management that should be based on an assessment of
habitat quality, including remnant vegetation and wildlife corridors.
3.2.1. Management actions - specific reserve management
a.

Develop a management strategy for each CNP reserve including identification of values, | | |
features and facilities, fire history,Vexotic species, specific mariagernent objectives,
management zones; actions and priorities; and opportunities for volunteer participation.' :

3.3.

VEGETATION

3.3.1. Past land use
The vegetation of CNP reflects past land uses and varying degrees of disturbance. For example, the
southern slope of Black Mountain is open forest or woodland that is regenerating after substantial
clearing and disturbance, while The Pinnacle has had most of its original vegetation removed. Soil
pathogen threats to regeneration (Phytophthora) have been recorded in some CNP units and require
vigilance.
Much of the existing vegetation can be described as 'modified natural' (Hogg 1990b) and represents
high conservation remnants of the pre-European vegetation, in a changed structural and floristic form.
The remainder can be described as either 'modified', i.e. having some native species present but
substantially altered through reduced density or removal of some layers of vegetation (e.g. open
woodland), or 'introduced' e.g. areas of pasture grasses.
The major vegetation associations found within CNP are summarised at Appendix 4.
3.3.2. Plantings
The reserves of CNP have had a long history of revegetation efforts. Significant tree plantings were
carried out at Mount Mugga Mugga, Mt Pleasant, Mulligans Flat, Red Hill, Cooleman Ridge and
Mount Majura with both native and exotic species.
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Extensive tree revegetation programs continue on Mount Taylor, The Pinnacle and Urambi Hills.
Grass and shrub planting programs continue in Cooleman Ridge, O'Connor . Rehabilitation plantings
have also been carried out and landscape plantings are also common throughout CNP.
3.3.3.

Significant sites

Sites of botanical significance in CNP range from locally to nationally significant, and most are
identified in NCDC (1988) Volumes 2-4. Sites and their significance are included in Appendix 5.
Such sites may be included in the ACT Interim Heritage Places Register.
3.3.4.

Conservation of communities

Of the vegetation communities documented in the ACT, open forest, woodlands and natural
temperate grasslands are the least clearly defined and are vulnerable to future development because of
their limited and disjunct distribution (Hogg 1990b, Sharp 1994). Detailed descriptions of species
diversity and condition are being assessed progressively to determine significance and specific
management actions.

)

Natural temperate grassland is considered to be the most endangered ecological community in
Australia (McDougall and Kirkpatrick 1995). In April 1996 natural temperate grassland (lowland
native grassland) was declared an endangered ecological community in the ACT under the NCA. An
Action Plan has been prepared to guide management and protection of the remaining grassland sites.
This Action Plan will therefore provide a strategy for the management of grassland sites that occur
within Canberra Nature Park.
Management guidelines exist for specific grassland sites within the urban area (Woodruff and
Florence 1992) and, under grant funding from Environment Australia, Environment ACT is
implementing a recovery plan for lowland native grassland communities and species in the ACT
(Sharp and Shorthouse 1996). Grassland dynamics change with land use practices, and it is important
to understand possible ecological responses to potential management practices (Sharp 1997).
The Gungahlin Grasslands reserves protect 500 ha of habitat for the Striped Legless Lizard (Delmar
impaf) which is listed as threatened under ACT and Commonwealth legislation. Within the reserves
is a core area of 170 ha containing largely intact natural temperate grassland of moderate to high
conservation value. The reserves are classified as IUCN (The World Conservation Union) Protected
Area Management Category IV, a habitat/species management area, and specific guidelines will be
developed for this area.
3.3.5.

Threatened species

Other species that occur in CNP and are declared threatened under ACT or Commonwealth legislation
are:
•
•
•
•
•

the Button Wrinklewort (Rutidosis leptorrhynchoides) (a daisy) on Red Hill - ACT and
nationally endangered;
'•
the Small Purple Pea (Swainsona recta) on Mount Taylor (WRU 1992) - ACT and nationally
endangered;
Golden Sun Moth (Synemon plana) at the Gungahlin Grasslands ACT and nationally
endangered;
Striped Legless Lizard (Delma impar) at the Gungahlin Grasslands ACT and nationally
vulnerable and;
the Perunga Grasshopper {Perunga ochracea) ACT vulnerable.
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Yellow Box - Red Gum Grassy Woodland is also declared an endangered ecological community in the
ACT. Remnants of this community may also contain habitat for the following birds:
Hooded Robin (Melanodryas cucullata) ACT vulnerable;
Swift Parot (Laihamus discolor) ACT vulnerable;
Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii) ACT vulnerable;
Brown Treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus) ACXT vulnerable;
Regent Honeyeater (Xanthomyza phrygia) ACT endangered;
Painted Honeyeater (Grantiella picta) ACT vulnerable.
Further surveys of CNP may uncover other threatened species.

)

Under the Nature Conservation Act 1980 (NCA) the Flora and Fauna Committee has been established
to specify criteria for assessing whether a species is vulnerable or endangered, an ecological
community is endangered or a process is a threatening process, and to make such recommendations to
the Minister. Any person may make an application to the Committee requesting that they recommend
the making of a declaration to the Minister.
Special management strategies for threatened (vulnerable or endangered) species and communities are
required to identify protective measures to ensure their long-term survival, including strategies for
species that may become threatened because of land use pressures. The NCA requires the
Conservator to prepare Action Plans to address the conservation of threatened species and identify
protection and management actions. As these Action Plans are prepared they will be implemented in
those parts of CNP where the species or ecological community is found.
3.3.6.

Islands and corridors

Corridors provide wildlife habitat and areas for wildlife movement. They also benefit the landscape
generally and suburban gardens specifically, e.g. the number of bird species found in such gardens has
been found to relate to distance from native vegetation.

j

While corridors may encourage weed invasion and may provide predator traps at bottlenecks, they are
important in conservation of small and otherwise isolated areas. The Service recognises that the
viability of islands can be improved by enhancing potential corridors, for example by: well planned
roadside plantings; sympathetic management of suburban gardens, adjacent leases and urban open
space areas; integrating conservation with urban servicing, e.g. through providing for animal
movement in road construction; discouraging abuse of local remnants (e.g. as 'dumps').
The value of corridors within CNP is not known for most species although some have been
documented (e.g. NCDC 1984). Long term viability depends on factors such as urban planning,
community cooperation, weed control and fire management.
3.3.7

Landscape values

CNP forms an important landscape element as a natural backdrop contrasting with the manicured
gardenscapes of the lower residential slopes. As a crucial component of Walter Burley's Griffin's
design for the national capital, it is imperative that the natural landscape values represented by the
hills and ridges be maintained and strengthened where necessary. The management actions outlined
in this management plan will conserve these values.
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3.3.8.

Management actions - ecological communities
Participate in surveys, research and monitoringof plant"speciesirid;c6mmuriities;as part of
specific reserves management strategies.
,
,.•
. • •„_ - ,,
: Facilitate research to assist with the management
Assess cqrridprs/islahds including their location,*iquality.-.iise^yiabi
corridors and seek to protect or improve corridors wherever possib

new;

Identify opportunities for regeneratiqri'and rehal
e.

Identity sites and opportunities for collecting native see uawuy-isL'K
:
rehabilitation of sites. ;••.'•
•••;:'

f.

Encourage and support community participation in aj
programs through activities such as Park Care. |

obeVused in

Provide assistance in the development and implementationfof conservation strategies
threatened native'plant species and communities and provide for long term monitoring.
Design and supervise the construction of all tracks and roadsto mi
grassland and grassy woodlands and other sensitive "communities.

sturbance to native

Implement the nationalrecoyeryplaris and Action Plan for threatened speciesjlisted under
ACTand Commonwealth legislation.
-.••?." ' -''^-^^ {•:'{'• ':-,
'•'•-•'•',"
Remtrpduce indigenous native plant-species if appropriate in accordance with relevant Action
Plans, Recovery Plans and other strategic documents.
unldp and Gungahlin Grasslands.

k.

.'

•

•

in soil (e.g.

1

PJjyipphthora)]

3.4.

NATIVE ANIMALS

CNP provides habitat for a diverse range of native animal species some of which are nationally
threatened and protects sites of habitat significance. However, CNP also provides for a range of other
activities and there are many apparent conflicts and potential threats to wildlife values.
Native animals are protected under the NCA. Threatened species may have more stringent controls
and penalties applied to activities which affect their conservation requirements. The NCA also
protects the nests of wildlife, and prohibits the killing or taking of animals without a permit.
The NCA prohibits the removal of timber from reserved areas that is either felled or otherwise
obtained. Removal of fallen timber significantly reduces habitat quality for small to medium sized
ground-dwelling fauna, insects and soil fauna.
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Sites of zoological significance in CNP are identified in NCDC (1988, Volumes 2-4) - see Appendix
5. Such sites may be included on the ACT Interim Heritage Places Register.
Habitats in CNP contain animal species of both regional and national significance that are often
difficult to protect from interference by other uses. Threatened species may require intervention for
survival and research into species' requirements is continuing. Options for re-establishing populations
as part of formal recovery plans may be considered.
Animal populations fluctuate depending on seasonal and other factors. Specific management
strategies may be considered where a species is the cause of damage or long term alteration to
habitats.
The proximity of CNP to urban areas makes native animal populations susceptible to a number of
threats including: hunting loss or degradation of habitat and habitat elements such as bush rocks and
fallen timber; loss or degradation of corridor linkages to other areas (including outside the urban area);
death or injury caused by collisions with motor vehicles; attacks by, and competition for food and
shelter with, domestic and feral animals; fire.
Management action within CNP will be focused on recognising these threats and implementing
safeguards to minimise their impact on native animal populations.
3.4.1

Management actions - native animals
Encourage'and participate in surveys, research and '.monitoring of native animal species and
participate'iri the 'Vertebrate Atlas' project.: ..
Retain native grassland, woodland and forest remnants as habitat wherever possibl
manage natural regeneration to promote habitat diversity.
Avoid the introduction of native animals to CNP, except in thefre
captured'.by;the Serviceinthe suburbs or.rehabiliteited afterjhjury/br as
$MM?
programs for threatened species whose natural distribution includes habitats found in CNP.
Identify significant native animal species, an
emphasis in the short term; on species with':special protection status.
lanage native animal species numbers if required, having regard to animal welfare .;
• considerations.^ •''. . V' -.-'•" " :;0-. '"'L/;v'-''.'':.'--.;..">•"'" ''.V--V- '^'v- '••••-•-- '•.;.• •''V. I •'.
Record details of the.location arid other'relevant information about sites of zoological interest
inCNP on a central register of significant sites."\
"
.

3.5.

GEOLOGY/GEOMORPHOLOGY

The hills of the Canberra region are present because they are more resistance to weathering processes
than surrounding areas due to factors such as bed tilting, folding and mineral composition. The oldest
known rocks in the area are sedimentary composing the Black Mountain Sandstone and the Pittman
Formation, (formed up to 500 million years ago). Other hills of CNP are composed of volcanic and
metamorphic rocks (around 425 million years ago) including: Mount Ainslie, Mount Majura, and
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Red Hill. The geological significance of the Black Mountain fault is acknowledged by a Geological
Society of Australia monument.
Exposure of geological features can arise through maintenance works (e.g. excavation) carried out by
the Service or other government agencies with access to CNP. Damage to geological sites has
occurred as a result of developments and vandalism. Site maintenance, such as occasional clearing,
could enhance scientific and educational value of sites.
Colluvial and alluvial deposits occur in some reserves and are common on the lower slopes and flatter
areas. The deposits are particularly suseptible to gully erosion and examples can be seen in the
northern parts of Mulligans Flat and on Mount Ainslie/Majura.
Sites in CNP provide opportunities to raise awareness within the community through interpretation of
geological and geomorphological processes. Visitor safety will be considered in providing access to,
and interpreting, sites.
An account of sites of geological or geomorphological significance within CNP can be found in
"NCDC (1988), also see Appendix 4.
3.5.1

Management actions - geology/geomorphology

3.6.

LANDSCAPE

'Landscape' refers to the visual resources of the physical environment and contributes to both the
visitor experience and the scenic amenity of local residents.
3.6.1. Landscape values of Canberra Nature Park

'

». ...

An important management objective is to protect the visual quality of the landscape setting of
Canberra, as represented by CNP. Protection of the landscape quality of CNP is consistent with other
management objectives based on minimising environmental impacts of all activities, protecting natural
processes and enhancing visitor experiences.
Landscapes within CNP have changed over time because of natural processes and the intervention of
humans.
Black Mountain, Mount Ainslie and Mount Majura are examples of landscapes that have recovered
from past land uses. Although they have been modified by clearing, grazing, rabbits, fire and mass
plantings, these areas provide an important part of the bushland backdrop of North Canberra.
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Most CNP reserves are highly modified woodlands or grasslands that today reflect the shift in landuse
to conservation and recreation. These reserves may be manipulated to achieve a preferred vegetation
cover of forest, woodland or grassland within the context of a defined management framework.
3.6.2.

Potential threats

•

Fire plays an important environmental role and raises public awareness of the dynamic cycles
that occur in CNP landscapes, but an increase in fire intensity and frequency can have a
negative impact on vegetation composition and structure. Fire in CNP may arise naturally or
be the result of arson, accidental events or prescribed burning.
Developments related to urban and communication services.

•

Vandalism through damage to natural features and facilities.

•

Littering and dumping which is often related to the proximity of reserves to a large
population and car based visitors to lookouts.

•

Erosion incidence in CNP is the result of land management practices past and present.

•

Site disturbance especially to vegetation, resulting from works and associated activities and
unauthorised vehicular activity.

•

Weed species may affect aesthetics due to striking appearance in contrast to the surrounding
local species, while the species that blend into the other environments may have major impacts
on ecosystems.

•

Unmanaged grazing which may alter the natural landscape by reducing the height of grasses
and herb species to 'pasture', and suppressing regeneration.

3.6.3.

Management actions - landscape

a.

Participate in developing an inventory of landscapes and landscape elements of significance
, within arid related to CNP and recordlocationandother relevant .details on a;centrai register
..of significant laridscape sites.
,
Consider landscape effects together with other factors when planning burning, etqsipri;contfol
and other; management activities.

c

Encourageand coordinateaction to protect and rehabilitate; landscapes, e.g. through ParkCare.

d.

Maintain facilities to a high standard.

e. Wi:f;

Refine or control works arid activities likely to have unacceptable landscape impact.
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MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL RESOURCES

SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Conserve and protect cultural heritage places and objects in CNP.

•

Promote awareness and appreciation of Aboriginal culture and cultural heritage places.

4.1.

BACKGROUND

Cultural influences on CNP have included:
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal occupation;
European settlement and rural land use;
the original design for the National Capital and its subsequent implementation by a succession
of planning agencies; and
suburban development and urban servicing.

Appendix 4 includes a number of significant Aboriginal and European cultural heritage sites known
from CNP. However, data on cultural heritage sites in CNP is limited. Consistent and broad scale
survey to identify these places and their significance is required.
Priorities and strategies for protection of sites and objects need to be developed further to ensure
allocation of resources for further research and documentation. Active intervention may be required
to ensure the conservation of cultural heritage places and objects.
Both the Land Act and the Heritage Objects Act 1991 provide for requirements to be specified for the
conservation of the heritage significance of an identified place or object. Work affecting the
requirements for the conservation of the heritage significance of a place or object on the relevant
Register (or Interim Register) is a controlled activity requiring approval under the Land Act.
Places of cultural heritage significance value shall:
•
•
•
•

be left as undisturbed as possible and conservation plans shall be prepared in consultation
with the relevant agencies and community groups;
be protected from disturbance as a result of works, and/or from visitor activities;
be managed to ensure the integrity of artefacts; and
be targeted for inclusion in an interpretation program as outlined below.

4.2.

PROTECTION AND INTERPRETATION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE

An interpretative program of cultural heritage is required. Such a program should:
•
•
•
•
•

choose places based on their resilience to disturbance, educational value and accessibility;
identify and develop themes and stories;
relocate or locate tracks to avoid sensitive cultural areas;
identify opportunities for community involvement, especially of the Aboriginal community;
and descendants of early settler families; and
identify cost recovery mechanisms taking into account issues of social equity.
C A N B E R R A NATURE PARK
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4.2.1. Aboriginal heritage
Surveys undertaken in the ACT, particularly in Gungahlin, Mulligans Flat and Rob Roy Range, have
resulted in the discovery of a wide range of Aboriginal site types and a high density of artefact
scatters. Significant finds of Aboriginal artefacts have been previously discovered around Pialligo
suggesting that large groups may have congregated in this area. These site types include campsites,
lithic scatters, scar trees, tool sites and axe grinding sites. Additional Aboriginal places and objects
may be identified following a systematic survey of CNP.
The Land Act protects all places of Aboriginal heritage significance (recorded and unrecorded). It is
an offence to knowingly disturb, damage or destroy an Aboriginal site or object. The Land Act
requires that all Aboriginal places are to be reported when discovered and that consultation is
undertaken with relevant Aboriginal organisations about management issues regarding Aboriginal
places.
4.2.2. European heritage
There are some early European places providing physical evidence of past land use in CNP. These
include buildings, ruins, landscape patterns, fence lines and old roads. The NCA protects historical
sites and objects in nature reserves. The Land Act provides for the protection of all historical sites on
the ACT Interim Heritage Places Register and Heritage Places Register, both on and off reserves.
4.2.3. Management actions - cultural heritage
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SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Fire management
•

Protect life and property from fire while not compromising the values of CNP.

•

Protect the natural and cultural resources of CNP and adjacent areas from
inappropriate fire regimes , including ecological burns and fire suppression activities
while promoting natural processes.

Soil conservation / grazing
•

Ensure that all developments, including tracks, trails and facilities, are designed and
maintained to minimise soil erosion.

•

Identify and rehabilitate degraded areas.

•

Manage grazing to ensure it does not compromise natural ecosystems, recreational and
cultural values.

•

Manage grazing to achieve specifically defined conservation and fire fuel objectives.

Management of pest species
•

Manage exotic animal species of actual or potential environmental concern.

•

Control priority pest plants using environmentally sensitive methods.

•

Minimise the introduction, establishment and spread of exotic plant species.

Pollution control
•

5.1.
5.1.1.

Identify and implement strategies and standards for managing pollutants and wastes
which may impact on CNP.

FIRE MANAGEMENT
Background

Bushfire suppression and fire fuel management in the ACT is governed by the Bushfire Act 1936. The
ACT Bush Fire Service (BFS) has authority under this Act to:
'... take such action as it deems necessary to prevent the outbreak or spread of fire and to
protect... life and property in any part of the Territory...'.
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The Act also requires ACT government land managers to:
'....take such measures as are reasonable in the circumstances to prevent and inhibit the outbreak and
spread of fire on that land and to protect property from fire on that land or spreadingfrom that land.'
The Bushfire Act 1936 overrides other legislation.
In line with the recommendations of the Task Force on Bushfire Fuel Management Practices in the
ACT, the Service will continue to liaise with the ACT Bushfire Service (BFS) regarding fire protection
and suppression activities within CNP. Responsibility for suppression in the non-built up area of the
ACT, including CNP reserves, rests with the Chief Fire Control Officer. The Service works in close
cooperation with the BFS, and trained employees and equipment are deployed in the detection and
rapid suppression of fires in the non-built up areas of the ACT.
The Service will also ensure air pollution is minimised when control burning is carried out as required
under the Air Pollution Act 1984.
5.1.2. Fire management planning
The Service will manage bushfire fuels in accordance with the Bushfire (Fuel) Management Plan as
required by Section D of the Bushfire Act 1936. Detailed prescriptions for fire protection and
strategies for fire control will be developed in consultation with the BFS. Fuel management will be
undertaken in the context of a broader Fire Management Plan which will consider:
•
•
•
•

objective identification and location of fire hazards, including the potential threat to life,
property, utilities, economic land uses, soil stability, and ecological and cultural sites;
fire environment characteristics of weather, terrain and land cover, and resulting fire
behaviour;
fire protection strategy, including maintenance of access,firebreaksand strategic fuel
reduction; and
fire control contingency procedures and techniques.

A number of policy documents relate to fire management in the Territory and have direct relevance to
the fire management strategy employed by the Service for CNP, in close co-operation with the BFS.
*,

•

The Rural Fire Control Manual (ACT Bush Fire Council, 1992) is the basis for all field
action in fire suppression in the ACT.

•

The Fire Management Policy for Nature Conservation Areas outlines Service policy
regarding its bushfire related responsibilities and objectives, planning, ecological principles to
be considered, hazard assessment, management strategies (including the provision of .
appropriate access) and preparedness.

•

The Fire Action Plan is an annual Service document that specifies the operational practices
for fire control and suppression. It provides details of local resources (fire crews and
equipment), reporting procedures, states of readiness, total fire ban practices, lines of
communication and inter-agency arrangements.
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Depending on the vegetation type and location a combination of slashing, physical removal, grazing
and prescribed burning is used to control bushfire fuels in CNP.
Because grass fuels are renewed annually, fuel reduction activities such as slashing are required
annually. However, timing will depend on whether native or exotic species predominate. Annual
exotic grasses tend to cure earlier in the season, perennial exotic grasses tend to cure later than annual
species. Native species may continue to grow throughout the summer and are therefore less prone to
wildfire in the peak season than exotic annual or perennial species, but may present a problem in other
seasons.
Grazing may be used in some areas for fuel reduction prescribed burning may be used in forest areas
but frequency will vary depending on management requirements.
In woodland areas a combination of slashing, grazing and prescribed burning may be used.
5.1.4.

Location, topography and climate

The large number of CNP reserves spread throughout the urban area means that the potential for fire
ignition by humans is high. This is offset by the relative ease and speed by which fires can be reached
for suppression, compared to more remote areas. CNP is adjacent to extensive private and community
property, and many public facilities are located within reserves. Because of this, there is potential for
encouraging public participation in fuel management practices.
In the summer months the prevailing winds are from the north-west, although these are modified by
local interactions with terrain, and evening sea breezes. Wind direction influences the direction of
fires, and together with factors such as slope and vegetation, is important in influencing the need and
size of firebreaks around facilities and installations.
5.1.5.

Fire and habitat manipulation

The use of fire in habitat manipulation is not well documented and further research is needed on the
dynamics of specific relationships in the Canberra environment.
The factors involved combine to make a complex picture of relationships. The long term survival of
some populations may be affected by the pattern of burning. Scattered areas that have recently been
burnt can be colonised from neighbouring areas, whereas (depending on the distance from other
natural areas) a reserves that has been completely burnt is less likely to be as successfully colonised.
Frequency, intensity and season of burn each affect the response, of plants and animals (including
invertebrates), and much is still to be learned about the response of communities to changed fire
regimes since the arrival of Europeans in Australia.
•

Factors that the Service will consider in the management of fire for ecological purposes in CNP
include:
•
•
•

whether native or exotic species predominate;
frequency, fire intensity and season of burning;
research results regarding fire (e.g. research on impact of fire on natural temperate grassland
communities);
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•
•
•
•

whether threatened species are present;
sites of significance (including cultural);
isolation/connectivity of reserves; and
range of age classes of specific communities since last burnt.

5.1.6.

Access trails for fire control

The siting, design and maintenance of access trails are important considerations in planning for fire
control. Multi-purpose trails, used for management access, generally run within the urban edge zone
(areas where, houses and facilities border CNP) serving as recreation trails and fire control lines. (See
Section 6.2.)
Multi-purpose trails, as shown on the reserves maps at Appendix 3, that require maintenance for fire
access are identified in the Bushfire (Fuel) Management Plan which will also list the standards and
categories for these trails.
Current accessibility varies within CNP, depending on factors such as the trail network and slope.
Cut-off drains limit access to the area of land between the backs of suburban blocks and management
access trails in some reserves.
5.1.7

Prevention of bushfire

The Service will be active in:
providing an annual works program for fuel management which implements the
recommendations of the Bushfire (Fuel) Management Plan;
providing education and information, in consultation with the BFS, to highlight both the
potential advantages and disadvantages of the incidence of fire in CNP;
consulting and communicating with the community to increase awareness and understanding
of the potential risks and dangers of bushfire and actions that individuals can take to minimise
the risk;
continuing to rely on fire hazard data from the BFS to plan for appropriate management
responses including the development of hazard reduction procedures and in preparing works
programs;
carrying out a regular slashing and mowing program based on hazard assessment;
developing a fuel reduction burning program, including preparing and consulting on preburn proposals, and on identified areas, in accordance with the Bushfire Act 1936 and the Air
Pollution Act 1984;
*•
consulting CNP neighbours and users of reserves in relation to control burning programs and
encouraging their participation in management, including in fuel reduction;
cooperating with the BFS to provide training to Service staff to ensure the effective
implementation of fire management strategies, and to provide for employee safety; and
ensuring proper access and passage of management vehicles by designing, siting and
maintaining access trails and multi-purpose (management access) trails in accordance with
standard specifications (these will also serve as fire control lines).
The following considerations are taken into account in controlling bushfire in CNP:
•
•
•

early detection and rapid response;
the use of natural and already occurring fire breaks (including existing multi-purpose
trails) and backburning in preference to construction of new tracks and fire breaks; and
the use of chemical fire retardants will be restricted because of adverse environmental
impacts or where there is rare or endangered flora and fauna, e.g. phosphorus based retardants
may have a long term effect on native vegetation.
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Implement the Bushfire (Fuel) Management Plan in conjunction with other ACT government
. , land managers and an arinuarwbrks program covering CNPconsistent with the Bushfire Act

b ^ t . ^ Participate with the Bush Fire Service in the control of bushfires, and continue employee
.-,, participation m BFS sponsored training programs and in Service specific programs. .
S?|:"

c.

m®

Record details of the location and other relevant information about sites of significance and
'their location with respect to fire hazardous areas and prepare a fire management strategy for
significant sites. •..:;••:•
..'• '••?,'-;;
'• : '" ; ' Jr ^$BHH

•

'

Ensure there is appropriate access on all trails'at all times to carry out fire management

E.

Integrate fire risk management to meet human needs while recognising the use of fire in
vegetation management. . . ' '
'-V;--'-'
•Participate in the monitoring, recording, and encouraging research into the response of native
plant and animal communities to fire, and different fire regimes,' to aid future management
decisions.
^;;. ,; '••'•, • i ',}''••,•:: "••.'•. •••;•; •"};''-%
''tv;\V- -V-. ••'••. '.;;;,
; ' -'UV'----'~'. : •;
Manage, or require the management of, facilities and installations
ire to reduce hazard.,- " ,

;e prone to damage by

, Copimuhicate bushftfejrisk arid engage in community notification arid/or consultation where
appropriate.-.""•'•• '- <'•',.*•,
Identifyopportunitiesforvolunteer participationin managing fire hazards in and around CNP.
Recofci all details of fires including their location, extent, intensity and cause of ignition. .>'';
Assist in preparing the annual Fire Action P/o« for the Service.

5.2.

SOIL CONSERVATION

5.2.1.

Soil descriptions

The main soil types in CNP are lithosols, red earths, and red and yellow podzolics.
The lithosols occur on steep slopes and ridges, are shallow and gravely, and are particularly
susceptible to accelerated sheet erosion which may result from inappropriate land management
practices. The red earths and podzolics occur mainly on the mid and lower slopes. The podzolics
have poor surface structure and low water penetration rates, which results in water runoff, resulting in
severe gully erosion in a number of areas.
Solodic soils and soloths also occur on the lower slopes and valleys, and have dispersible subsoil
layers. These soils, along with the podzolics, are particularly prone to gully and tunnel erosion.
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Areas of unstable soils do occur in CNP and require particular management action to ensure ongoing
stability.
5.2.2. Legislation and policies relating to soil conservation
An Order under the Land (Planning and Environment) Act can be taken out for action to prevent or
arrest soil erosion.
The National Capital Plan and the Territory Plan identify appropriate land uses for areas within the
urban hills and ridges. In accordance with the Territory Plan, PALM is developing a series of
guidelines to assist environmental assessment procedures, including urban land capability (hazard)
assessment techniques.
Table 3 summarises the potential soil conservation pressures of activities currently identified within
CNP. The Service is mindful of the need to implement policies and practices which aim to minimise
the negative effects on the environment described below.
Table 3 ]•

Soil conservation pressures
Soil conservation effects

Pressure
Grazing

Compaction of soil along tracks changes drainage patterns that may result in
gully erosion and possible slumping along the contours of the hill.
Alteration of soil nutrient status may affect vegetation palatability to
predators and in turn alter grazing regimes.

Stormwater run-off

Land management practices that result in the removal of vegetation may
increase the volume and velocity of stormwater run-off increasing the erosion
potential of the stormwater.
The mobilisation of soil may result in increased nutrient exports (as nutrients
are often physically attached to soil particles) affecting downstream lakes and
rivers.

Maintenance

Unregulated flushing of reservoirs causes scouring and erosion along gullies.
Runoff is increased along trails and often leads to soil loss on bare ground

Development

Inappropriate siting of trails leads to erosion and water seepage and may
result in localised slumping.

Recreation

Some tracks used by walkers, horses and cyclists in some reserves have
become heavily eroded, e.g. Mounts Ainslie and Majura. Mountain bikes are
a potential source of erosion, particularly on unformed tracks, and when used
off-track.
Concentrated areas of foot traffic can cause compaction and change drainage
patterns, possibly resulting in erosion on tracks.
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Management actions soil conservation

a.
'

ENVIRONMENT

When planning works for CNP formally assess possible environmental impacts including land
H ,: degradation. ':•
•-":••

b.

••••<•.--'••'-: > i , v 4 - i - - ' i

^'^I^S^ir

. >- Idehtify and monitor areas of soil 'erosion i

c.

[Rehabilitate degraded or eroded areas as soon as possible. Where possibleuselocally
occurring species for replanting^.including grasses and qtherfunderst6rey;1

d.

• Improvedam capacityXbr construct additional dams to alleviate guilying up:
dams; as required..Construct dams, if required, to contain surge discharge from reservoirs.

e.

Monitor stormwater damage and ensure that the relevant Government agencies take remedial
action as appropriate, e.g. to stabilise degraded areas and/or reduce'the energy of water runoff
:
and sediment loads.
.
vt';:

H

Design, construct and maintain trails to an appropriate standard, and minimise track
construction to lessen the amount of damage and resulting changed water runoff patterns.
Monitor grazed lands io ensure early detei

iroblems

Minimise the impact of other agencies
maintaining installations
land.mahagemeht agreements as.prov|ded.fo'r^ijmderffi^NGA'.*-'

5.3.

GRAZING

5.3.1.

Background

Past grazing practices have had significant effects on the lands within CNP and have left a legacy of
management issues. Soil nutrient levels have been increased in some areas (e.g. old sheep camps),
which in turn have encouraged the introduction and spread of exotic plants at the expense of native
species. Overstocking has in some areas led to a reduction jn vegetation cover and resultant land
degradation. The decrease of ground cover and possible plant species diversity may affect wildlife
survival. However, there are potential advantages of grazing in reducing fuels in grasslands, which
reduces intensity in the event of fire, and reducing tree and shrub regeneration where a more open
landscape/community is desired. Short period conservation grazing is also used to manage the
floristic structure of grasslands, increase biodiversity and control weeds.
A low level of grazing in some reserves may help to reduce fire hazards in selected areas (e.g. exotic
grass paddocks) where this cannot be achieved by other means such as slashing and hazard reduction
burning (see Section 5.1). However, grazing should be used as a part only of the whole management
of an area. Also, in the absence of more effective techniques, removal of grazing in some new areas
may lead to an increase in exotic plants already present and loss of the short, open structure that some
native animals require.
Only a few reserves within CNP are currently grazed under licence or with the agreement of the
Service. At present, these areas are generally grazed continuously. Although continuous grazing may
reduce fire hazard in the short term, its long term conservation value is questionable. Grazing may
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decrease the ecological value of reserves by altering the species diversity through selective grazing,
soil compaction, trampling and erosion.
Some existing rural lease and agistment areas have been identified in the Territory Plan as Public
Land (Nature Reserves), e.g. areas adjacent to Rob Roy Range and Isaacs Ridge. Some of these areas
may be considered suitable for inclusion into CNP when the current leases expire. In other cases, the
Service may, through Property Management Agreements, negotiate conditions for the management of
lease or agistment areas when leases are renewed. Property Management Agreements are made with
the landholder and negotiations also include specialist staff from Environment ACT.
Grazing should not be used as a management practice in areas which have not been grazed for a long
time. Areas currently grazed will be assessed to determine if management objectives can best be
achieved through intermittent grazing on a rotational basis, or light continuous grazing.
Grazing in CNP imposes a significant management impost on the Service through administration,
monitoring, and construction and maintenance costs. While agistees already contribute towards the
latter, future agistment fees may seek to cover the full cost of the Service managing a grazing regime
in CNP.
5.3.2.
a.
b.

Management actions - grazing

, Identify areas where grazing may assist management m "conservation and/or fuel reduction.
Monitor grazed areas and liaise closely with graziers to ensure, adherence
agreements/licences or rural lease conditions
Review or renegotiate grazing practices regularly, based on their.value to management,
assessmentofthe condition of areas,and on outcomes of research into environmental effects.
Assess areas of rural lease for inclusioninto CNP when/leases expire, or. negotiate conditions
within any renewed lease to ensure.cbnservation;of significant natural/cultural values andto
enhance the values of CNP,(the latter to be negotiated through Property Management
Agreements). , • *i'- •. ...: '••..,:•.-."•, ••

5.4.

EXOTIC ANIMALS

5.4.1

Background

The land use history of the south-east region of Australia has left a legacy of animals introduced both
intentionally (e.g. for sport) and accidentally (e.g. on ships and in supplies). The most obvious feral
and pest animals in CNP are mammals, e.g. rabbits and foxes and exotic birds which also adversely
impact on native species in CNP.
;
Domestic pets from adjacent residential areas that are allowed to roam in an uncontrolled manner in
CNP disturb and sometimes kill wildlife, (e.g. packs of domestic dogs have been observed chasing
grey kangaroos (Macropus giganteus) which may be injured in vehicle accidents or collision with
fences.
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Issues of concern in the management of exotic animals in CNP include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

type and level of environmental damage being caused (including effects on other species);
size and location of exotic vertebrate populations;
safety, effectiveness and animal welfare aspects of control methods;
impacts on recreational values;
community assistance in controlling pets and general support for management actions; and
potential for increase in population and potential for causing environmental damage.

5.4.2. Control of exotic animals •
Exotic animal control programs in CNP adopt the most humane methods available consistent with
achieving sustained effective reduction in pest impact. Control programs are professionally conducted
by experienced individuals and designed to avoid harming non-target species or the environment.
Management and control is in accordance with codes of practice.
The Animal Welfare Act 1992 and Animal welfare in the ACT: policy statement (ACT Parks and
Conservation Service 1990) form an important part of feral/pest animal management policies. The
policy states that techniques used currently by the Service are 'appropriate given the local
environmental circumstances and the control methods currently available'.
The proximity of CNP to the suburbs, with a large population of humans and domestic animals,
restricts the methods that can be used to control exotic vertebrates. However, some states are
developing strategies which may be useful in the ACT and the effectiveness of these will be
monitored.
The following table summarises the management actions proposed and their assessed priority with
regard to exotic animal control in CNP.
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Management actions - exotic animals

Table 4;

Species: [management
priority] J

Control action
^

'

•

-

.

-

-

.

,

"

•

••

.

•

-

•

-

~r

- . : • •

Rabbits [high]

Combination of methods -*e;g.'warren ripping or fumigation; viral release
asapprdpriatejrridnitpr arid control as necessary;

Dogs [high].

Enforcement oftheDog Control Act 1975^arid Dog Control Amendment Act
7PP7:'.Uncontrolled or roamingdogs^^yvill be hnpounded; oymerspf dogs: '
attacking wildlife are guilty of an offericejtlegally, a dog;found attacking
wildlife or visitors can be destroyed. Support owner education regarding "
dogs in CNP.
'

.

'

:

•

Goats [high]

Cats [medium]

Research effect on native animals, and appropriate/effective control
rnethods;'upgrade, priority if effectivei control techniques become available.
Support actions .to'managecats. ; j . : ^;. .v-.
; , . t;

Hares [medium/low]

Use appropriate control methods; control as necessary. Protect^planted
trees.
" '
-.
. •

Foxes [high]

Research effect on native animals and necessityfor^ and appropriateness of,
control methods. Continue to encourage and assist in; research b y other
'agencies. ;""•; •";':•••>•,
:#:.' "-.- '••.

Pest.birdS; [high]

Research •distribution; effects on otherspecies and appropriate control
methods. Take action as part of a wider regional approach w h e n control
methodsi become available.'•;•,;>.-,;>'

Mice [yery> low]

N o action' proposed.

Rats [very; low]

No action proposed.

Domestic pets

Develop strategies for control after evaluating the suitability and,
effectiveness of approaches developed elsewhere in Australia.
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5.5.1. Background
European honeybees, from apiaries or feral colonies, use a wide variety of plant species, competing
with and displace many native insect, mammal and bird species. The negative effects of honeybees on
native plants and animals have been well documented (Pyke, 1990) and include competition for food
and nesting sites, and discouragement of native pollinators by interference. Failure to pollinate and
damage to plants may result in changes in plant abundance and diversity.
Although honeybees from suburban hives may use CNP, the potential for damage resulting from
honeybees would be increased by locating hives within CNP. Honeybee hives are not permitted in
CNP.
Feral honeybees are already established in colonies within CNP and will continue to colonise suitable
sites from adjacent apiaries and existing feral colonies. It is not practical at this time to control feral
colonies given this potential for colonisation, except where they become a nuisance to visitors.
Control techniques for feral honeybees may become available and could be pursued, depending on
resource availability and management priorities, within CNP.
5.5.2. Management actions - European honeybees

5.6.

EXOTIC PLANTS

5.6.1. Background
Exotic plants are defined as those plants not native to the local region. Exotic plants may become
established through deliberate plantings, animal and wind dispersal of seeds or when original habitats
are modified by land use, including through soil disturbance and nutrient level changes, thus favouring
them over local species.
For the purposes of this plan, exotic plants are divided into pest plants and exotic plantings. Plants of
either category may be described as weeds, where they are identified as undesirable. Some local
plants may also become weeds if habitats are modified.
Pest plants
The occurrence of pest plants in CNP is extensive and varied. Significant causes of pest plant
invasion include: grazing and pasture improvement; works that may cause disturbance to the soil;
escapees from suburban gardens; seed dispersal by wind and birds; vehicles; horse droppings; and
other disturbances such as heavy recreational use that disturbs the soil and the import of contaminated
soil during landscape or construction works.
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In CNP priorities for weed control will be determined by reserve staff in consultation with relevant
community groups and adjacent land managers within the framework of the ACT Weeds Strategy.
The diversity of CNP reserves will require that priority species for control be established for each
location and reviewed annually. The criteria for determining priorities and some relevant examples of
each include;
• Ecological effects
.

Effects on habitat of desired species, e.g. the control of Serrated Tussock {Nasella trichotomd) in
Mulligans Flat and Gungahlin grasslands to protect Striped Legless Lizard {Delma impar) habitat.

.

Maintenance of biodiversity, e.g. Cootamundra Wattle {Acacia baileyand) displacing endangered
Button Wrinklewort {Rutidosis leptorrhynchoides) on Red Hill.

.

Harbouring pest animal species, e.g. blackberries and woody weed species providing cover for
foxes, rabbits and feral cats on Mt Pleasant.

.

Invasion of woodland and grassland communities.

•

Aesthetics

.

Thistles on Mount Painter create a poor visual image.

• Physical and aesthetic effects
.

Access may be restricted, e.g. by thistles on Mount Painter and along the summit walking trails on
Mt Arawang.

.

Impeding natural drainage flows.

.

Fire hazard.

• Potential for future effects
.

Limiting pest species such as St Johns wort {Hypericum perforatum) and African lovegrass
{Eragrostis curvula) to their current distributions, the destruction of broom plants {Cytisus
scoparius) on sight and limiting the spread of Chilean needlegrass {Nasella neesiana) and Serrated
Tussock {Nasella trichotom) in grassland reserves.
*•

.

Washing down of vehicles, plant and equipment particularly at time of seed set to reduce
colonisation and spread of weed species.

.

Rehabilitation assessment prior to control to minimise soil erosion and reinfestation will be
integrated into all control plans.

In addition to these examples, the ACT Weeds Strategy recognises that one of the greatest potential
sources of new weed invasions is from horticultural plants escaping from suburban gardens adjacent
to CNP, both from seed dispersal and illegal dumping of garden waste. The Weeds Strategy has
recommended that nurseries be encouraged to display educational material on weeds and to advise
customers on alternatives to known woody weed species. Environment ACT will continue to assist
this initiative.
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Control programs
Priority species in each CNP reserves will be programmed for control each year according to
resources and the growth characteristics of each target species. Follow up actions and monitoring will
be conducted each year to ensure the benefits of previous control works are maintained.
The extensive CNP Park Care program is a significant contributor to the weed control program.
Volunteers continue to remove large numbers of woody weed species and also assist in control of
herbaceous weed species.
Table 5 outlines some of the key weed control actions proposed for CNP over the next few years.
Table 5:

Highest Priority Pest Plant Species In CNP

Woody species
African boxthorn

Comments
Occurs mainly in north
side reserves
Widespread
Widespread
Widespread
Widespread
Widespread
Limited occurrence - high
invasive potential

Blackberry
Cootamundra wattle
Hawthorn
PyracanthalCotoneaster species
Sweet Briar
Broom
Annual and perennial herbaceous species:**
African lovegrass
Chilean needlegrass
Patterson's curse
Serrated Tussock
St Johns wort
Thistles

Widespread occurrence high invasive potential
Widespread
Widespread
Widespread
Widespread

**In most cases the complete removal of annual or perennial herbaceous species is resource intensive. Control
strategies for these plants will aim to limit their impact and further spread. New technologies or introductions of
approved biological control agents may increase the degree of control achievable in future.
Exotic plantings
Landscape and rehabilitation plantings of exotic species have occurred in most reserves. Fire research
plantings of non-local eucalyptus species have occurred on Bruce Ridge.
Exotic plantings with cultural heritage significance will be managed to ensure these values are not
jeopardised. Plantings, particularly of non-Australian species, require assessment for wildlife,
landscape and heritage values, and other management implications including public safety.
Depending on assessed significance, management may include conservation, replacement, nonreplacement on senescence, thinning or removal from CNP.
There is a need to control wildings and suckers from some plantings, especially of pine trees, willow
and poplar species. The Service liaises with ACT Forests regarding the control of pine wildings.
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5.6.2. Management actions - exotic plants

5.7.

POLLUTION CONTROL AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

5.7.1. Background
Potential sources of wastes or pollution from within CNP include: fires; litter and dumped waste
including dumping from residences; human and animal wastes; chemicals; mechanical plant related
oil/petrol spills; power line clearing; volunteer activities, e.g. prunings; and past land uses (old rubbish
dumps and sheep-dips).
Littering and dumping is most prevalent in areas most accessible to the community and the policy
within CNP is not to install rubbish bins, and to promote a 'carry in, carry out' policy.
Activities outside or on the edge of CNP may generate pollutants and wastes within CNP. Such
activities are more difficult to control and may lead to noise, fumes, household and builders' garbage,
wind blown litter, ground water and surface water contamination.
Rubbish dumps were previously located on O'Connor Ridge, Red Hill, Urambi Hills, and possibly
sites within other reserves, for domestic, industrial, commercial and rural waste. At some locations,
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material is exposed on the surface (e.g. fencing, bits of household equipment) which may pose a
hazard to visitors. Any former dump has the potential to be a contaminated site.
5.7.2.

Management actions - pollution control and waste management
'.'Promote a 'carry"in/carry but1 approach to wastes where collection facilities*are riot provided
withVan aim of total bin rerrioval.
,
,,
- ^
.*
Manage activities such as construction, track rnaintenance, drainage, grazing, recreation and
ernical use to mimmisethe effects of water runofffrorhCNP. "'

Ensure that manageriierit, volunteer or visitor activitiesrinyolvirig'noise comply with standards
" J under the NoiseControl kct 1988 and Noise Gorijipl Regulations/ - ] d.

e.

Liaise as; necessary with 'other Government agencies, adjoining residents arid
commercial/institutional neighbours regarding/waste riianagementand waste dumping hot
..spots.arid take appropriate remedial action for any coritoriiiriatedsite^'; " •:
Remove vegetation wastes generated by volunteer activities as quickly as possible and
'.,,.; investigate alternatives to removal for some wastes e.gichipping of seed free material and use
of.mulch ori site.
—
•
„,.,
'
As resources permit, remove remaining rubbish and other evidence of past dumping activities
. fromreserves to discourage further dumping. A
........ ...
Liaise with the Environment Management Authority to ensuri
Stringently.'enforce the litter'.'.manageriieritprovision under thei.NCAbyrequesting that on-thespot-fine's be issued to offenders. .) .;. ;;,;V':::'.•'; .
•'•'
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6.

PROMOTION AND MANAGEMENT OF VISITOR USE

SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Provide and maintain appropriate access and facilities to enhance visitor experiences
that are in keeping with the settings of CNP.
Provide appropriate access and facilities for people with disabilities.
Promote and encourage safe visitor behaviour, and protect visitors from unreasonable
hazards.
Minimise damage to the natural and cultural environment as a result of inappropriate
visitor behaviour.
Educate the community on appropriate behaviour in CNP.
Provide for a range of recreational opportunities in natural settings and promote
appropriate recreational use of CNP.
Balance recreation with conservation and minimise the impact of recreation on other
values and recreational user conflicts.
Manage recreation including development and monitoring of indicators of recreational
impact over time to enable establishment of strategies for remedial works and controls.
Encourage opportunities for tourists in CNP that are compatible with, and sympathetic
to, conservation objectives.
Identify opportunities, within the context of a broader marketing framework, in which
environmentally responsible commercial tourism ventures (concessions) can be pursued.
Enforce relevant legislation and liaise as necessary with the Australian Federal Police.

6.1

BACKGROUND

The Service acknowledges the recreational value of CNP and benefits of increased community
appreciation and awareness of CNP. It encourages visitors, while recognising the potential for
damage caused by increasing numbers and inappropriate visitor behaviour. The excellent locality and
accessibility of many of the CNP reserves provides for a ready made family retreat which should be
managed accordingly and in sympathy with other management objectives.
Visitor use at CNP is characterised as follows:
•
•
•

generally easy access to the individual reserves, especially for suburban neighbours;
the majority of visitors enter on foot, with car access provided to the boundary of most
reserves;
use is relatively constant throughout the year - with possible peaks in the warmer months and
on weekends;
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use is generally by ACT residents, although there is some tourist visitation, especially at the
lookout points over the city; and
visitor use is dispersed throughout the reserves, reflecting the wide array of tracks and lack of
facility developments.
6.2.

ACCESS AND FACILITIES

Access is a major factor in determining the use of CNP. Community comments support observations
by field staff that a significant proportion of visitors live in suburbs bordering CNP reserves.
Management of access addresses:
•
•

the location, types, surfaces and gradient of tracks and related facilities such as steps, parking,
gates, squeeze posts, stiles and footbridges; and
visitor needs and preferences.

As access by visitors to CNP is generally by foot, slip throughs and step-throughs in fences or gates
and stiles are generally provided, and cavalettis provided for those on horse back. Formal access
points are marked on each of the CNP reserve maps at Appendix 3. Vehicle access is restricted by
fences, cavalettis and locked gates. This restriction to public vehicular access will continue. Changes
to public access will not occur without consultation with user groups with the objective of timely and
effective resolution of issues and conflicts that may arise.
The Service is sensitive to the need to provide suitable access for individuals and groups with
disabilities to CNP. Access and equity planning which identifies the needs of special groups and
identifies actions to counter barriers is used to identify and address special needs.
The participation of relevant organisations such as recreation and tourism bodies, conservation and
Park Care groups and the Australian Council for Rehabilitation of the Disabled, in planning and
evaluation will be sought to ensure that facilities are appropriate.
6.2.1.

Trails

The Territory Plan states that:
'A network of trails accessible from urban areas shall be provided along and through the
system of hills. Access by vehicles shall be limited and controlled.' (ACTPA, 1993: 244).
Most reserves have formal walking trails that are signposted, and all have informal tracks. Some trails
are multipurpose. Specially provided recreation trails are located in areas of interest in some reserves.
Fire trails are covered in Section 5.1.6 and 5.1.7.
Recreation trails are designed, constructed and maintained to minimise disturbance to vegetation,
wildlife, soils and visitor experience.
i
Trails or reserve closure to achieve rehabilitation or facilitate maintenance works may occur from time
to time. Related facilities, such as signs, fences and gates, are also designed, sited and constructed to
minimise impacts. The costs of constructing trails to a suitable standard is high and imposes an
ongoing commitment of management resources. Where appropriate, boardwalks will be constructed,
especially in boggy environments and areas with high use.
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The Touch and See Nature Track is located off the summit road on Black Mountain. It was developed
by the Service in 1980. The Track incorporates an interpretation message designed to encourage the
use of all senses and to stimulate the imagination. Due to ongoing vandalism, strategies including
relocation to achieve the stated objectives are being reviewed.
An access strategy will be developed in consultation with the public which will outline future
proposals for access to various areas of CNP, including the possible establishment of an access link
between the Botanic Gardens and Black Mountain, and walking trail networks in areas such as
Mulligans Flat and the Gungahlin grasslands.
6.2.2

Other facilities

As well as facilities that provide for visitor access to and within CNP, other facilities include signs,
seats, picnic tables and lookouts. Facilities in CNP reflect the natural area visitor experience which is
provided and will generally be low key.
)CNP visitor information is intended to be self guiding and it is not intended to provide an information
centre in addition to the public contact service provided by depots or the possible visitor centre
identified in the Jerrabomberra Wetlands Management Plan. Information structures may be erected
but, where required, they will be developed as low key facilities, relatively small and to blend in with
the surrounding area. Future reserve management developments such as depots will be located
outside of the Public Land boundaries.
No campgrounds or overnight accommodation facilities will be constructed. Informal camping will
continue to be prohibited.
Sites developed for intensive use within CNP are:
•
•

the summits of Black Mountain, Mount Ainslie and Red Hill (another summit is adjacent to
CNP on Mount Pleasant) - these lookout areas attract large numbers of tourists; and
picnic sites at two locations, one off the Black Mountain summit road, and the other on the
lower slopes of Mount Taylor.

Xow key picnic tables and seats may be installed in strategic locations throughout CNP. Barbecues
and fire places will not be provided at these locations.
,
Additional developed lookouts have not been identified and would be subject to public consultation
and an environmental assessment process should they be considered.
No additional litter bins are proposed to be placed within CNP (see section 5.7.1 and 5.7.2.a.).
A list of current recreational facilities in CNP is at Appendix 7.
6.2.3. Promoting CNP as a tourist destination
For the purposes of this plan, tourists are defined as visitors from outside the ACT and sub-region. A
significant number of tourists are from overseas, New South Wales and Victoria.
The Service is conscious of the need to cater for tourists as distinct from local visitors, who may have
a different 'use focus' and may possess a different level of background knowledge of the area. A
marketing plan has been developed for reserved areas which will highlight for debate possible nature
based tourism initiatives in the ACT, including opportunities within CNP. The draft ACT Nature
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Based Tourism Strategy also identifies opportunities and guidelines for increased nature based tourism
in the ACT.
6.2.4.

Management actions - access and facilities

a. •>•:••';., As far as possible, concentrate visitor facilities mto rela
i points (see Sections 2.2,6.2 and 8.3) to minimise and localise environmental degradation^ and
;to minimiseA'andalism^s
> V)7vv
'••':''-'yi.'••':• .•"';i'-"K^ "• ^.'y*»-"'
c.

Promote appropriate visitor behaviour and discourage, illegal access. v
. : ::•.. ..Monitor and assess the need for, arid potential impacts of, any additional .visitor facilities.
Design facilities to be of an appropriate standard: to enhance the visitor experience; to meet
ACT Government guidelines; to"be low-key, well presented and strongly built; and practical
and easy to'maintain.:.
.
.

e..

f.

Review trails within CNP and, in consultation wim the community, develop an access
',%':istrategy... •
.'..-."•.'••
..-.v>.V--; ;,\'-. ••
* '
,
: Monitor and assess the use of.existing facilities against current standards arid redevelop as
necessary to minimise impacts/and provide access for visitors with disabilities.

g.

Consult with relevant industry' arid community organisations regarding the needs of visitors.

h.

Within the context of a broader marketing strategy, inventory tourism opportunities provided
by CNP, identify'areas of greatestpotential and assess the need for low scale facilities (e.g.
car-parking) within the parameters set by this managerrient plan. ;\
;;

L

A code of conduct for trail users to be developed in consultation wi
access rules and legal obligation associated with trail use.

6.3.

SPECIFIC ISSUES

Vandalism
Vandalism and damage to CNP fences and other structures is an ongoing problem. Repair costs
represent a considerable drain on human and financial resources, which could otherwise be used more
constructively. Arson is prevalent throughout the year, causing most damage during the fire season.
The Service is able to take action, under the NCA (for damageor destruction of natural or constructed
structures or features), and the Australian Federal Police may take action under criminal legislation for
vandalism, malicious or unlawful damage.
Unauthorised access and trail bike riding
Under the NCA, trail bike and unauthorised vehicle entry into CNP is illegal. A number of issues
arise with the illegal entry of vehicles and trail bikes including: damage to gates and fences as a result
of forced entry; disturbance to other users and neighbours from excessive noise and dust; littering;
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removal of timber and bush rocks; the disturbance of tracks and predisposing them to erosion; and the
destruction of vegetation.
6.3.3. Management actions - specific issues
a.
b.

Consider potential for vandalism when constructing facilitiesy^^fi^MBj
; Promote appropriatei visitor behaviour and discburage illegal access. ,'

c. -:

• Follow up illegal activities with prosecution actions where necessary. .•>

6.4.

VISITORS WITH DOGS

6.4.1. Background
Dogs as companion animals have considerable social value in our community. However, the presence
of dogs in CNP is a major issue for visitor management. Owners of dogs are responsible for the
actions of their dogs which can degrade natural, recreational and aesthetic values by:
•
•
•
•
•

harassing wildlife, disturbing wildlife by their sounds, scent, scratching and digging, and
killing wildlife;
potentially passing on diseases to wildlife such as hydatids and mange;
intimidating or harassing visitors and other dogs;
defecating and urinating - which some visitors find offensive; and
roaming at will and forming packs (to play and hunt).

The NCA prohibits dogs in nature reserves without the written consent of the Conservator. This plan
provides that consent by allowing dogs on leash in most reserves of CNP excluding Black Mountain,
Dunlop reserve, Gungahlin Hill, McQuoids Hill, Rob Roy Range, Gungahlin grasslands and
Mulligans Flat. This restriction does not apply to guide dogs or dogs used by police or customs for
official duties, or dogs otherwise exempted under the Dog Control Act or granted specific approval
from the Conservator. Figure 4 indicates those areas in CNP where owners may walk their dogs under
suitable control as outlined in the Dog Control Act 1991, 'restrained by a competent person by means
of a leash'. Reserves where dogs are prohibited will be sign posted. The presence of dogs has been
addressed in a management zoning system proposed for CNP (see Section 2).
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Management actions - visitors with dogs

USE

^*s part of an overall commu^
dogs on natural, recreational and aesthetic values,: and communicate management controls
adopted for dogs in G3STP.';, ; > ' '-'•• 7:~';*;;:'-% '•''• :'-}{'- •'•^i''-:i:.?/'K:'^'.'''-:.: '&rZ':h.£&(m
Owners of dogs found to be unrestrained and/or attacking or killing; wildlifewill be issued
with.a warning;. letteror aninfringement notice.;;;
V:'i:-'f;f'. M •}::~ •':;•',,.•

6.5.

VISITOR SAFETY

Although CNP is generally a safe place to visit, accidents and incidents can occur in natural settings
where the environment is not modified specifically to reduce natural hazards and where people are
present. The Service aims to minimise hazards through appropriate management, maintenance of
areas and facilities and community education.
6.5.1. Management actions

accidents/incidents involving visitors within the constraints imposed by natural sites.
Plan for potentially conflicting visitor uses. ,
Require public safety guidelines to be included in any conditions relating to works within
CNP to address aspects such as; appropriate tree surgery; access restrictions or appropriatewarnings during certain procedures e.g. use of heavy machinery for track maintenance, <
excavations.
w •••;.'.£•;i-;;..;.;• • {v-'.^-'v^ ....<•'•'i:'i-Z*-:-:&d^-J':$'':'V

6.6.

RECREATION

6.6.1. Background
•»

CNP provides opportunities for nature based recreation in the urban area that are rarely matched by
other Australian cities. Of the more than 550 respondents who supplied individual submissions prior
to this plan (see ACT Parks and Conservation Service, 1990a), 77% visited CNP more than once a
month. The most popular activity identified was walking (around 90% of respondents). Other
activities included jogging, bicycle riding, bird watching, organised events, horse riding, walking the
dog, picnics, photography, painting, wildlife observation and study, orienteering, outdoor games and
relaxation. Richards (1989) noted that CNP users tend to seek tranquillity, convenience, solitude and
privacy in their use of CNP. To promote responsible use of CNP codes of conduct will be produced in
consultation with relevant user groups.
The Service has recorded a wide range of groups that use CNP for recreation including: clubs and
associations (e.g. athletic, bushwalking, equestrian, dog owners, field naturalists, Scouts and Guides);
school groups; rehabilitation and therapy groups.
The location and features of CNP make organised recreational activities such as orienteering, Defence
Force exercises and cross country running, popular. These activities are subject to approval and the
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Service seeks to minimise damage to resource values in CNP by assessing the potential for and
managing the impacts of such events.
Events and activities such as hot air ballooning are subject to a permit system and groups require
public liability insurance up to an agreed amount before an activity can take place. The permit system
enables liaison between the Service and user groups, identification of issues and the need for
conditions, and monitoring of use.
Fees may be charged in the future for administering organised use and event permits and to support
related management (see Section 6.8). Organised use includes orienteering, Defence Force exercises
and cross country running. These events are planned to minimise disturbance to wildlife
and other visitors. Table 6 summarises the range of recreational activities suitable within CNP and
any restrictions or special conditions enforced by the Service.
6.6.2. Horse riding in CNP
) Opportunities for equestrian activities in Canberra are unmatched by other large Australian cities, and
some of these opportunities are provided in CNP.
Under the NCA horse riding is prohibited in nature reserves without the consent of the Conservator.
This plan provides that consent as follows: horses are only allowed in specific reserves on approved
horse routes. As part of the development of this management plan an independent review of the
effects of horse riding in conservation areas with specific reference to CNP was commissioned
(Landsberg 1999). Based on the principles and criteria developed in the Landsberg report, the areas
where horse riding has historically been permitted in CNP has been assessed and this information is
provided in Table 7. The reserve maps at Appendix 3 show approved horse routes. Whether
additional horse trails will be constructed, as indicated in Table 7, is dependent on available
resources.
Approved horse routes within CNP are generally part of a multi-purpose network of tracks that also
provides for management, vehicle and general recreational access (although a few lengths of track are
not to 'road' standard). The internal horse trail system will be clearly sign posted and integrated with
external trails. Other users may also use tracks that are horse routes and all users should be aware of
\ the potential for conflicts and accidents. Education is required if visitor conflicts are to be avoided.
)

A code of conduct for equestrian users is available from CNP district offices and horse riders are
encouraged to follow the guidelines in this code when riding in the Park. This code will be modified
as necessary in accordance with the Landsberg report.
6.6.3. Cycling in CNP
Cycling is permitted on all formed vehicle trails in CNP except where they are being rehabilitated or
closed for other management purposes. Cycling is not permitted on walking trails in CNP because of
the danger to pedestrians, potential to increase soil erosion rates and damage nearby vegetation.
The needs of the cycling community for more challenging "single tracks" is acknowledged.
Consultation with cycling groups will continue to consider a limited number of appropriately
signposted "single tracks" suitable for use by cyclists which do not displace walkers or jeopardise
CNP's conservation values.
A brochure defining a code of conduct for bike riders in bushland and forest areas in the ACT has
been developed and will be updated as necessary. This code is relevant in CNP and is distributed
through cycle retail outlets and cycling organisations.
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Permitted recreational activities and associated restrictions in CNP

Recreational Activity
(1)

Suitable CNP Reserves
(2)

Passive enjoyment,
walking, jogging,
picnicking etc.
(individuals and family
groups)

All

None required.

Cycling (individuals
and family groups)

All formed vehicle trails

Dog walking (on leash)

1,3-6,8,10-15,17,18,
20-23 (refer Figure 4 for
reserve names)
4,5,8,10-11,13,15,17,
20, 22-23 (refer Figure 1
for reserve names).

Restricted to existing public roads and
formed vehicle trails (as shown on maps)
only, not permitted on walking trails; (see
Appendix 3). 12 month trial of designated
narrow tracks at Bruce-O'Connor Ridge
Reserve.
Dog walking (on leash), restricted to
reserves shown in column (2).

Horse riding

Special Permission / Access Restrictions
(3)

Horse riding restricted to reserves shown
in column (2) and then only on the
identified horse routes (refer Appendix 3).
Table 7 provides more detail.. Also see
6.6.2.

Endurance riding and
other equestrian events

None suitable

Carriage use

None suitable

Commercial riding

Potentially some of the
areas listed above

Subject to concession conditions.

Hang-gliding,
Para-glidingp,
Parachuting, Hot air
ballooning
Special events

Normally none

Not permitted unless with permission from
Chtfl Aviation Authority and the Manager,
CNP.

Potentially some reserves

Special permission is required through the
manager CNP.

NOTE:

Camping, abseiling and rock climbing, hunting, use of trail bikes and other
motorised recreational vehicles are prohibited activities in CNP.
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Table 7: Assessment of CNP reserves where horse riding has historically been permitted
Reserve
Aranda
Bushland
Cooleman
Ridge

Crace
Farrer
Ridge

McQuoids
Hill
Mt Ainslie

Mt Majura

Mt Painter

Mt Taylor
Oakey Hill
The
Pinnacle

Urambi Hill
Wanniassa
Hill

Evaluation
Reserve contains substantial nature conservation values that warrant a high degree
of protection. Trails generally unsatisfactory for horse riding due to gradient and
surface condition.
Established trail is of a satisfactory standard. However, increased compliance is
required to avoid adverse off-trail effects.
Urban fringe option has safety, user conflict and engineering issues that indicate
unreasonable resource input needs.
Established trail is in an area of low conservation value. Requires drainage and
access modifications.
Established trail along urban fringe is well located and of a good standard.
The cross reserve trail bisects an area of high conservation value and is of substandard construction. This trail forms a link to the Wanniassa trail that is to be
closed.
Established Bicentennial Trail along western edge is located in an area of low
conservation value. Requires drainage modifications but is downstream and
fenced from the rest of the reserve.
Established trail network provides a good range of riding experiences and is of a
satisfactory standard. A number of trail segments are either superfluous,
substandard or compromise nature conservation values:
Upper loop behind Ainslie unnecessarily duplicates perimeter trail and has
potential to compromise nature conservation values.
Blind section behind Hackett serves no purpose.
Eastern link to Majura is unformed, susceptible to erosion and traverses good
quality woodland.
Access route to Duntroon horse paddocks and eastern reserve boundary route
passes through Yellow Box/Red Gum/Grassy woodland, is unformed and has
surface impact and drainage problems. Re-routing required.
Eastern loop adjacent to Northcotte Dr. is superfluous to main circuit route and
has inadequate surface treatment.
Established trail network provides a good range of riding experiences and is of a
satisfactory standard. However, increased compliance is required to avoid
adverse off-trail effects.
Established Bicentennial Trail is of a satisfactory standard except for short steep
north-west section, which needs upgrading or rerouting.
A perimeter trail is possible if access through the ac\joining horse paddocks can be
obtained and management resources are available.
The lower duplicate section of the Bindubi Street section of the trail to be closed.
Consultation with stakeholders is required on the location of the perimeter trail.
Established trail along urban fringe is well located and of a good standard.
Established trail is located along urban fringe/service easement and is well located
and of a satisfactory standard.
Established Bicentennial Trail is of a satisfactory standard except for short steep
pinch.
No access will be allowed to the woodland area because of steep gradients and
nature conservation values.
Controlled use of a perimeter trail is an option if seasonal conditions are suitable,
there is no off-trail use and management resources are available.
Established Bicentennial Trail is of a satisfactory standard.
Southern perimeter trail (MacArthur/Fadden)has safety implications in some
segments and is generally substandard in construction and maintenance, with
gradient and environmental impact issues behind MacArthur.
Link between MacArthur horse paddocks and Farrer Ridge follows satisfactory
route and should be retained as the official horse trail.
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Suitable
Unsuitable
Suitable
Suitable
Unsuitable

Suitable

Suitable

Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable

Unsuitable
Suitable

Suitable
Suitable
Unsuitable
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable
Unsuitable
Suitable
Suitable
Unsuitable

Suitable
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Prohibited recreational activities
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Certain activities are prohibited within CNP while a number of other pursuits are only permitted with
the written consent of the Conservator or delegate.
Abseiling and rockclimbing were previously limited to a former quarry site on Mount Ainslie.
However, due to its intensive use and resulting damage, permission is no longer granted for these
activities in CNP. Opportunities are available for these activities at other sites in the ACT.
Under section 56(2) of the NCA the use or possession of a firearm, spear, spear gun, bow or arrow,
trap, net, snare or other device capable of being used to take or capture animals is not permitted in
CNP without the written consent of the Conservator. The use of any of these items for the purpose of
hunting will not be permitted in CNP.
Under section 56(1) of the NCA motor vehicles are not permitted in CNP without the written consent
of the Conservator. Opportunities for the use of trail bikes and other motorised recreational
vehicles are provided in other areas around the ACT.
Camping is prohibited in all areas of CNP. Camping has indirect effects on CNP through the taking
and use of firewood and littering.
The small dams around CNP provide habitat and watering points for many species. These dams and
the species within them are protected from human interference and yabbying and collection of fishing
bait is not permitted.
6.6.5.

Planning for recreational opportunities

With increasing competition for the use of open space there is a need to rationalise recreational
opportunities in terms of the costs and benefits of various forms of recreation. The Service seeks to
balance recreation with other values in CNP. In planning for recreation within CNP it is important to
note that outdoor recreation almost always has some environmental costs.
Planning for the provision of recreational opportunities in CNP requires consideration to be given to
alternative opportunities which are provided by other land managers such as ACT Forests and
Canberra Urban Parks.
The potential for causing damage to CNP's resource values by various activities should be assessed
before permitting an activity to occur. The effect on other visitors of staging an event or activity to
CNP must also be assessed. All recreational activities in CNP will be consistent with the primary
management objective for Public Land (nature reserve) as stipulated in Schedule 1 of the Land Act.
Section 6.2.2. discusses current and potential visitor facilities in CNP.
6.6.6.

Monitoring and managing impacts of recreation

Recreational pursuits have the potential to affect the natural environment. Recreational activities will
be monitored and managed to minimise impact.
Some changes resulting from recreation will be acceptable and able to be managed, e.g. trail
degradation through normal use. Other changes are not acceptable, e.g. damage to vegetation due to
track proliferation.
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USE

Factors and examples of some indicators which need to be considered in developing standards and
assessing condition are described in Table 8.
Each indicator that is identified must be able to be measured cost effectively and objectively. Once
indicators are set, an inventory of the recreational resource will need to be prepared and conditions
monitored regularly against indicators.
Table 8:

Management of recreation related impacts

Effects on

Indicator

Physical factors (e.g. condition
of wildlife populations)

Changes to the abundance, diversity or condition of flora and
fauna populations including the level of disturbance at sites and
the degree of damage to vegetation and, loss of habitat types and
nesting sites. Changes to cultural, geological and landscape
values and sensitivities of particular sites. The amount and type
of erosion which occurs.

Assets (e.g. facilities, trails)

Changes to the condition/quality of facilities, trails, on-site
information and interpretation features. Cost/regularity of
repairs to facilities and track maintenance.

Social factors (e.g. noise levels,
visitor safety)

Loss or change in quality of experiences. Amount and types of
conflict between different users/uses. Increases in noise
pollution issues. Number of visitor accidents/incidents and
visitor complaints.

Possible management actions
•
•
•
•

manipulate visitor numbers accordingly by, e.g. directing visitors to less popular sites
provide alternative opportunities where impacts may be better managed or not as critical
upgrade site facilities to manage.
provide community information/education encouraging environmentally
sound behaviour.
*•
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6.6.7.

Management actions - recreation

USE

Conduct visitor surveys to increase the Service's understanding of public expectations of CNP
as a recreational retreat and the quality of experience provided.
b.

-Identify indicators of change, inventory of the condition: of resources arid monitor change '-•;
resulting from recreational use and take appropriate action.•.<• • -„
'••"••,
Identify the Ideation bftrails with a
walking, cycling)
•

:

'

:

d.

Monitor arid respond to the use of CNP for prohibited activities

e.

. ..Implement a permit system; forevents:

>

f.
{ Sign post recreation trails consistent with the principleLin section 7-2.2.
g.-. ,;;:-Prornqte appropriate use of CNP through codes of conduct produced in consultation with
relevant user groups.
\
;'%''.
•*•• J\\
'-;•]; ''• ;
h.
i.

i

Monitor the physical impacts of recreation on the environment.
Monitor potential conflicts between users of CNP.

6.7.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

6.7.1.

Background

Various Acts apply to aspects of law enforcement in CNP and are listed at Appendix 8. The
application of these Acts to the management of CNP is discussed throughout this plan.
Inappropriate behaviour may result in the Service seeking evidence of actions by individuals, and
cautioning or taking legal action against offenders under the relevant legislation. Park Care volunteers
keep a watchful eye on CNP and may report on their observations. Over time this may act as a vehicle
for education to the wider community on inappropriate behaviour, and possibly minimise illegal
activities.
Law enforcement is a labour intensive method of combating inappropriate behaviour, and does not
necessarily change community perceptions, understanding or behaviour. Any attempt to curb
deliberate damage to natural areas requires a co-ordinated approach, using both law enforcement and
education. The latter is an important aspect in finding long-term solutions to inappropriate behaviour,
and requires a comprehensive and co-ordinated education program to be effective.
The NCA provides for the erection of signs to direct and guide visitor behaviour. It is an offence for a
person to contravene a direction or requirement of such signs. All signs in CNP are erected with the
authority of the Conservator.
Illegal activities in CNP include vandalism, littering, unauthorised access and trail bike riding, fire
wood removal, uncontrolled dogs, the deliberate lighting of fires, use of firearms, dumping rubbish,
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USE

disturbing habitat, destruction of any vegetation, encroachment (usually backyard extensions), illegal
collection of fauna and flora.
6.7.2. Nature Conservation Act 1980
The NCA provides for the appointment of a Conservator of Flora and Fauna, the establishment of a
conservation service (the ACT Parks and Conservation Service), and appointment of conservation
officers to administer the Act.
In relation to the management of reserved areas the Act provides for:
the protection of native flora and fauna throughout the ACT including species with special
protection status and habitat sites;
licences for certain activities, e.g. taking animals or picking plants for research purposes ;
prohibition of certain activities (e.g. vehicle entry) without the Conservator's consent;
compensation for damage;
action plans to address the conservation and management of threatened species; and
exemptions for management.
In support of the conservation objectives of the NCA, breaches in CNP will be investigated and may
result in warnings, prosecution action or the issuing of on-the-spot fines.
6.7.3

Role of rangers

Rangers in the Service have undergone training to become conservation officers appointed under the
NCA. The role of Rangers and other Service employees is to encourage support and understanding
within the community for management objectives, and promote an understanding of appropriate
behaviour in reserved areas including CNP.
6.7.4. Relevance of ACT legislation on National Land
There are some small areas of National Land remaining within CNP (e.g. telecommunications leases
on Mount Majura and Mount Taylor). Relevant ACT legislation applies to the management of these
areas.
6.7.5. Management actions - law enforcement
Work in conjunction with the Compliance_IJniU6 implement a comprehensive training
program for Rangers to address the administration and enforcement ofthe Acts relevant to

'CNP.:;:.^/^: \j •^•^^^^^^f^.-.

§M'-/:

;Reinforcethe; benefits of responsible behaviour through interpretation and education :
programs.
,
• ••; • •
•*•
•'•
_
AssessAe adequacy of sighsJh relation to legal requirements Jo: ensure that visitors are aware
of their responsibilities and constraints on their use of areas.*•hi-.

,

Liaise with the Compliance Unit and the AFP. as necessary. -"
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6.8.

FEES AND FUND RAISING

6.8.1.

Background

USE

The potential for increased visitor numbers through a more aware, interested and growing population,
and an expanded CNP, will mean finding increased operating costs from a limited local government
budget. Increased revenue would at least partially offset such costs. To continue to manage CNP
effectively, the Service will review its activities, justify the level of funding committed to all aspects
of management, and charge fees where appropriate and consistent with management objectives.
Under the NCA, the Minister may determine fees for the purposes of the Act.
6.8.2.

User pays

The underlying principle in CNP is that access and a basic level of service provision is free, but that
visitors or others should contribute towards costs where extra facilities or services are provided. Such
'user pays' approaches are based on users (who benefit most from facilities and services) contributing
financially towards the cost of provision.
Commercial activities in CNP should contribute to the cost of managing the reserves, depending on
the nature and extent of the activity. A licensing system will be developed for commercial activities.
Ranger guided walks. Consistent with policies being implemented across the ACT park system, fees
will be charged for selected ranger guided walks and activities.
Marketing. Marketing issues in CNP will be considered in light of the 'ACT Nature Based Tourism
Strategy.
Charges for processing of applications to cover administrative costs e.g. for temporary access
permits, and to provide control, began in CNP in 1994 and will be continued.
6.8.3.

Retail sales

At present the Service has a limited range of items available for sale through visitor information
centres and shopfronts. The sale of such products has the aSvantage of not only raising revenue but
also the profile of the Service and the reserve areas it manages, and of enhancing visitor experience
(e.g. sale of field guides). Joint projects with sponsors, other agencies, community groups or
individuals are a possible way to fund production and promote goods relevant to CNP.
6.8.4.

Corporate sponsorship and donations

Sponsorship can provide benefits to both reserve management and the sponsor, e.g. funds provided
towards a project not only supplement operational and project budgets, but may also provide
promotional and other opportunities to the sponsor.
Sponsorship can be in the form of money, goods and/or services. Only sponsorship that supports and
does not compromise the policies of the Service will be sought or accepted.
Donations from the general community can assist park management.
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6.8.5.

Cost recovery

USE

The Service will seek to recover costs associated with the rehabilitation of damage caused by others.
If higher management standards are required on 'nationally significant' lands (Designated Areas) than
are provided in the rest of CNP, funds will be sought from the Commonwealth.
Administrative fees will be charged to process applications such as special access requests.
6.8.6.

Grant funding

Project funding is available from other areas within the ACT Government and from the
Commonwealth Government through grant programs and grant funding will be sought to assist the
achievement of CNP management objectives.
6.8.7.
a.

Management actions - fees and fund raising
Contribute to the development and promotion of a sewice wide licensing system and fee
i structure-fof commercial activities. ^.;: ; '
^
''":''

b.

Charge for selected ranger guided walks and activities. ;
Contribute to the development of a sponsorship.marketing plan for re
including
.identification ofopportunities in CNP, criteria for the selection of sponsors, and sponsor
: recognition.;;
*•.&%?V'.-'KU^'"^;^;^^^>'^i!.^'-:''^H^;-'-..-:'--'"^
Recover costs fromagencies incurred to repair damage caused onPreserved land.

:

Identify appropriate sources of grantfunding and relevant projects within CNP, and submit
: proposals for projectfunds. - . <"
-~
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SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Promote the resource significance, values and low impact recreational opportunities in
CNP.

•

Develop greater understanding of CNP by agencies with facilities on reserves, or agencies
involved in planning or works related to CNP.

•

Provide adequate, appropriate and accessible information to visitors and potential visitors
of CNP, including on-site information and information leaflets.

•

Provide opportunities for the community, particularly children, to gain positive direct
experiences in their local environment.

•

Provide opportunities for environmental education which identify values, attitudes and
behaviour towards the environment and support conservation of the environment in CNP.

•

Provide opportunities and support for community volunteer participation in the
management of CNP such as through Park Care groups.

•

Evaluate effectiveness of community awareness and participation opportunities.

7.1.

COMMUNICATION

7.1.1.

Background

The Service's ability to manage CNP depends on the success of communicating positive attitudes
towards its environmental values and management requirements.
The Service is mindful of the value of an effective communication strategy. Emphasis to date has
been on Ranger interpretation activities, on-site visits, through public enquiries, the Park Care
program, use of events and a range of electronic/print media, and some development of materials and
limited strategies for broader environmental education.
*
There is considerable potential to improve communication links concerning CNP issues and
environment and land management issues in the ACT generally. This could be achieved through a
well conceived and implemented communication strategy covering objectives, themes, target
audiences and management.
A communication strategy for CNP will be developed and is proposed to include the features detailed
in the following table.
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AWARENESS AND

PARTICIPATION

Features of a communication strategy for CNP
Feature

Description/Aim

Orientation

Provide information regarding the location of CNP, features
within it, and the opportunities it provides; promote CNP to
visitors.

Environmental education

Incorporate an environmental education program with learning
objectives; including the development of skills, building of
knowledge, and the development of attitudes, values, and the
taking of personal action.

Interpretation

Involve people in interactive activities, such asfirst-handfield
experiences, to increase understanding of conservation
significance and the need for management.

Networks

Develop communication links with relevant community groups
and other Government agencies in order to facilitate skills and
information exchange.

7.1.2. Management actions - communications
a.

/ Prepare, implement.'and evaluate a cpmmunicatibn strategy for CNP that: identifies cle
objectives; addresses management heeds (including those identified elsewhere in this plan);
targetsaudiences; and includesplanned programs of orientation, environmental education,
interpretation and evaluation activities.
-: v

b.

Liaise with other relevant agencies and groups in preparing and implementing a
communication strategy.

7.2

ORIENTATION, ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND
INTERPRETATION

7.2.1. Background
A large number of visitors to CNP are residential neighbours or local residents with varying levels of
knowledge of the reserve they may be visiting. The Service is mindful of the need to tailor orientation
strategies to meet the level of information required by the visitor. Developing orientation material in
consultation with relevant community groups, or providing information direct to such groups, may
increase effectiveness in reaching the target audience.
7.2.2. Signs
Signs are used to provide direction, identification, information and interpretation. When used
effectively, signs may contribute to the development of a positive link between the Service and the
community. However, in keeping with the natural setting of CNP, the Service is mindful of the need
to use signs only where they are necessary or contribute to the visitor experience.
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Strategies for sign use must maximise communication while minimising maintenance, replacement
and capital costs. The Service continually evaluates the suitability of signs and uses visitor feedback
to refine designs and localities. Additionally, considerable effort is devoted to ensuring signs are
clear, accurate, easy to understand and are compatible with the setting (e.g. the type of materials used
should reflect sustainable use of resources).
Signs are provided at access points, special features, along trails, to identify particular activities such
as Park Care projects, provide directions and to identify hazards. Signs are also used to educate about
Service and Government policy, and advise legal requirements.
All signs in CNP are erected with the authority of the Conservator and penalties apply when directions
are not followed resulting in offences under a range of legislation (enforcement is discussed further at
Section 6.7).
The National Capital Authority has included guidelines for signs within its Design and Siting
Conditions. These guidelines, and the Canberra Landscape Guidelines will be considered in the
preparation of any design standards for Service signs.
7.2.3.

Other methods

)

The varying characteristics of CNP reserves requires development of a range of printed orientation
material. Typically this may include reserve specific information sheets, maps and walking trails
leaflets. Assessment of requirements for additional information is carried out against the background
of available resources. The potential for production of materials for sale and incorporating
commercial sponsorship will be considered.
Other methods used to orientate and inform the community include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

informal contact with visitors in the field, and public inquiries through CNP offices;
liaison with the community on particular issues, or as part of broader programs such as Park
Care;
provision of speakers at community group meetings;
Ranger led activities;
media features, both radio and print media; and
displays on a variety of issues presented at special events, government shopfronts and at other
relevant venues (e.g. Canberra Tourim Visitor Information Centre on Northbourne Avenue).
]

7.2.4.

Environmental education and interpretation

A visit to CNP can be made more enjoyable and informative through the development of an
understanding of its features and values. The Service's capacity as park managers clearly depends on
an aware and supportive community. Against this background, a desired feature of CNP is that it
provide an 'educational gateway' to other reserve areas, and to the natural environment of the ACT and
region.
CNP will continue to develop opportunities for environmental education through development of:
•
•
•
•
•

Ranger guided interpretative walks;
field activities as part of school and community group programs;
seasonal interpretation of related issues including wildlife behaviour and fire;
interactive displays and production of resource materials; and
media.

Resources will continue to be devoted to school programs both on site at CNP and in the classroom.
However, staff involvement will be assessed against criteria including: the relevance of a proposed
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activity to the school's curriculum; its compatibility with CNP conservation objectives; timing, length
and type of visit; school resources available to assist/co-run activities; and available management
resources and priorities.
To meet the need for school activities, the Service will develop an education guide to promote the use
of reserves as an educational resource. The guide will provide information to assist with program
development and excursion planning and guidelines for sympathetic educational field survey
techniques.
Adoption of particular reserves by local communities, and personal empowerment through meaningful
activities in CNP, such as through Park Care, may prove useful in fostering a link between individuals
and the environment, while providing practical support for park management. Such strategies will be
carefully planned and implemented within the Service's available resources.
7.2.5. Quality of educational and interpretative service
I The quality of educational and interpretative services provided about CNP is important. The Service
will consider actions to improve the quality of products offered by:
•
•
•
•

investigating cost recovery options and thus allowing greater scope for reinvestment into
educational program development;
professional development of environmental educators and interpreters;
more effective use of in-house expertise where relevant; and
recognising the expert skills of individuals and groups in the community and encouraging
their participation in educational programs at CNP.

i
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7.

COI

7.2.6.

Management actions - orientation, environmental education and interpretation
Implement the communication strategy(see Section 7.1) ,' '•'•'Vv £ • , " ; ^ ;
'.'".,
As part of an overall communication strkegy,!prepareenvirohmehtel education and ^ <v
_ interpretation plans thatidentify themes and opportunities within CNP.-

a.
b.

c.

Jf»

s

d.

TJeterinine target audiences andassess particular needs e.g/type M d level of info
required, and use a range of media to address; reserves.or particular themes at shojjfronts or
: special events".; : ; \ ^y^w •''."'/"-v. s
'':': ^^'J/^^^^^-'^v'/^'T"-^:-:''''- ' ",'"'*'"•'?':.':"'
Maintain contacts with education and community:organisations and cooperate on the
development and implementation of programs and reference materials!

m

Distributeinformation materials as widelyand..effectively as possible off-site, and assess the
potential for on-site distribution, v ;
l?" ^
; "
Review existing signs,"assess the need for additional signs and monitor their effectiveness.
Assist in the monitoring of promotional material production by other agencies (e.g. tourism
agencies, community groups) for accuracy and appropriateness; and seek joint production of
such materials where appropriate.
Support the Service's interpretative walks program, and an effective booking system.
Evaluate programs to ensure that objectives are met and to aid piannihg of future programs.
Train all employees, especially Rangers, in effective communication skills, '

,'

k.

Assess requirements for additional^^informationytrial hew materials and evaluate ef&

7.3.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

7.3.1.

Background

Many local residents have developed a strong feeling for, and appreciation of, the bushland around
Canberra, and many in the community are keen to participate in its management. Given the level of
enthusiasm already present in the community, the provision of opportunities for community
participation will greatly enhance the management of CNP.
The Service encourages community participation in activities related to the management of CNP, most
notably through its support of the Park Care program which is covered in Section 7.4. The Service
also co-ordinates, supports and directs Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers' (ATCV)
projects, assists groups such as Canberra Ornithologists Group (COG) and Greening Australia with
their activities, provides opportunities for students of all levels to participate in research activities, and
provides opportunities for individuals and groups to be involved in management activities through
public consultation.
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Management actions - community participation

a.
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V; Encourage communis participation in mahagemerit pfbgrams'including through community
• „• group information'ne^brks..-.;:;'..''-'••-;'••.'';'•.•;..;/' '• *Pf-j :%[-\f.'';v::::^/!-^

b.;/••.(\ Support and consider.bptions for fiirther community participa^
Liaise and cooperate, with community groups.and other, organisationson activities related to
therrianagementof CNP.
-,<
-'••••

'

7.4.

PARK CARE

7.4.1,

Background

Park Care is a program of volunteer participation which aims to develop, co-ordinate, promote and
evaluate activities to revegetate and rehabilitate areas managed by the Service. The concept evolved
out of a joint community-Service initiative in 1989 to involve the community in the ongoing
management of CNP.
Members of the community are involved in Park Care through local groups based at various reserves.
Park Care was piloted in CNP and has grown to include the Murrumbidgee River Corridor, Tidbinbilla
Nature Reserve and Namadgi National Park.
Park Care tasks vary depending on the reserve, the season, the availability of Service staff to lend
support and volunteer resources, and may include: woody and annual weed removal; seed collection
from local native species, propagation, and planting; removal of litter; field survey and mapping; soil
conservation works.

There is little doubt Park Care groups are able to contribute to important programs which would
otherwise be difficult to carry out by Service staff due to resource constraints. There are also benefits
to members of Park Care groups and local communities in developing community networks,
protecting neighbourhood areas, developing a sense of community ownership for natural areas,
) developing individual interests and skills, and opportunities for recreation and environmental
education through field experience.
*•
7.4.2.

Support for volunteer involvement

The Service encourages and supports Park Care to address management objectives for CNP, and is
keen to foster an ongoing commitment and participation in appropriate activities. Support includes:
training, provision of equipment, co-ordination and planning, supervision and recognition.
The Service plans for a range of activities that will provide meaningful involvement of
Park Care groups and seeks to efficiently use available resources.
Limited funds are identified each year to assist in the co-ordination of Park Care and its activities.
However, there are options for both the Service and Park Care groups to apply for funding under
schemes at a National and Territory level. Park Care has been successful in gaining grant funding.
Sponsorship is another option used successfully by some groups.
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There is scope for the current range of volunteer activities to expand to include tasks such as: track
building, maintenance and rerouting; fencing; feral animal control; participation in interpretative
programs, including maintenance and protection of interpretative features (e.g. signs); survey and
monitoring of plants, animals and visitors; mapping; soil conservation including planting and surface
treatments; and involvement in planning.
Expansion of the current program along these lines will depend on the Service providing training time
and support and thus will be dependent on available resources.
7.4.3.

Management actions - Park Care

a.

Implement the Park Care program, including co-ordination, supervision, training and
resources

b.

Promote Park Care and other volunteer participation mCNP using a range of strategies such
as local media; field days,-talksto community groups and schools, and information -displays,at
• e v e n t s . *-'.
•»

c.

Implementa planning and work programming approach to group activities-e.g. prepare /
action plans in consultation/with individual Park Care group, and prioritise Service input for
best output inline with overall management objectives.

d.

Evaluate and report yearly against program objectives.;:

e.

Recognise the achievements of Park Care groups through nomination for appropriate
community'awards,e;g.\Landcare, and atspecial/social events.
:; .

f.

Investigate the options and apply for, or assistPark Care groups to apply for, funding from
relevant government grant schemes and for community^sponsorship.•''•: •'•••'-• . ^

g.

Liaise and cooperate with other agencies and groups(e.g. Greening Australia, Landcare,
ATCV; Society for Growing Australian Plants; COG) to foster community networking and
achieve efficient outcomes. ;
? *•
V :
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SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Develop an information base and monitoring system for the environment within CNP to
enhance the Service's understanding and capacity to manage.

•

Identify and prioritise research needs to achieve CNP management objectives and
ensure research results are transferred promptly into management practice where
appropriate.

•

Minimise or avoid negative environmental impacts on natural, cultural, recreational and
landscape resource values.

•

Provide opportunities for research into aspects of the environmental values of CNP in
order to assist in the development of community knowledge and skills.

•

Allow opportunities for the provision of appropriate services to visitors, via concessions,
consistent with overall management objectives.

•

Manage non-concessionable commercial and related activities to protect the values of
CNP.

•

Ensure that agencies with facilities and installations within CNP are aware of
management objectives for CNP through education and liaison, to facilitate agency
operation in sympathy with such objectives.

•

Pursue leases or licences for facilities and installations, and/or establish management
agreements between service agencies and the Service addressing the planning, cost
recovery, construction and maintenance of facilities and installations.

8.1

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

8.1.1. Background
The results of sound resource based research are necessary for the ongoing management of reserved
areas. Within this context, the role of the Service, in addition to carrying out its own research and
encouraging and guiding research by others, is to ensure that such activities do not unnecessarily
affect identified values or conflict with other uses. The Service has established a system for
approving, co-ordinating and monitoring research conducted in reserved areas.
Research activities have a substantial contribution to make to CNP management including:
•
•
•
•

increased understanding of the natural environment through resource inventory, species
monitoring, wildlife corridor assessment and habitat evaluation;
increased understanding of the cultural environment through site inventory, development
of conservation techniques;
visitor use management through assessment of quality of experience, monitoring of changes
in use/demands, impacts of use on sites; and
development of management tools based on sound research including land rehabilitation
techniques; use of fire and grazing, and enhanced methods of interpretation.
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. Research projects may also incorporate monitoring techniques; commonly a monitoring strategy will
follow after the initial research project (see 8.1.5).
8.1.2

Research projects

Service employees will undertake a limited number of research projects of relevance to CNP in-house,
usually of high priority and where relevant expertise is available. When funds are available, contract
researchers may be engaged where the Service is unable to carry out a high priority project.
Assistance from other agencies is sought on a 'joint approach' basis as is necessary.
There are many opportunities for volunteers to become involved in research projects, especially those
who have field expertise, or require experience in fieldwork to supplement tertiary training, and are
willing to volunteer their time.
The remnant and disjunct nature of CNP and its location means that there is much interest from other
agencies, educational and research institutions, and community groups for various types of research
projects.
8.1.3.

Approval for external research projects

The Conservator of Flora and Fauna will give sympathetic consideration to the approval of research
proposals that are assessed as meeting management objectives for CNP. Projects should demonstrate
a sound structure and aim and should be conducted or supervised by qualified (trained/experienced)
people associated with an institution or expert group in a manner which minimises disturbance to
areas and other users.
A copy of research findings is required to be forwarded to the Service upon completion.
8.1.4

Funding

Although important for management, some research projects may not compete successfully with
essential management activities for funding. Other sources of funding such as grants and sponsorship
may need to be pursued.
8.1.5

Evaluating and monitoring

,,

Monitoring can be described as the 'purposeful reassessment of the condition of an item
throughout time' (VIC DCE, 1990). Monitoring builds on information available to managers,
identifies environmental changes that occur and indicates areas that require management
action. Through monitoring, resources can be directed to where they are needed most, and
management success can be evaluated through time. In order to accurately monitor and assess
sites it is important for managers to identify what needs to be monitored, by inventory and assessment
of key resources, features or sites.
The Service has developed a Geographic Information System (GIS, a computerised data base of
resource information) that allows resource information to be stored, manipulated, modelled and
retrieved as data reports and maps. Information is accessible by management and others on request,
although non-Service users may be required to pay for this service in the future. Through the GIS,
monitoring data for a predetermined time span can be readily represented and collated for internal as
well as external uses e.g. annual reporting, publications.
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8.1.6

Relevant legislative and administrative controls

The NCA specifies that native animals cannot be taken or killed, and that native plants or their parts
cannot be picked without a licence. Activities for which a licence has been granted must be
documented and, as a condition of licence, written records must be submitted to the Service on the
completion of the activity.
The Animal Welfare Act 1992 adopts the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals
for Scientific Purposes and the Animal welfare in the ACT: policy statement (ACT Parks and
Conservation Service, 1990) establishes appropriate techniques for use in research involving
vertebrate species.
8.1.7.

Management actions - research activities
Assist in the identification of long term research and mohitoririg needs arid mechanisms for
implementation consistentwith strategies (e.g. Action Plans arid the Nature Conservation
_Strategy).
V: ,
•''• °;"'-.;S..-.",.V ;'•.'•. \HV-V;?V'I^'--'-:; "•- '
Identify and promote possible topics and opportunities for.joint research arid;monitoring
projects arid Volunteer assistance in research arid monitoririg e.g: by liaising with the Wildlife
.''Researchi and Monitoring Unit, educational/research institutions, and making iriformation
available to potential volunteers. .
,r
Review the existing project approval mechanism to address co-brdinatiori arid monitoring
•• needs and ensure adequate protection of resources. Provide information on the licence
.process td the research community.
"••:..•_••'•'"..•,
•
Implement a mechanism for cost recovery for project assistance, as part of an overall strategy
for revenue raising(see Section 6.8). •
Participate irithedevelopmeritofacodeof behaviour and guidelines for research in all
reserved areas including CNP, and make this available to all intending researchers on
application for project approval.
Further develop and implement me,GlS.'Develop a^to
monitor riatural and cultural resources, and address aspects including resource locationarid
significance, and indicators of change .
;
Identify arid pursue opportunities for alternative sources of funding for research activitie
.Monitor'research activities and evaluate outcomes.

. ..

8JZ.

CONCESSIONS AND RELATED A C T I V m E S

8.2.1.

Background

A park concession is a right granted by way of a lease, licence or permit for the occupation or use of
part of a reserve to provide appropriate facilities and services for visitors' use and enjoyment. This
right is usually subject to payment of a fee but other services may be provided in lieu of a fee, e.g.
restoration or rehabilitation work (CONCOM 1985). This definition limits the applicability of
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'concession' to facilities and services for visitors and excludes other 'exploitative uses' for which rights
may be granted.
Concessions may be efficient and cost effective in providing services in CNP reserves to enhance the
visitor experience. The likely areas for such activity in CNP include services such as:
•
•

provision of outlets for food, appropriate souvenirs and other retail products; and
provision of guided activities such as walks for tour groups, or equestrian activities.

The granting of concessions for such activities may result in the generation of revenue, but will need
to be consistent with overall management objectives. The Conservator's written consent is required
for the supply of goods and services, or erecting related structures (e.g. booth, sign), in reserved areas.
There are at present no permanent facilities within CNP for the sale of goods. However, hawkers visit
the developed summit areas at peak periods to sell food and souvenirs. Hawkers require a licence and
a permit to stand within CNP, and are required to meet certain conditions relating to the location of
vehicles in relation to roads and traffic, time of day, lighting and noise generation to minimise hazards
and loss of amenity.
The National Capital Plan sets out the range of permitted uses for Hills, Ridges and Buffer Spaces
which excludes accommodation and tourist facilities, while the Territory Plan state that these areas
'shall be protected from all forms of development which would interfere with the backdrop to
Canberra.'. Activities and developments which are inconsistent with the National Capital Plan and the
Territory Plan will not be permitted in CNP.
A Policy on Concessions in National Parks and Nature Reserve Areas prepared by the ACT Parks and
Conservation Environment Consultative Committee (now the Environment Advisory Committee)
based on CONCOM (1985) has been adopted as a guideline by the Service. The policy sets out a
rationale for concessions that recognises that although concessions can be efficient and cost effective
in providing facilities and services for visitors, it is the role of resource managers to protect the
conservation values of reserved areas. Suggested guidelines for the establishment and operation of
concessions are included in the policy.
8.2.2.

Related activities
)

Non-concessionable commercial activities
Some commercial activities in CNP do not provide visitor services and are not concessionable.
Examples include the use of CNP for:
•
•
•
•
•

grazing (agistment is addressed at section 5.3);
commercial filming and photography;
commercial training courses;
dog obedience training courses; and
promotional recreational activities, e.g. para-gliding.

Non-concessionable, non-commercial activities
CNP may also be sought as a venue for other activities. For example, specialist dog trainers from both
the Australian Customs Service and the Australian Federal Police regularly seek opportunities to train
dogs for drug detection and tracking skills in CNP. The Commonwealth Department of Defence also
seeks permission for field based officer/cadet training from time to time. These activities may also
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include events, such as cross country running events, and other recreational and educational activities.
These activities are also addressed at Section 6 and in Table 6.
Approval is required from the Conservator prior to these activities and conditions will apply to
minimise disturbance to the environment and visitor use. Such activities are only considered when
they are non-destructive, and alternative venues are not available.
8.2.3. Relationship between concessionaires and the Service
Concessionaires are a point of contact between the reserve and the visitor, and may appear to
represent the agency in their operations. Difficulties have arisenfromthis relationship in other places
and there is a need for co-operation between the land manager and concessionaire.
There may be increasing pressure from individuals, businesses and agencies to use CNP to provide
facilities and services to visitors and for other purposes. There is a need to establish criteria to assess
applications for such activities, and a mechanism to grant concessions and other approvals. This will
be done within a marketingframeworkthat is being developed by the Service in line with the 'ACT
) Nature Parks and National Park Marketing Strategy and Options Plan' consultancy report.
Application/administrative fees may be charged to cover costs in assessing, permitting and monitoring
concessions and related activities. Such fees will seek to cover administrative costs and contribute to
related management actions, depending on the type of activity proposed and the likely environmental
impacts and associated management requirements. Further discussion of fees and charges is at
Section 6.8.
8.2.4. Management actions - concessions and related activities
a.

:;'Oonsifer.propbsals forconcessions orrelated activities in CNP against relevant criteria.- ,

b.

Identify concession opportunities and administrative mechanisms'within a Service marketing
strategy framework.' " v'
,.; '•

8.3.

CAPITAL AND OTHER WORKS

8.3.1. Background
Environmental impacts may result from management activity within CNP and from the provision of
services to urban areas (e.g. roads, buildings, power lines, water supply) by other agencies.
For the purposes of this plan works include:
•
•
•
•
•

construction/installation, demolition, enlargement/extension, major maintenance or relocation
of a building or other structures or sites (e.g. visitor facilities, utilities);
alignment, construction, realignment or major maintenance/reconstruction of a track or road,
and the design, siting or construction of related works (e.g. car parks);
alignment and construction of fencing;
removal or planting of vegetation; and/or
excavations or other land disturbances.
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ACT Parks and Conservation Service activities
The Service develops and maintains a range of facilities (see section 5.2) and carries out a range of
works related to them to meet overall management objectives in CNP.
Activities of other agencies within Canberra Nature Park
Capital works in CNP to meet management functions other than for nature conservation purposes will
be considered as the need arises.
A number of facilities and installations are already located within CNP including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

public roads;
cut-off and catch drains on areas above the suburbs (to divert surface runoff);
sub-stations, water reservoirs and related delivery structures, sewerage and electricity
transmission lines;
telecommunication installations;
trigonometric stations; and
community amenities e.g. restaurants.

Some of these facilities and installations are on leased sites. All require adequate access for
management, services and fire hazard protection. Care must be taken in design, siting, construction
and maintenance to avoid negative impacts on the values of the surrounding CNP reserve.
Potential negative impacts of works in CNP include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

soil erosion, including scouring along drainage lines;
sedimentation of creeks, export of sediments downstream, other impacts on water quality
(e.g. nutrient enrichment);
weed infestation and the spread of plant disease caused by ground disturbances such as
excavation and the use of weed seed laden or 'infected' machinery;
disturbance to wildlife, cultural heritage sites or visitor experience, and increased potential for
incidents/accidents;
landscape degradation caused by unsightly structures, in particular above ground structures
such as telecommunications facilities, electricity cables and water reservoirs could be
intrusive and unsightly;
increased fire risk e.g. through the use of machinery; and
attractiveness of and ease of access to sites for inappropriate activities e.g. vandalism, arson.

Negative effects on the environment will be minimised by ensuring that other agencies are familiar
with the management objectives of CNP and management agreements are prepared as provided for
under section 60 of the NCA. This will enable those agencies to carry out their functions in sympathy
with CNP management objectives.
8.3.2.

Present controls

National Capital Plan (NCP)
The NCP provides detailed provisions for planning and development control in the Designated Areas
within CNP (see Section 1.2). The NCP contains policies for the National Capital Open Space System
(NCOSS) that address works, utilities and facilities in CNP as part of Hills, Ridges and Buffer Spaces.
Specific policies relate to maintenance of resource values (including landscape) and
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telecommunications facilities. The NCP provides Design and Siting Conditions for Inner Hills
Designated Areas that relate specifically to buildings and signs, and also provides principles and
policies for provision of public infrastructure.
The NCP defines land use policies and permitted uses in the Designated Areas. Proposals for land use
concessions (as part of any lease, licence or permit) in the Designated Areas require consultation with
the National Capital Authority to ensure that the use/activity is not inconsistent with the provisions of
the NCP
The NCP refers to an approval process for works in Designated Areas. Works approval from the
National Capital Authority is required prior to any works being undertaken. These may include
roadworks, hydraulic services, electricity lines, plantings, and construction of structures including
signs. For most works, standards may be set out in plans of management. However, 'master plans'
may be required for large sites.
The Territory Plan
1

The Territory Plan specifies permitted land uses, controlled activities, the criteria to be applied in
approving such activities, the types of proposals for which preliminary environmental assessments
must be prepared, and development conditions that may apply.
The Territory Plan also provides for environmental guideline documents on a range of matters to
enable assessment of development proposals for environmental impacts, addresses development
conditions that may apply to Hills, Ridges and Buffer Areas, and identifies matters that may be
included in those documents.
Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991 (the Land Act)
The Land Act provides for the assessment of environmental impact of proposals. It also provides for
the Conservator to have responsibility for recommending leases and licences for facilities or activities
on Public Lands. Such rights within a reserve do not necessarily support management objectives (and
are called 'alien tenures' elsewhere). A significant type of right granted to date in CNP has been use
by public utilities of a range of sites and easements for related supply structures.
The existence of particular uses of CNP prior to its reservation in the Territory Plan does not imply
that future applications for such activities will be supported.
Leases and licences identify area/activity, document special conditions and identify responsibilities for
matters such as access, fencing and appropriate activities within and impacts beyond the lease or
licence boundary. Leases may require land management plans for facilities, and licences may be
accompanied by detailed conditions about site management/use. Leases and licences for facilities and
installations within CNP are identified in Appendix 8.
Other controls

;

The NCA provides for the Conservator to propose management agreements to agencies where the
Conservator believes that the activities of an agency may affect controlled land and where those
activities may conflict with the land management objectives for that land.
The Service is negotiating comprehensive management agreements with a range of agencies.
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The Service and other agencies are working towards the development of management agreements to
address works in CNP, e.g. with ACTEW Corporation about contract specifications for vegetation
clearance under electricity lines.
A guideline for the planning, design, construction and management of the 'urban edge zone' is being
prepared by PALM in consultation with the Service and other relevant ACT Government agencies.
A range of other ACT legislation protects environmental quality, for example:
•
•

•
•

8.3.3.

i

NCA provides for protection of categories of Public Land;
Roads and Public Places Act 1937 provides for compensation by anyone who causes damage
to any public place other than the fair wear and tear due to ordinary and reasonable use of
such a place;
Trespass on Territory Lands Act 1932 makes the destruction of plants on 'unleased Territory
land' an offence;
Water Pollution Act 1984 makes it an offence to discharge waste to receiving waters
(including stormwater) - waste includes soil transported from a works site during a rain event,
and erosion and sediment control measures are required on site to minimise such discharge
(see Section 5.7 also).
Assessment of environmental impacts of proposals

All future proposals including CNP management works will be assessed for their environmental
impacts.
All proposals will initially be examined against the requirements of the Land Act and the Territory
Plan to determine whether the proposal is significant enough to warrant triggering Part IV of the Land
Act - environmental assessments and inquiries.
Proposals that may result in significant environmental impact are subject to the Land Act which sets
out guidelines and procedures for the assessment of the environmental impact of planning and land use proposals.
The Territory Plan specifies land use policies that will limit the degree of discretion that can be used in
assessing proposals, and lists general factors that need to be taken into account in such assessments.
Proposals which do not require assessment under part IV of the Land Act will be subject to a local
Service assessment procedure. This procedure covers matters such as consultation and approvals
required, ecological and geological/geomorphological impacts, cultural heritage impacts, landscape
impacts, recreation impacts, functional impacts and fire management. Proposals will be modified if
necessary. Activities that follow agreed standards as set out in management policies recognised by
this plan of management will not require such assessment.
Where works proposed on Designated Areas are likely to have a significant environmental impact,
action may be taken by the NCPA in accordance with the Environmental Protection (Impact of
Proposals) Act 1974 (Cth). However, a memorandum of understanding between the Commonwealth
and the ACT is proposed to allow the use of the Land Act on Territory lands consistent with
requirements under the Commonwealth Act.
All other agency works (except emergency works) in CNP require prior permission from the Reserve
Manager who may apply conditions.
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8.3.4. Relationship with other agencies
Under the Land Act the Conservator is consulted on land use proposals on Public Land, especially
works that will result in significant environmental impacts. The Conservator is a concurring authority
under the Land Act (Schedule 4) for certain controlled activities including works affecting places on
the Heritage Places Register (and Interim Register) and encroachment onto/over/under Public Land.
The diversity of facilities and installations within CNP means that efficient mechanisms must exist to
provide for ongoing liaison on a range of matters between the Service and agencies/companies
responsible for planning, design, construction and maintenance.
8.3.5. Management of facilities and installations
Not all rights for the use of land now in CNP are yet formalised in leases or licences. While such
rights may be undesirable in a reserve they are often unavoidable because of the location and nature of
CNP. The potential for other agency activities to cause negative impacts on CNP is recognised.
In the absence of existing leases/licences, or in addition to these where appropriate (e.g. to cover non
site-based facilities such as distribution structures), management agreements, or the equivalent, will be
sought to address such matters as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

consultation prior to works being carried out, and ongoing liaison;
appropriate activities, impacts and remedial works;
access;
timing of works, especially regarding seasonal and weather conditions;
drainage adjacent to facilities;
road design and placement, construction of trails and maintenance;
integration of trails with drains;
use of non-invasive plant and endemic plant species in revegetation works;
management offirehazards;
emergency procedures;
restrictions on dumping/stockpiling of materials;
restrictions on working conditions (e.g. total fire ban days);
low-impact techniques (including recreational and visual);
vegetation and weed management;
%
consolidation/rationalisation of communications facilities;
location of works/facilities;
fencing of sites;
signs and lighting; and
the basis of cost recovery for works carried out by the Service.

Any existing agency policies and procedures will be considered in preparing management agreements.
Some facilities may be accidentally damaged by operational activities and can pose risks to
management employees and visitors. For example, the use of heavy machinery for bushfire
suppression may unearth electricity cables or gas fittings. Clearance procedures exist with agencies
with underground facilities and emergency procedures should be agreed with the relevant authorities.
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Management actions - capital and other works
Comply with procedures f6r;enyironmental impact assessment established under the Land
,_ ^Adt::L: .- : y, : '.'Vl: ; V, '•• i-':::::^l

:
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b.

Formalise existing rights through lease/licence arrangements arid/ordevelopmanagemerit- :,.;,
agreements that specify respectiveresponsibilities arid standard^forwork
"

c.

-.'' Implement a local environmental impact assessment procedure to assess possible impacts of •
proposed works.
.
,
_>

V£nM

d.

Enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with theNCPA regarding works in Desigriated >
Areas
},
-: -h.-.?
••-":•:'''
\-\-:' '•:' ''••< '•'•':•'':,"-: " .-V'-.-."--

e.

Monitor the permit system for non-emergency other: agency works.

f. .

Liaise with agencies with facilitiesand installations in CNP as. required in order to formalise
management agreements.
:---'

\

Monitor compliance with leases, licences and management agreements.
Monitor vehicle access and take appropriate measures to tighten security and discourage
inappropriate accessv
-Identify and record oria GIS.the location of cables, gas mains,bleeder valves and other
potentially hazardous installations.
Agree with other agencies on emergency procedures for, accidents involving cables, gas
mains, bleedervaives and otherpotentially hazardous installations.;
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URBAN RELATED ISSUES

SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Minimise impacts of adjoining land uses on CNF, and of CNF on adjoining land
uses.

•

Ensure that new suburbs and other edge developments are planned and constructed
to provide for future management including fire management, drainage and reserve
security, and that the values of CNP are not degraded by further fragmentation and
loss of edge buffers.

•

Provide mechanisms for recovery of costs incurred by the Service in management
activities associated with adjoining lands.

•

Promote an appreciation and tolerance of wildlife in the community, and a realistic
attitude to its management.

9.1.

MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS WITH ADJOINING LANDS

9.1.1. Background
The size, shape and location of CNP reserves mean that they share boundaries with a wide
variety of other land uses. The Service is mindful of the need to acknowledge adjoining land
uses in formulating policy for the management of CNP.
9.1.2. Residential neighbours
CNP has more than 6,000 residential leases adjoining its boundaries. Mutual understanding
and co-operation between CNP and its neighbours is critical to achieving effective
management of the urban edge. To this end Service staff will continue to liaise with
neighbours on a range of issues such as weed control and encourage the development of Park
Care groups which may assist in raising awareness and participation in CNP.
Unauthorised residential lease encroachments

*.

Anything that intrudes beyond lease boundaries onto, over or under Public Land is a
controlled activity which is subject to formal approval under the Land Act and is prohibited
unless it is endorsed as an approved encroachment.
The absence of CNP boundary fences in some areas, or location of CNP fences within the
CNP boundary and therefore back from suburban lease boundaries, has meant that a number
of suburban neighbours have extended their backyards into CNP. In some cases the
permanent structures that have been placed outside the residential lease boundary are of
particular concern. Examples include fences, swimming pools, clothes lines and sheds.
Encroachments from lease boundaries onto public land must be approved under the Land Act.
Unauthorised encroachments may be subject to an order directing the lessee or occupier to
withdraw the encroachment (e.g. direction to remove vegetable patch, swimming pool) and to
rehabilitate the area. Financial loss to the leaseholder is inevitable when the structures have to
be removed and the site rehabilitated.
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The Protection of Lands Act 1937 also prohibits the deposition of materials or things on
unleased land without the authority of the Minister. Landscaped areas or equipment and
goods parked or stored on CNP (e.g. behind lease boundaries) can pose a variety of hazards,
including to the safety of passers-by.
Clearing along lease boundary
Leaseholders may seek permission to clear along their lease boundary to reduce fire hazards
or to remove exotic plants.
Access to the back of suburban leases
Where leaseholders wish to obtain vehicular access to their yards through CNP on an ad-hoc
basis, an application may be made to the Manager of CNP to grant such access. If granted, a
permit will be issued on payment of an administration fee.
Drainage above suburban leases
Catch and cut-off drains are built on areas above the suburbs as part of the suburb
development to divert surface runoff clear of urban development. Drain design and
construction is determined by the local site conditions and can often be integrated into the
management track network or edge tracks.
Inadequate construction of some edge tracks constructed as part of urban development has
meant that some established suburbs have continuing drainage problems from CNP areas
which are uphill of residential lease boundaries. The Service will continue to cooperate with
the planning and stormwater management agencies to address such concerns.
Other management issues include:
•
•
•
•
•

maintenance requirements;
stability of embankments;
effect of excavation on soil erosion by exposure of deeper and more erodible soils;
'runon' water from drains onto tracks and subsequent erosion; and
adequate access to above the drains for management activities including fire suppression.

Diplomatic neighbours
Some of the reserves of CNP adjoin suburbs that have oeen planned to provide for the needs
of the Canberra diplomatic community. Management activities within close proximity to
these leases will be communicated to such neighbours recognising their special security
requirements.
9.1.3

Urban Expansion

Planning for suburban and other development in the ACT is a responsibility of the
Planning and Land Management (PALM). PALM is preparing guidelines for development of
the urban edge zone that will be applied to development deeds. These guidelines will include
standards for provision and construction of trails, provisions for ongoing fire management
(e.g. rock picking of areas to be slashed), specify the location of services in easements, and
drainage provisions.
The advantages of suburban roads as boundaries between the urban area and CNP is
recognised and should be considered in future development along unit edges.
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9.1.4. Rural neighbours
Some areas of CNP are agisted and other areas that are contiguous with CNP and which are
Public Land (Nature Reserve) are leased for conservation grazing.
The Service recognises the need to consult with rural neighbours especially where
management actions by one land manager are likely to affect the other, e.g. weed control.
As part of the lease conditions, rural lessees applying to renew or extend a lease which is on
Public Land (Nature Reserve) must enter into a Property Management Agreement with the
Service where both parties agree on how areas of natural or cultural significance will be
managed.
Sympathetic management of rural lands adjacent to CNP

)

Over the past decade there have been many Commonwealth and State/Territory initiatives
aimed at caring for the land. Such programs began with an emphasis on trees and now focus
on the broader aspects of environmental quality including soil, water and natural
communities, e.g. the National Landcare Program. 'Landcare' approaches to rural lands are
sympathetic to the management of CNP, and important in enhancing and extending its
wildlife and landscape values. The potential corridor value of rural lands, linking CNP with
other habitat areas, is significant and underlines the value of retaining, extending and
rehabilitating such vegetation.
Maintenance of fencing on adjoining rural leases
The construction and maintenance of rural boundary fences has traditionally been the
responsibility of both leaseholders and the Service and was subject to a case by case
negotiation between the two parties.
Under current arrangements, when a lessee seeks to extend a rural lease, CNP staff will
ensure, and agree with the lessee, that fences between the lease and CNP are in a stock proof
condition. At the commencement of the new lease responsibility for maintenance and
replacement of these fences, to ensure that they remain in a stockproof condition, is with the
lessee.

I

9.1.5. Horse holding paddocks

».

Government horse holding paddocks are located throughout the city on rural lands. Paddocks
adjoin CNP at Mount Majura, Mount Painter, Mount Taylor, Cooleman Ridge, McQuoids Hill
and Wanniassa Hills. Some private agistment is also located adjacent to CNP. Like other
rural lands, horse paddocks complement some of the environmental values of CNP. The
retention of such areas will depend on future priorities for land use in the urban area.
Sympathetic management is required to retain the values of these areas and enhance those of
adjoining CNP reserves.
Access for horses is restricted within CNP to approved equestrian routes. Reserves where
horses are permitted together with approved routes, are identified on reserve maps at
Appendix 3.
9.1.6. Forestry lands
ACT Forests currently adjoin CNP on Mount Majura and Isaacs Ridge, and fuelwood
plantations are already established on areas within the Gungahlin hills and possibly adjacent
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to future reserves. Areas managed by ACT Forests provide extended and alternative
recreational opportunities to CNP. Excepting fuelwood plantations, commercial forest
plantations are generally comprised of softwoods, predominantly Pinus species. Management
issues associated with such land use include:
•

•

possible confusion by visitors moving between plantations and CNP about accepted
activities in reserved areas, e.g. 4WD vehicles and trail bikes are allowed on some
roads in plantation areas but not in CNP; and
pine wildings establishing within CNP from adjacent plantations.

9.1.7.

Commercial and institutional neighbours

Commercial and institutional neighbours to CNP include:
•
•

•

•

tourist accommodation, and restaurant facilities (e.g. on the summit of Black
Mountain, youth hostel adjoining O'Connor Ridge);
public and private academic and sporting institutions (e.g. Radford Secondary
College adjoins Gossan Hill, the Australian Institute of Sport adjoins Bruce and
O'Connor Ridges);
sites of national significance/interest (e.g. the Australian National Botanic Garden
(ANBG) backing on to Black Mountain and the Australian War Memorial next to
Remembrance Nature Park); and
defence facilities (e.g. the Royal Military College Duntroon, the Australian Defence
Force Academy and the Campbell Park and Russell Offices adjoin Mounts Ainslie
and Pleasant respectively).

The proximity of these neighbours raise issues such as the visual effects of structures and
facilities experienced by visitors to CNP, additional noise in some areas which detracts from
the peaceful enjoyment of CNP, and increased usage of some areas which may be seen as an
extension of the area of the commercial or institutional neighbour.
The Service will seek to ensure that these areas are managed to reduce the visual, physical
and environmental effects on CNP by seeking management agreements with CNP's
commercial and institutional neighbours.
Management of these facilities in sympathy with CNP requires consideration of factors such
as:
»
•
•
•
•
•
•

the type, scale and location of buildings and other developments and facilities;
the type and volume of use;
landscaping;
access and parking;
noise, runoff and waste management; and
associated activity that may have impacts beyond boundaries, e.g. Defence recreation
and training activities on Mount Pleasant, and provision of a fire protection buffer
between ANBG and CNP on Black Mountain.

9.1.8.

Other neighbouring land uses

Roads
One of the most obvious land uses surrounding CNP is the many public roads that may also
define reserve boundaries. These roads range from major inter-town thoroughfares to quiet
suburban streets. Roads also enter reserves to provide access to facilities such as the Telstra
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Tower on Black Mountain, and the lookouts on Mounts Ainslie and Pleasant, and Red Hill.
Issues that arise from the location of roads close to reserved areas include:
•
the location offences in relation to road reserves and maintenance of lands between
fences and the road, including mowing and weed control;
•
the construction, upgrading and maintenance of roads can cause impacts on the
boundaries of reserves such as habitat fragmentation/loss/disruption, disturbance to
soils, drainage problems and disruption to visitor access;
•
the placement in road reserves of facilities such as car parking sites, and information
signs about CNP;
•
'road kills' as the result of animals moving between reserves and other open areas; and
•
the ignition of fires by people from passing vehicles (either deliberately or
accidentally).
The Service will continue to liaise with other agencies about road and associated
developments and maintenance and responsibilities for managing road side land.
Urban open space
Various areas of intensively managed Public Land adjoin CNP (e.g. urban parks, ovals).
Some of these areas may be managed by other government agencies. The Service will seek to
ensure these areas are managed in sympathy with each of the interested agencies' objectives.
Urban services
Various facilities and installations adjoin and cross CNP including water, electricity and
communications supply structures. Management of these is addressed at Section 8.3.
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Management actions - management relationships with adjoining lands

a. r - • Enforce the provisions of relevant legislation as it relates to the unauthorised use of CNP
„by neighbouring residents. *
•
> •
' . -,,;' ^
bf, .1.-'",••^Liaise with other government agencies,'voluntary, and.community groups as necessary
and maintain communication links with neighbours through formal and informal means to
'support conservation objectives in CNP..
c.
Promotethe permit system for neighbour access and respond to requests from neighbours
; „; to permit boundary clearing. >
. ,
, ' ' , . "
d.'".'•
e.

f. \

Investigate the potential for.equestrians to contribute tb management of horse routes.

Liaise with relevant agencies for standards and guidelines for suburban developments to %
•/.•^ensure"minimum disturbance to CNPreserves through such developments, and to provide
•: for future management. In particular, ensure that appropriate standards are met in urban •
edge zone design andconstruction. -'V.
•.;,
.'•;.''.
Participate in management planning exercises for neighbouring land where appropriate. :••

g. •:••• Liaise with Lease Administration to introduce guidelines into leasing and licensing
arrangements,orlease/licence conditions, that protect the values ofCNP from,
••••••••>commercial activities in adjoining areas.
h. .

i. ,

Develop management agreements with Commonwealth and Territory agencies for the
management of institutional lands and associated activities where the management or
, • activities have impacts on CNP lands.
'
. "• •""-'.' •" : _
Continue to liaise with ACT Forests about the co-ordinated management of plantation
areas adjacent to CNP.
"•'•

j ; : ' ':':•',• Develop mechanisms forcost recovery where services are provided on behalf of the ,
: Commonwealthoranother.Territory Governmentagencywithm CNP. s:v, •:
k.

;

' Investigate the need for, more formalised arrangements suchas management agreements '
with commercial aM^
•;';'
; ; ;;/
.
v within or adjoining CNP.

I. •••

Cooperate withrelevant agencies regardingmanagement ofdrainage facilities and ;
structures to assist alleviate drainage, problems experienced,by some residential; >.
v
neighbours., *
* "
'
.

m.
•

':••; Integrate catch and cut-off drains wherever possible with access tracks located below the
drains.
-•••"-..• :-. • .••••••
•••; ;
-

n. . .' ^;Monifor the condition Of rural/CNP boundary fences^identify fencing requirements:and
responsibilities ,and maintain fences where appropriate (see Section 9.1.4).,
;
o.

Liaise with appropriate agencies aboutthe planning for, construction arid management of
v;
"::•-'. roads and carparks. ••" *=
'\"';'''.':'...:
'
' •'"'•'.
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9.2

WILDLIFE IN THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

9.2.1.

Background

The bush setting in and around Canberra provides habitat for a wide variety of animals. Some
animals may move between reserves and may traverse suburban areas in the process. While
birds are able to do this efficiently and with minimal impact on the suburban resident, others
may cause concern such as snakes (and other reptiles mistaken for snakes), kangaroos on
roads, and possums in roofs. Some of these animals, such as possums and magpies, may live
in the suburbs and pose a nuisance from time to time.
The ACT Wildlife Foundation provides a caring and rehabilitation service for sick and/or
injured native animals in the ACT. The Service provides some assistance in supporting the
Foundation and transporting animals to carers.
Current issues in the management of urban wildlife include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

protection of habitat;
removal of disorientated or trapped animals and care of injured animals;
removal of large dead animals;
management of native invertebrate 'pests' e.g. termites;
accidental imports (e.g. frogs in fruit crates); and
community understanding and co-operation about wildlife, expectations and
acceptance of management strategies.

9.2.2.

Dead and injured animals

Human environments disrupt the movement of some animals. Animals are regularly injured
or killed by vehicles on roads, and from collisions with structures such as buildings, power
poles, electricity lines and fences. Native animals may also be killed and injured by domestic
dogs and cats, and during fires.
The service will remove large dead animals except those located away from urban residences.
Away from urban residences dead animals may be left along the road verge or removed into
the bushland. Dead animals are not attended to after hours unless they pose a health or safety
hazard. Dead animals reported after hours will be attended to the next working day. No dead
animals are removed from private residences or from businesses.
The Service adopts the most humane methods available in dealing with injured or distressed
animals, in accordance with accepted codes of practice and Service policies. As with control
of exotic vertebrates, the Animal Welfare Act 1992 and Animal welfare in the ACT: policy
statement form the basis of urban wildlife management policies, e.g. the Service follows the
Code of practice for the humane destruction of kangaroos in the ACT.
9.2.3.

Invertebrates

Native invertebrates (e.g. insects) are not specifically protected by the NCA unless they are
declared as protected invertebrates. Some insects in CNP, such as ants and termites, are
perceived as pests in adjoining suburbs. Pest control measures have been carried out on
colonies after tracing them from suburban leases into CNP. Permission from the Reserve
Manager is required prior to such control, and criteria for assessment includes: damage to
property that cannot be dealt with in another way; and danger to occupants.
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9.2.4.

Community education

Many people find living in Canberra attractive because of its bushland setting. CNP areas are
the closest to the city that provide habitat for the larger mammalian species (e.g. kangaroos), a
range of reptiles and for a variety of bird species.
As part of its ongoing environmental education and interpretation activities, the Service uses a
variety of strategies to communicate wildlife management issues to the community including
interpretative leaflets, media releases and articles, leaflets in a 'Living with....' series about
magpies, snakes and possums, and displays at community events.
Through education and information, the Service seeks to foster realistic community
expectations about wildlife in the urban environment, and about the respective roles of the
Service and the community. It is proposed to review the options for urban wildlife assistance
including the potential for charging for urban wildlife assistance and/or increasing the
involvement of the private sector.
9.2.5.

Management actions - wildlife in the urban environment
-Review options for urban wildlife
sector involvement w ; •:/•

private'.:'

Respond to requests for assistance consistent••with'.i
welfare legislation.

ith animal

Promote the roles of the Service and the community in wildlife mariag
identify the resources .available to respond to conmuni^xoncerns.:.

:,and

Continue to provide education in a variety; of forms
. Continue to monitor problem areas for .wildlife mov
management solutions.
Remove large dead native animals as specified at
welfare needs of injured animals:
; • ^ W*;/
^Support the Wildlife Foundation and assist it to promo'i
jfpie"-for sick and/or injured native animals

its "caring

Require permission for Control of native invertebrate 'pests' hi CNP/and allow
control measures only in exceptional circumstances; 5"
•
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10.1

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

To further refine the actions outlined in this Plan and to place them in a management
context an Implementation Plan will be prepared within twelve months of the release of the
final Management Plan. The Implementation Plan will confirm the priority listing of
actions, detail the tasks to be performed, set target dates and define performance indicators
to measure progress. Relevant peak community groups will be consulted during the
preparation of the plan.
10.1.2 Management action - Implementation of actions identified in the Management
Plan
I

Prepare within 12 months of the release of this Management Plan an Implementation Plan.

10.2

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

The following management actions will be undertaken to achieve the objectives stated in this
Plan. These actions will also form the basis for the development of an Implementation Plan
for CNP.
HIGH
2.4a

Manage each CNP zone recognising the identified land uses identified in Table 2.

2.4b

Liaise with agencies with facilities within CNP on respective management
responsibilities within each zone, and seek co-operation of all neighbours regarding
boundary management for fire hazard reduction.

2.4c

Allow appropriate access to agencies with facilities within CNP boundaries,
particularly in the urban edge buffer.

2.4d.

Record significant areas/sites/features on the GIS to provide management information
including: location; significance; threats; conservation measures; constraints
regarding use, access and management activities; record of actions/events relevant to
conservation.

2.4e.

Assess existing facilities and recreational activities for adverse impacts on sensitive
areas/sites/features, and relocate as necessary (and as resources permit).

Specific reserve management
3.2.1 a Develop a management strategy for each CNP reserve including identification of
values, features and facilities, fire history, exotic species, vegetation, specific
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management objectives, management zones, actions and priorities, and opportunities
for volunteer participation.
3.2.1c Manage any areas that are added to CNP during the life of this plan consistently with
it pending their inclusion in a reviewed plan.
Ecological communities
3.3.8a Participate in surveys, research and monitoring of plant species and communities as
part of specific reserve management strategies.
3.3.8b Facilitate research to assist with the management of communities and species.
3.3.8c Assess corridors/islands including their location, quality, use, viability, and the need
for new corridors and seek to protect or improve corridors wherever possible..
3.3.8d Identify opportunities for regeneration and rehabilitation.
3.3.8e Identify sites and opportunities for collecting native seed from CNP to be used in
rehabilitation of sites.
3.3.8f Encourage and support community participation in planned and appropriate planting
and maintenance programs through activities such as Park Care.
3.3.8g Provide assistance in the development and implementation of conservation strategies
for threatened native plant species and communities and provide for long term
monitoring.
3.3.8h Design and supervise the construction of all tracks and roads to minimise disturbance
to native grassland and grassy woodlands and other sensitive communities.
3.3.8i Implement the national recovery plan and Action Plans for threatened species listed
under ACT and Commonwealth legislation.
3.3.8J Reintroduce indigenous native plant species as appropriate in accordance with
relevant Action Plans, Recovery Plans and other strategic documents.
3.3.8k Implement management guidelines for the Dunlop and Gungahlin Grasslands.
3.3.81 Minimise opportunities for propagation and spread of fungal pathogens in soil
(e.g.Phytophtora)
Native animals
3.4.1 b Retain native grassland, woodland and forest remnants as habitat wherever possible
and manage natural regeneration to promote habitat diversity.
3.4.1 c Avoid the introduction of native animals to CNP, except in the release of local
animals captured by the Service in the suburbs or rehabilitated after injury, or as part
of recovery programs for threatened species whose natural distribution includes
habitats found in CNP.
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3.4.Id Identify native animal species and implement recovery plans as appropriate, with
emphasis in the short term, on species with special protection status.
3.4. If Record details of the location and other relevant information about sites of zoological
interest in CNP on a central register of significant sites.
Geology
3.5.1a Protect sites of geological significance from effects of works and visitor use.
3.5.1b Identify and record sites of geomorphological significance (and include eventually on
the GIS), and develop management strategies.
Landscape
3.6.3b Consider landscape effects together with other factors when planning burning, erosion
control and other management activities.
3.6.3c Encourage and co-ordinate action to protect and rehabilitate landscapes, e.g. through
Park Care.
3.6.3d Maintain facilities to a high standard.
3.6.3e Refine or control works and activities likely to have unacceptable landscape impact.
Cultural heritage
4.2.3a Assess cultural heritage values prior to works within CNP and modify proposals to
avoid interference with or damage to cultural heritage places and/or objects.
4.2.3b Advise the ACT Heritage Unit where sites or artefacts are encountered and seek
advice on conservation and management options.
4.2.3d Include cultural heritage places on a central register of significant places.
4.2.3e Consult with the ACT Heritage Unit, and local Aboriginal communities as required.
4.2.3f Consult with relevant agencies, aboriginal communities, descendants of early settler
families and individuals about appropriate themes and actions for the interpretation of
chosen places.
4.2.3g Encourage Aboriginal people and descendants of early settler families with local
knowledge to be involved in identifying, conserving and interpreting places and
stories relevant to CNP.
Fire management
5.1.8a Prepare and implement a Bushfire (Fuel) Management Plan in conjunction with other
ACT government land managers and an annual works program covering CNP
consistent with the Bushfire Act 1936
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5.1.8b Participate with the Bush Fire Service in the control of bushfires, and continue
employee participation in BFS sponsored training programs and in Service specific
programs.
5.1.8c Record details of the location and other relevant information about sites of
significance and their location with respect to fire hazardous areas.
5.1.8d Ensure there is appropriate access on all trails at all times to carry out fire
management activities. Standards and categories of trails to be identified in the
Bushfire (Fuel) Management Plan.
5.1.8e Integrate fire risk management to meet human needs while recognising the use of fire
in vegetation management.
5.1.8g Manage, or require the management of, facilities and installations that are prone to
damage by fire to reduce hazard.
5.1.8i Identify opportunities for volunteer participation in managing fire hazards in and
around CNP.
5.1.8J Record all details of fires including their location, extent, intensity and cause of
ignition.
5.1.8k Assist in preparing the annual Fire Action Plan for the Service.
Soil conservation
5.2.2a When planning works for CNP formally assess possible environmental impacts
including land degradation.
5.2.2b Identify and monitor areas of soil erosion.
5.2.2c Rehabilitate degraded or eroded areas as soon as practical. Where possible use
locally occurring species for replanting, including grasses and other understorey
species.
5.2.2d Stabilise gully erosion caused by the flushing of reservoirs.
5.2.2f Design, construct and maintain trails to an appropriate standard, and minimise track
construction to lessen the amount of damage and resulting changed water runoff
patterns.
5.2.2g Monitor grazed lands to ensure early detection of any soil conservation problems.
5.2.2h Minimise the impact of other agencies when installing or maintaining installations
through Land Management Agreements as provided for under the NCA.
Grazing
5.3.2a Identify areas where grazing may assist management in conservation and/or fuel
reduction.
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5.3.2b Monitor grazed areas and liaise closely with graziers to ensure adherence to grazing
agreements/licences or rural lease conditions.
5.3.2c Review or renegotiate grazing practices regularly, based on their value to
management, assessment of the condition of areas, and on outcomes of research into
environmental effects.
5.3.2d Assess areas of rural lease for inclusion into CNP when leases expire, or negotiate
conditions within any renewed lease to ensure conservation of significant
natural/cultural values and to enhance the values of CNP (the latter to be negotiated
through Property Management Agreements).
Exotic vertebrates
5.4.2
"> Species [management
priority] .
Rabbits [high] v

::

.--i--.

Combination of methods - e.g. warren ripping or fumigation; viral release
as appropriate; monitor and control as necessary.
' v V - :

•'. • • ; •

'•

'

/

;

" - . '

-',•

v

":''.'•••

:'••:/''•..

•••

V

:

•'••••:."•,:

••'••':

.

• . : • ' . . "

y"':'i:i

Jp&Dog ControlAct 1975> andDogControl /Intendment Act 1991 will be
enforced: uncontrolled orroaming dogs will be impounded; owners of dogs
attacking wildlife are guilty of an offence; legally, a dog found attacking
wildlife or visitors can be destroyed/-Support.owner education regarding
dogsinCNP.
-.
^

Dogs:[high]

Goats [high],,

Pigs [highly
Foxes [high]

- Control actiohj, I ; ' ..

;

Pest birds [medium] ^

, • Eliminate as necessary.

//';

"J--

Eliminate as n e c e s s a r y : ' ' r ? ' ; * - ^ - : - 1
Research effect on native animals and necessity for, and appropriateness of
control methods. Control to encourage and assist in research by other
agencies.
^ , { -; ,;,;- »• ' -'.
Researchdistributioh effectsion other'species and appropriate control
methods. Take action: as part of a wider regional approach when control
memods become available;
'
'

European honeybees
5.5.2a Apiculture is not to be permitted in CNP.
Exotic plants
5.6.2a Prepare annual work programs for pest plant control in CNP consistent with the
recommendation of the ACT Weeds Strategy.
5.6.2b Monitor pest plant populations, including detection of new species.
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5.6.2c Keep records of eradication methods and success in controlling such species to assist
management in future programs.
5.6.2d Monitor areas that have had exotic plants removed to identify the need for
rehabilitation to minimise erosion, and to minimise the re-establishment of pest plants
from seeds remaining in the soil or from rootstock.
5.6.2e Favour biological control of herbaceous pest plants. Provide suitable areas for
research into biological control and implement methods if successful. Control
annual and perennial pest plants using the most effective and efficient methods.
5.6.2.f Follow Service policies for the safe and appropriate use of chemicals in controlling
pest plants.
5.6.2g Encourage the community to use alternative native plant species.
5.6.2h Use plants of local provenance wherever possible in revegetation projects.
5.6.2i Encourage participation by volunteers, particularly Park Care groups, in the control of
pest plants.
Pollution control and waste management
5.7.2a Promote a 'carry in/carry out' approach to wastes where collection facilities are not
provided with an aim to total bin removal.
5.7.2b Manage activities such as construction, track maintenance, drainage, grazing,
recreation and chemical use to minimise the effects of water runoff from CNP.
5.7.2d Liaise as necessary with other Government agencies, adjoining residents and
commercial/institutional neighbours regarding waste management and waste dumping
hot spots and take appropriate remedial action for any contaminated site.
5.7.2h Stringently enforce the rubbish provision under the NCA by requesting that on-thespot-fines be issued to offenders.
Access and facilities
6.2.4a As far as possible, concentrate visitor facilities into relatively small areas at major
access points to minimise and localise environmental degradation, and to minimise
vandalism.
6.2.4b Promote appropriate visitor behaviour and discourage illegal access.
6.2.4c Monitor and assess the need for, and potential impacts of, any additional visitor
facilities.
6.2.4d Design facilities to be of an appropriate standard: to enhance the visitor experience; to
meet ACT Government guidelines; to be low-key, well presented and strongly built;
and practical and easy to maintain.
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6.2.4e Review trails within CNP and in consultation with the community develop an access
strategy.
6.2.4f Monitor and assess the use of existing facilities against current standards and
redevelop as necessary to minimise impacts and provide access for visitors with
disabilities.
6.2.4g Consult with relevant industry and community organisations regarding the needs of
visitors.
6.2.4h Within the context of a broader marketing strategy, inventory tourism opportunities
provided by CNP and identify areas of greatest potential and assess the need for low
scale facilities (e.g. car-parking) within the parameters set by this management plan.
Specific issues
6.3.3a Consider potential for vandalism when constructing facilities.
6.3.3b Promote appropriate visitor behaviour and discourage illegal access.
6.3.3c Follow up illegal activities with prosecution actions where necessary
Visitors with dogs
6.4.2a As part of an overall communication strategy, inform and educate visitors on the
impacts of dogs on natural, recreational and aesthetic values, and communicate
management controls adopted for dogs in CNP.
6.4.2b Owners of dogs found to be unrestrained and/or attacking or killing wildlife will be
issued with a warning letter or an infringement notice.
Visitor safety
6.5.1a Monitor the condition of reserves to assess risks and take action to minimise potential
for accidents/incidents involving visitors within the constraints imposed by natural
sites.
\
6.5.1b Plan for potentially conflicting visitor uses.
6.5.1c Require public safety guidelines to be included in any conditions relating to works
within CNP to address aspects such as: appropriate tree surgery; access restrictions or
appropriate warnings during certain procedures e.g. use of heavy machinery for track
maintenance, excavations.
Recreation
6.6.7a Conduct visitor surveys to increase the Service's understanding of public expectations
of CNP as a recreational retreat.
6.6.7b Identify indicators of change, inventory of the condition of resources and monitor
change resulting from recreational use and take appropriate action.
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6.6.7e Monitor and respond to the use of CNP for prohibited activities.
6.6.7f Implement a permit system for events.
Law enforcement
6.7.5a Work in conjunction with the Compliance Unit to implement a comprehensive
training program for Rangers to address the administration and enforcement of the
Acts relevant to CNP.
6.7.5c Assess the adequacy of signs in relation to legal requirements to ensure that visitors
are aware of their responsibilities and constraints on their use of areas.
Fees and fund raising
6.8.7a Contribute to the development and promotion of a service wide licensing system and
fee structure for commercial activities.
6.8.7b Charge for selected ranger guided walks and activities..
6.8.7d Recover costs from agencies incurred to make good damage caused on reserved land.
6.8.7e Identify appropriate sources of grant funding and relevant projects within CNP, and
submit proposals for project funds.
Communication
7.1.2a Prepare, implement and evaluate a communication strategy for CNP that: identifies
clear objectives; addresses management needs (including those identified elsewhere in
this plan); targets audiences; and includes planned programs of orientation,
environmental education and interpretation activities.
7.1.2b Liaise with other relevant agencies and groups in preparing and implementing a
communication strategy.
Orientation, environmental education and interpretation
7.2.6a Implement the communication strategy (see 7.1.2a).
7.2.6b As part of an overall communication strategy, prepare environmental education and
interpretation plans that identify themes and opportunities within CNP.
7.2.6f Review existing signs, assess the need for additional signs and monitor their
effectiveness.
7.2.6h Support the Service's interpretative walks program, and an effective booking system.
7.2.6i Evaluate programs to ensure that objectives are met and to aid planning of future
programs.
7.2.6j Train all employees, especially Rangers, in effective communication skills.
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10.

ACTION

LIST

PRIORITIES

Community participation
7.3.2a Encourage community participation in management programs including through
community group information networks.
7.3.2b Support and consider options for further community participation in the management
ofCNP.
7.3.2c Liaise and cooperate with community groups and other organisations on activities
related to the management of CNP.
Park Care
7.4.3a Implement the Park Care program, including co-ordination, supervision, training and
resources.
7.4.3b Promote Park Care and other volunteer participation in CNP using a range of
strategies such as local media, field days, talks to community groups and schools, and
information displays at events.
7.4.3c Implement a planning and work programming approach to group activities - e.g.
prepare action plans for each Park Care group, and prioritise Service input for best
output in line with overall management objectives.
7.4.3d Evaluate and report yearly against program objectives.
7.4.3f Investigate the options and apply for, or assist Park Care groups to apply for, funding
from relevant government grant schemes and for community sponsorship.
Concessions and related activities
8.2.4a Consider proposals for concessions or related activities in CNP against
relevant criteria.
Capital and other works
*.

8.3.6a Comply with procedures for environmental impact assessment established under the
Land Act.
8.3.6b Formalise existing rights through lease/licence arrangements and/or develop
management agreements that specify respective responsibilities and standards for
works.
8.3.6c Implement a local environmental impact assessment procedure to assess possible
impacts of proposed works.
8.3.6d Enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with the National Capital Authority
regarding works in Designated Areas.
8.3.6f Liaise with agencies with facilities and installations in CNP as required in order to
formalise management agreements.
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ACTION

LIST

PRIORITIES

8.3.6g Monitor compliance with leases, licences and management agreements.
Management relationships with adjoining lands
9.1.9a Enforce the provisions of relevant legislation as it relates to the unauthorised use of
CNP by neighbouring residents.
9.1.9b Liaise with other government agencies and voluntary and community groups as
necessary and maintain communication links with neighbours through formal and
informal means to support conservation objectives in CNP.
9.1.9c Maintain the permit system for neighbour access and respond to requests from
neighbours to permit boundary clearing.
9.1.9d Investigate the potential for equestrians to contribute to management of horse routes.
9.1.9e Liaise with relevant agencies for standards and guidelines for suburban developments
to ensure minimum disturbance to CNP reserves through such developments, and to
provide for future management. In particular, ensure that appropriate standards are
met.in urban edge zone design and construction.
9.1.9g Liaise with Lease Administration to introduce guidelines into leasing and licensing
arrangements, or lease/licence conditions, that protect the values of CNP from
commercial activities in adjoining areas.
9.1.9i Continue to liaise with ACT Forests about the co-ordinated management of plantation
areas adjacent to CNP.
9.1.9J Develop mechanisms for cost recovery where services are provided on behalf of the
Commonwealth or another Territory Government agency within CNP.
9.1.91 Cooperate with relevant agencies regarding management of drainage facilities and
structures to assist alleviate drainage problems experienced by some residential
neighbours.
9.1.9m Integrate catch and cut-off drains wherever possible with access tracks located below
the drains.
»
9.1.9n Monitor the condition of rural/CNP boundary fences, identify fencing requirements
and responsibilities, and maintain fences.
9.1.9o Liaise with appropriate agencies about the planning for, construction and management
of roads and carparks.
Wildlife in the urban environment
9.2.5f Remove large dead native animals as specified at 9.2.2 and take action to meet the
welfare needs of injured animals.
9.2.5h Require permission for control of native invertebrate 'pests' in CNP, and allow
control measures only in exceptional circumstances.
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.10.

ACTION LIST

PRIORITIES

MEDIUM
Specific reserve management
3.2.1b Participate in planning for future land use of areas known to have significant
environmental values. Consider areas for possible inclusion in CNP, and pursue
inclusion or long term protection through other means as appropriate.
Native animals
3.4.1 a Encourage and participate in research, surveys and monitoring of native animal
species and participate in the 'Vertebrate Atlas' project.
3.4. le Manage native animal species numbers if required, having regard to animal welfare
considerations.
Geology
3.5.1c Where appropriate, interpret geomorphological features.
Landscape
3.6.3a Participate in developing an inventory of landscapes and landscape elements of
significance within and related to CNP and record location and other relevant details
on a central register of significant landscape sites.
Cultural heritage
4.2.3c Support the systematic surveying of the CNP management reserves for cultural
heritage places and objects and develop strategies for their protection.
Fire management
5.1.8f Participate in the monitoring, recording, and encouraging research into the response
of native plant and animal communities to fire, and different fire regimes, to aid future
management decisions.
»
5.1.8h Communicate bushfire risk and engage in community consultation where appropriate.
Soil conservation
5.2.2e Assist with planning and implementation to ensure that the relevant Government
agencies take remedial action as appropriate, e.g. to stabilise degraded areas and/or
reduce the energy of water runoff and sediment loads.
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Exotic vertebrates
5.4.2
Species [management,priority]
Cats [medium] '•*

Hares [medium/low]
>-;'....;-.;.i:^ • o : -'''*VX^^r* i -''-:'.-.

Control action
Research effect on native animals, arid appropriate/effective control
methods;' upgrade priority if effectives^control techniques become available.
Support actions to manage cats.
;;j~;Use appropriate control methods; 'control as necessary. Protect planted
trees. •••'•'^'••\:t--: "':' • ; v-»" -;-'•••. X$!m8Ji0*: .'.'
%l£ A-. •;.'•.• -,.:<.'

'•'- •V-",,'i '*'

Pollution control and waste management
5.7.2c Ensure that management, volunteer or visitor activities involving noise comply with
standards under the Noise Control Act 1988 and Noise Control Regulations.

•,

5.7.2e Remove vegetation wastes generated by volunteer activities as quickly as possible and
investigate alternatives to removal for some wastes e.g. chipping of seed free material
and use of mulch on site.
5.7.2f As resources permit, remove remaining rubbish and other evidence of past dumping
activities from reserves to discourage further dumping.
5.7.2g Liaise with the Environment Management Authority to ensure water pollution is
minimised.
Recreation
6.6.7c Promote the location of trails for specific uses (e.g. horse riding, walking, bicycle
riding) to users and provide guidance on appropriate use, etiquette and safety.
6.6.7d Investigate the potential for equestrians to contribute to management of horse routes.
)

•

Law enforcement
6.7.5b Reinforce the benefits of responsible behaviour through interpretation and education
programs.
6.7.5d Liaise with the Compliance Unit and the AFP as necessary.
Fees and fund raising
6.8.7c Contribute to the development of a sponsorship marketing plan for reserved areas,
including identification of opportunities in CNP, criteria for the selection of sponsors,
and sponsor recognition.
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A C T I O N LIST

PRIORITIES

Orientation, environmental education and interpretation
7.2.6c In consultation with the Community Support Unit determine target audiences and
assess particular needs e.g. type and level of information required, and use a range of
media to address reserves or particular themes at shopfronts or special events.
7.2.6d Maintain contacts with education and community organisations and cooperate on the
development and implementation of programs and reference material.
7.2.6e Distribute information materials as widely and effectively as possible off-site, and
assess the potential for on-site distribution.
7.2.6g Assist in the monitoring of promotional material production by other agencies (e.g.
tourism agencies, community groups) for accuracy and appropriateness; and seek
joint production of such materials where appropriate.
7.2.6k Assess requirements for additional information, trial new materials and evaluate
effectiveness.
Park Care
7.4.3e Recognise the achievements of Park Care groups through nomination for appropriate
community awards, e.g. Landcare, and at special/social events.
7.4.3g Liaise and cooperate with other agencies and groups (e.g. Greening Australia,
Landcare, ATCV, Society for Growing Australian Plants, COG) to foster community
networking and achieve efficient outcomes.
Research activities
8.1.7a Assist in the identification of long term research and monitoring needs and
mechanisms for implementation consistent with strategies (e.g.Action Plans and the
Nature Conservation Strategy).
8.1.7b Identify and promote possible topics and opportunities for joint research projects and
monitoring and volunteer assistance in research and monitoring e.g. by liaising with
the Wildlife Research and monitoring Unit, educational/research institutions, and
making information available to potential volunteers.
8.1.7c Review the existing project approval mechanism to address co-ordination and
monitoring needs and ensure adequate protection of resources. Provide information
on the licence process to the research community.
8.1.7d Implement a mechanism for cost recovery for project assistance, as part of an overall
strategy for revenue raising (see Section 6.8.2).
8.1.7e Participate in the development of a code of behaviour and guidelines for research in
all reserved areas including CNP, and make this available to all intending researchers
on application for project approval.
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A C T I O N LIST

PRIORITIES

8.1.7f Further develop and implement the GIS. Develop a local system for field use to
identify, monitor natural and cultural resources and address aspects including:
resource location and significance and indicators of change .
8.1.7g Identify and pursue opportunities for alternative sources of funding for research
activities.
8.1.7h Monitor research activities and evaluate outcomes.
Concessions and related activities
8.2.4b Identify concession opportunities and administrative mechanisms within a Service
marketing strategy framework.
Capital and other works
8.3.6e Monitor the permit system for non-emergency other agency works.
8.3.6h Monitor vehicle access and take appropriate measures to tighten security and
discourage inappropriate access.
Management relationships with adjoining lands
9.1.9f Participate in management planning exercises for neighbours where appropriate.
9.1.9h Develop management agreements with Commonwealth and Territory agencies
for the management of institutional lands and associated activities where the
management or activities have impacts on CNP lands.
9.1.9k Investigate the need for more formalised arrangements such as management
agreements with commercial and institutional neighbours regarding management of
leases/licences within or adjoining CNP.
Wildlife in the urban environment
9.2.5b Respond to requests for assistance consistent with Service policy and with animal
welfare legislation.
9.2.5c Promote the roles of the Service and the community in wildlife management, and
identify the resources available to respond to community concerns.
9.2.5d Continue to provide education in a variety of forms about urban wildlife management.
9.2.5e Continue to monitor problem areas for wildlife movement on roads and research
management solutions.
;
9.2.5g Support the Wildlife Foundation and assist it to promote understanding of its caring
role for sick and/or injured native animals.
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LOW
Exotic vertebrates
5.4.2
Species [management
priority]

Control action

Mice [very low]

No action proposed.

Rats [very low]

No action proposed.

Domestic pets

Develop strategies for control after evaluating the suitability and
effectiveness of approaches developed elsewhere in Australia.

European Honeybees
5.5.2b Remove feral honeybee colonies where they are posing a risk or nuisance to visitors.
5.5.2c Encourage research into control techniques for feral honeybee colonies and control as
techniques and resources permit.
Capital and other works
8.3.6i Identify and record on a GIS the location of cables, gas mains, bleeder valves and
other potentially hazardous installations.
8.3.6j

Agree on emergency procedures for accidents involving cables, gas mains, bleeder
valves and other potentially hazardous installations.
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GLOSSARY
Aboriginal

An Aborigine from south-east Australia.

abundance

The frequency of occurrence of a species or other group within
a sample that is usually expressed relative to other species or
groups in the sample.

ACT Heritage Places Register

A register of locations, places and sites which have been
investigated and accepted as having particular significance (see
also Interim Heritage Places Register). Sites listed in the
Interim Heritage Places Register may be forwarded for
inclusion in the ACT Heritage Places Register, administered by
the ACT Planning Authority. The ACT Heritage Places
Register is included in the Territory Plan.

ACT Interim Heritage Places Register A list setting out nominations for the Heritage Places Register
which need to be investigated (see also Heritage Places
Register). It lists natural and cultural heritage places in the
ACT, including details about their location, their importance
and the actions required to ensure their conservation. It is
administered by the Heritage Council of the ACT.
anthropology

The study of human society and behaviour.

arson

Deliberately or maliciously starting a fire.

biological control

A method of controlling pests through the controlled
introduction one or more of their natural predators.

botanical significance

Vegetation of scientific importance, often due to its restricted
distribution.

cavalettis

A walk through structure designed to allow easy horse and
pedestrian access, but discouraging motor vehicle entry.

chemical fire retardants

Chemical mixtures (primarily phosphorous-based), which may
be dumped from the air or applied from the ground to control or
extinguish fires.

concessionaire

One to whom a concession has been granted, as by a
Government. In CNP a concessionaire is one who is granted
the right to provide facilities or services for visitor use and
enjoyment on a commercial basis.

Conservator of Flora and Fauna

A public servant whose duties include those stipulated in the
Nature Conservation Act 1980, under Part 1A - Administration.

controlled activities

These are defined in the Land Act. They include anything that
intrudes beyond lease boundaries onto, over or under Public
Land.
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corridor

A strip of land connecting natural areas and managed to
facilitate interaction between them and enhance their values.

Designated Areas

Any land in the ACT which has the special characteristics of the
National Capital as identified within the National Capital Plan.

ecological surveys

Studies of the organisms in an area and their interrelationships
with the environment.

ecologically sustainable

Activities or management practices which minimise the impact
on natural ecological processes - non detrimental practices or
activities.

ecosystem

A combination of animals, plants and other organisms and the
non-living parts of the environment with which they interact.

environmental assessment

An assessment of the likely environmental impacts of a
proposed development or change of land use.

)

feral animal

An untamed or wild animal, particularly a normally
domesticated animal that has reverted to its wild state after
escaping or being released into the wild, especially one that
hunts and competes with native fauna for food and shelter.

fire hazard data

Data which enables an assessment of the risk of bushfire events,
or the difficulty of fire suppression or control. Can include
information such as wind speed and direction, weather,
available fuel, access and aspect.

forbs

Herbaceous plants, excluding grasses, sedges and other grasslike groups.

Geographic Information System

A computer-based system that stores tabular and graphical data
on the geography, geology, fauna and flora and other aspects of
a region, and enables the data to be analysed in a way that' )
be used for practical land management.

geomorphology

The study of the Earth's physical surface features and the way
in which they have developed.

grassland

An area of largely treeless land (but may be associated with a
woodland overstorey) comprising a mixture of grasses, grasslike species and forbs.

hawker

Any person who carries, sells, or offers to sell goods carried in
or on a vehicle, on their person or on an animal.
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A register of locations, places and sites which have been
investigated and accepted as having particular significance (see
also Interim Heritage Places Register). Sites listed in the Interim
Heritage Places Register may be forwarded for inclusion in the
ACT Heritage Places Register which is administered by the
ACT Planning Authority. The ACT Heritage Places Register is
included in the Territory Plan.

Heritage Places Register

Hills, Ridges and Buffer Areas

A category of land used in the Territory Plan.

Hills, Ridges and Buffer Spaces

A category of land use within the National Capital Open Space
System, under the National Capital Plan.

Interim Heritage Places Register

A list setting out nominations for the Heritage Places Register
which need to be investigated (see also Heritage Places
Register). It lists natural and cultural heritage places in the
ACT, including details about their location, their importance
and the actions required to ensure their conservation. It is
administered by the Heritage Council of the ACT.

island

An area surrounded by areas of substantially different
environmental characteristics.

Landcare

A community based environment movement often associated
with correcting specific local land degradation problems, but
increasingly focusing on wider issues such as integrated
catchment management and dryland salinity.

Land (Planning and Environment) Act The basis for planning, land use, development and management
1991 - Land Act
of land in the ACT.
lithosols

Surface soil deposits which have not yet separated into layers or
horizons.

management agreement

A document describing agreed standards for other agency
works on land managed by the ACT Parks and Conservation
Service (the Service).

management plan

A written statement, prepared under the Land Act, approved by
the Minister and adopted by the ACT Assembly, of the
management policies, strategies and practices which will be
adopted in the management of an area of Public Land.

National Capital Plan

A document produced and administered by the NCPA (pursuant
to the Australian Capital Territory (Planning and Land
Management) Act 1988) which stipulates the planning and.
development direction of Territory in accordance with its
national significance.
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National Capital Planning Authority

(NCPA) Established under the Australian Capital Territory
(Planning and Land Management) Act 1988) to, among other
things, prepare, administer and review a National Capital Plan.

National Park

An area of land protected from development and managed for
its importance with respect to one or more natural features, such
as its natural history, geography, geology, flora and fauna.

Nature Reserve

An area set aside to conserve the natural environment and to
provide for recreation, education and research.

Natural temperate grassland

a site that is dominated in terms of cover by native grasses and
forbs in terms of species richness. Sites may contain up to 10%
cover of trees or other woody species. Also known as lowland
native grassland.
A program of volunteer participation which aims to develop,
co-ordinate, promote and evaluate activities to rehabilitate land
areas managed by the Service.
)

Park Care

podzol

An acid soil where aluminium and iron oxides have been
leached from the upper layers to the lower layers, leaving a
surface of decomposed organic matter.

prescribed burning

(also controlled burning) The burning of leaf litter and other
organic matter, commonly in forested land, in order to reduce
the amount of available fuel and thus reduce the likelihood of a
severe bushfire.

Public Land

Areas of land in the ACT identified within the Territory Plan as
an 'overlay' within the broader context of a land use policy,
under reserve types of wilderness, national park and nature
reserve and reflecting the management objectives for the
particular area.

reintroduction

The deliberate establishment of an organism into part or all ">
its native range from which it had disappeared with the specuic
aim of fostering a viable self-sustaining population for
conservation purposes.

the Service's law enforcement unit

The law enforcement unit of the Service which also issues
licences for a variety of activities relating to nature conservation
principles.

sedimentary rocks

Rock formed by the sedimentation and compaction of organic
or inorganic particles or fragments over geologic time.1

solodic soil

A clay soil with high levels of sodium which is generally
alkaline, has low fertility and is susceptible to gully erosion

soloth

A clay soil with high levels of sodium which is acidic, has low
fertility and is susceptible to gully erosion.
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succession

replacement of one kind of community by another kind; the
progressive change in the type and/or structure of flora and
fauna.

Territory Plan

A document administered by the ACT Planning Authority in
response to the requirements of the Commonwealth's Australian
Capital Territory (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988.
The object of the Territory Plan is to ensure, in a manner not
inconsistent with the National Capital Plan, that the planning
and development of the Territory provides the people of the
Territory with an attractive, safe and efficient environment in
which to live.

understorey

In a vegetation association, the smaller species of plants that do
not form part of the canopy or ground cover.

Wilderness Area

An area of land containing features of the natural environment
which is substantially undisturbed by human influences.

woodland

A tract of land covered by trees which do not form a closed
canopy.

zoning

A planning strategy used to delineate land use policy and often
to protect resource values, to reduce the potential for conflict
between uses and to ensure that uses are compatible with land
capabilities.

zoological significance

Fauna of scientific importance, often due to its restricted
distribution or level of abundance.
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APPENDIX 1
BRIEF HISTORY OF CANBERRA NATURE PARK
Human land use of the hills in and around Canberra dates back possibly thousands of years. The past
presence of Aboriginal people in Canberra Nature Park (CNP) is evidenced by the identification of camp
sites on Mt Ainslie, Mulligans Flat and Wanniassa Hills. The onset of the 1800's marked the settlement
of the Canberra area by European pastoralists and their use of the resources of the hills and ridges for
hunting, grazing, fuelwood, construction timber and even gold mining.
With the decision to move the federal capital to the Limestone Plains in the vicinity of 'Cahberry', and the
eventual establishment of Canberra in 1911, came formal recognition of the natural beauty of the region
and the significant contribution its ridges and hills made to the vista of the area.
Evidence of the impact of past land management practices were clearly evident. Mount Majura was
described in 1915 as having '...very few trees and those of poor quality' (Commonwealth Archives 1915 1920, in Ingwersen et al. (1974). Other areas, such as the lowland eucalypt woodland found at Mulligan's
Flat have survived and are testimony to the vegetation communities which may have once occurred more
widely in the region.
The nature conservation value of Canberra's hills and ridges was also recognised. In 1917 Walter Burley
Griffin noted the
...desirability that the lands at the Federal Capital which are to form local National Parks, and
on which it is proposed to establish forests be preserved in or reforested in their natural
state...(JCNC 1992:4;
The importance of protecting the environmental values associated with the hills and ridges remained an
important consideration for the Capital's early administrators.
In 1957 the fledgling National Capital Development Commission chose to pursue a planning option for
the Capital which would maintain its open character, and preserve its hilltops and ridges in a natural state
(NCDC 1970).
The gazettal of Black Mountain Nature Reserve in 1970 together with the subsequent additions of
Ainslie-Majura signalled a shift in government focus, in that areas of bushland within the urban confines
of Canberra would be afforded special management attention in recognition not only of their landscape
value, but also for the purposes of nature conservation.
By the early seventies the continued growth of Canberra had seen the establishment of suburbs within
close proximity to many of the surrounding hills and ridges. Government was faced with the need to
protect the natural integrity of the area, whilst managing for an increased human presence. In 1975 a
nature park working group, formed as the result of an earlier government workshop, proposed the concept
of a nature park along similar lines as the German 'Naturparks' and the National Capital Parks of the
USA. The nature park would be made up of a series of hills and ridge land reserves and management
would aim to cater for various land uses not inconsistent with nature conservation and the preservation of
landscape values.
The concept of a 'Canberra Nature Park' gained momentum with the release of the NCDC's National
Capital Open Space System in 1976. More and more land was progressively managed as Canberra
Nature Park (CNP) culminating in today's system of twenty seven reserves.
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APPENDIX 2.
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF CANBERRA NATURE PARK RESERVES
Reserve name (area)
Aranda Bushland (93ha)
Black Mountain (452ha)
Bruce Ridge (199ha)
Dunlop Reserve (100 ha)
Cooleman Ridge (188ha)
Farrer Ridge (179ha)
Gossan Hill (45ha)
GungahlinHill(llha)

Gungahlin Grasslands
(540 ha)

Description
a low ridge south of the suburb of Aranda

Origin of name
Status
central Australian Aboriginal
Public Land managed as CNP.
community
historic, refers to the shadow cast by previously reserved under the Public Parks Act
large hill; most prominent topographical feature
1928 (PPA); Public Land managed as CNP;
the hill
adjacent to Canberra city
Designated Area
previously an extension of Black Mountain after the suburb (from Viscount
area managed as CNP is partly Public Land;
separated by Belconnen Way in early 1970s; adjoins Bruce, first Chancellor of ANU)
most is Designated Area
O'Connor Ridge
area adjacent to Dunlop suburb containing ACT
name not yet finalised
Public Land managed as CNP
endangered natural temperate grassland.
a long ridge extending north-west from, and
Aboriginal word for vessel
Public Land managed as CNP; Designated Area
including, Mt Arawang south of Chapman
after suburb (William Farrer, local Public Land managed as CNP; Designated Area
a low ridge line south^pf suburb of Farrer
wheat pioneer)
named from geological feature
a small area adjoining Bruce and South Bruce
Public Land managed as CNP
(gossan outcrops)
an area surrounding a small hill north of the Barton historic, after Gungahlin Homestead, Public Land managed as CNP; extended to the
east in the Territory Plan (to be managed as
built 1862 (after Gungarleen).
Highway
CNP)
Aboriginal
word 'for little rocky hill' or possibly
'white man's house1.
an area adjacent to Palmerston containing ACT
Public Land managed as CNP
as above
endangered natural temperate grassland and nationally
and ACT vulnerable striped legless lizard and ACT
endangered golden sun moth
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APPENDIX 2

Origin of name
Status
after suburb (Richard O'Connor was Public Land managed as CNP; Designated Area
one of the founders of the Australian
Constitution)
name associated with the hill since Public Land managed as CNP; Designated Area
early European settlement; probably
due to the red soil of the area
Unknown
Public Land managed as CNP

Reserve name (area)
O'Connor Ridge (9 ha)

Description
ridge area adjoining Bruce Ridge west of O'Connor

Red Hill (245ha)

prominent ridgeline west of suburb of Red Hill

Rob Roy Range (616 ha)

Two pieces of mountainous country west of the
Monaro Highway and close to the southern suburbs of
Banks and Gordon.
may be attributable to its appearance Public Land managed as CNP; Designated Area
low hill south of Hawker and Weetangera
crescent shaped ridgeline in two sections with
from Tuggeranong; local Aboriginal Public Land managed as CNP
Tuggeranong Hill in the west and Poverty Point
word 'Togranon' (a small plain
adjacent to the Monaro Highway in the east
bounded on the west by the
Murrumbidgee River)
Public Land managed as CNP; recent extension
rocky undulating ridgeline south of Kambah
local Aboriginal word
to Public Land includes a rural lease and links
CNP to MRC
local Aboriginal word; name of early Public Land managed as CNP; Designated Area
steep rocky ridgeline north of Fadden
homestead

The Pinnacle (126ha)
Tuggeranong Hill (275ha)

Urambi Hills (182ha)
Wanniassa Hills (217ha)

•>

NOTE: Public Land as defined in the Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991, and identified in the Territory Plan; all Public Land areas in CNP are within the Nature Reserve
category. Designated Areas have special characteristics of the National Capital, and are identified in the National Capital Plan.
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Reserve name (area)
Isaacs Ridge (34ha)

Description
a prominent steep and rocky ridgeline east of the
suburb of Isaacs

McQuoids Hill (59ha)

a steep, rocky hill on the north side of the Kambah
Pool Road adjacent to Kambah

Mounts Ainslie and Majura
(1179ha)

long prominent ridgeline which forms an eastern
backdrop to Canberra city. Contains Remembrance
Park, which commemorates the 60th anniversary of
WWI Armistice and Aboriginal people who served in
the Australian armed forces.

Mount Mugga Mugga
Mount Painter (24ha)
Mount Pleasant (57ha)
Mount Taylor (295ha)
Mulligans Flat (765ha)
OakeyHill(59ha)

Status
Origin of name
after suburb (Sir Isaac Isaacs, former part is Public Land managed as CNP; extension
Chief Justice and Governor General) almost to Mugga Lane and north to
Mount Mugga Mugga through the Territory Plan
(to be managed as CNP); most is Designated
Area; adjoins plantation pine areas and PL(SPR)
managed by ACT Forests
after Thomas McQuoid - early settler previously horse paddocks; Public Land
managed as CNP

Ainslie after James Ainslie - early
squatter, shepherd and
superintendent for Robert Campbell
at Duntroon; Majura - local
Aboriginal word, associated with
locality since early European
settlement
a rocky, steep sided hill which adjoins Mugga Quarry local Aboriginal word, associated
with locality since early European
and O'Malley
settlement
areasouthofCook .»
unknown

area managed as CNP is mostly Public Land
except for land to the west of the Monash Drive
alignment; recent extension includes former
Travelling Stock Reserve to east;
most is Designated Area

currently agisted; Public Land to be managed as
CNP; Designated Area

a block of hilly land managed as CNP including
the summit of Mount Painter; Designated Area
small hill between Royal Military College Duntroon unknown; perhaps for the quality of except for the summit and eastern slopes,
the view
managed as CNP; eastern slopes are National
and Russell Offices
Land
prominent hill west of Torrens, separates suburbs in said to be the name of an early
Public Land managed as CNP; northern
Woden Valley, Weston Creek and Tuggeranong
squatter in the area.
extension previously managed as urban
parkland; Designated Area
large, gently sloping plain bounded by low ridges to said to be the name of an early settler Public Land managed as CNP
the north, east and west, in the north-eastern part of in the area.
Gungahlin
low hill west of Lyons, extends Mount Taylor to the unknown (survey?)
previously managed as urban parkland; Public
Land; Designated Area
north
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APPENDIX 3
CANBERRA NATURE PARK
RESERVE MAPS

Please note: The information contained on these maps is indicative
only and will change as updated data is obtained or on-ground
management activities are implemented.
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APPENDIX 4
MAJOR VEGETATION ASSOCIATIONS IN CANBERRA NATURE PARK
Aranda Bushland
Consists of remnant dry sclerophyll eucalypt alliances of two main types:
•
•

cool wet gullies with red stringybark {Eucalyptus macrorynchd) - scribbly gum {Eucalyptus rossii) and a closed shrub
understorey; and
gently undulating yellow box {Eucalyptus melliodora) - Blakely's red gum {Eucalyptus blakelyi) woodland with red
box {Eucalyptus polyanthemos), and brittle gum {Eucalyptus mannifera), and grass and sedge understorey
(NCDC 1988a).

A proportion of the area is classed as remnant open forest (Frawley 1991) which includes an uncommon fern habitat of
regional significance (NCDC 1988a).
Black Mountain
of the dominant vegetation is remnant open forest (Frawley 1991) that consists mainly of the red stringybark
acrorynchd) - scribbly gum {E. rossii) alliance. Four broad habitat types occur ( NCDC 1988a):
•
•

•
•

steeply sloping, rocky open forest (red stringybark - scribbly gum) with tussock grass understorey;
undulating open forest and woodland with dominants of scribbly gum, brittle gum (£. mannifera), and yellow box
(£. melliodora). Scribbly gum is replaced by Blakely's red gum {E. blakelyi) and red box
(£. polyanthemos) at lower elevations; the understorey is similar to the first, but with a relative abundance of tussock
grasses (Poa spp);
cool wet gullies with red stringybark - scribbly gum and closed shrub understorey; and
gently undulating yellow box - Blakely's red gum woodland with red box and brittle gum and a grass and sedge
understorey.

The area also contains around forty species of orchid, representing two-thirds of the total orchid diversity recorded for the
ACT.
Bruce Ridge
Bruce ridge is dominated by remnant open forest (Frawley 1991) and consists of red stringybark {E. macrorynchd) - scribbly
gum {E. rossii) alliance, with brittle gum {E. mannifera) and broad-leaved peppermint {Eucalyptus dives) occurring on the
mid- to upper-slopes and crests. Yellow box (£. melliodora), Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) and apple box
{Eucalyptus bridgesiana) also occur. Bruce Ridge has comparatively little structural variation (compared to O'Connor Ridge
and Gossan Hill), the vegetation being close to a climax stage (Kendall & Lansdown 1982).
L_Jeman Ridge
Has an extensively modified species composition (NCDC 1984). Predominantly open woodland species, with extensive
plantings of native trees. The eucalypt woodland is mainly E.melliodora, EMakelyi, E.polyanthemos, and E.nortonii.
Kurrajong {Brachychiton populueus) and areas of Drooping She-Oak {Allocasuarina verticillata) are also found. The grassy
understorey has areas of Kangaroo Grass {Themeda australis), Red leg grass {Bothriochloa macro), Poa sp.,and Wallaby grass
{Danthonia spp), but exotics are the most prevalent. Snow gums {E.pauciflora) have also been found in two places.
Farrer Ridge
Farrer ridge is described by Frawley (1991) as possessing significant remnant woodland patches. ACTEW (1984) document a
woodland pocket of scribbly gum (£. rossii), mealy bundy {Eucalyptus nortonii) and brittle gum (E. mannifera). Additionally,
patches of dense woodland supporting Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi), yellow box (£. melliodora) and scribbly gum, with
scattered apple box (£. bridgesiana) are common (ACTEW 1984). These trees are thought to be remnants of two distinct
associations: red box - mealy bundy - scribbly gum dry sclerophyll association, and yellow box - Blakely's red gum woodland
association (ANU Forestry Dept 1970).
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The area is also known for its red box - broad-leaved peppermint - scribbly gum dry sclerophyll association in a predominantly
modified species composition (NCDC 1984). The two different categories of association recorded are a reflection of the
complicated mixes of species.
Gossan Hill
Contains a range of structural diversity, representing past clearing and various stages of regrowth. Remnant open forest
(Frawley, 1991) with mainly red stringybark (E. macroryncha) and scribbly gum (£. rossii), with smaller occurrences of brittle
gum (£. mannifera), and broad-leaved peppermint (£. dives), forming an open woodland. Yellow box (£ melliodora) and
Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) also occur with red stringybark, the latter also forming small pure stand (Kendall & Lansdown
1982).
Gungahlin Hill
This small reserve is made up of predominantly remnant and regenerating open forest (Frawley 1991). Varied age stand of
eucalypts dominated by scribbly gum (£. rossii) and brittle gum (£. mannifera) with well developed understorey. There is a
small area of kangaroo grass {Themeda triandra) grassland on the north-western side of the Hill, and a larger area on the
eastern side of the Hill in a relatively undisturbed condition, grading down onto lower slopes outside the reserve (NCDC
1988b).
'»
Gungahlin Grasslands
This reserve contains 540 ha of native lowland grassland, predominately as native pasture. A core area of 170 ha has a higher
conservation rating because it remains more intact than the surrounding area. The area has not been mapped in such a way as
to clearly differentiate communities, but the following are known to occur:
•
•
•
•

Danthonia/Stipa comunity occurs on the small hills in the Mullingarry and Crace Hill reserves;
Stipa community occurs throughout the the areaA
Wet Themeda community occurs at the 2CY site and just outside and in Mullingarry below the dam. There are other areas
of wet Themeda community in Crace Hill.
Poa labillardieri community occurs next to the 2CY site in the drainage line. This is quite degraded.

The area also contains Blue Devils(Eryngium rostratum), the Small Vanilla Lily (Arthropodium minus) and the Small Purple
Pea (Sainsonia sericea)
Isaacs Ridge
Some remnant woodland persists on Isaacs Ridge, however, the vegetation is generally extensively altered (Frawley 1991)
with patches of regeneration around mature trees (Hogg 1984). Two communities remain in relatively good condition ir> ^ e
area marked as 'to be managed as Canberra Nature Park' (see Appendix Two):
V )
•
•

yellow box (£. melliodora) - Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) woodland with apple box and scribbly gum, a large
proportion of which is referred to as Stanley Hill and is of regional significance (NCDC 1988c);
the scribbly gum - red box - broad-leaved peppermint dry sclerophyll community with mealy bundy (£. dives) and
apple box (£. bridgesiana), occurring as a variety of structural types, and reflecting varying rates of regeneration after
past farming practices (Guy 1985).

McQuoids Hill
Some remnant woodland identified (but not described further) in
Frawley (1991).
Mounts Ainslie/Majura
The vegetation of the Ainslie - Majura system is described by Frawley (1991) as remnant woodland and open forest. The area
is thought to have originally supported dry sclerophyll forests of red stringybark ( £ macroryncha) - scribbly gum (£. rossii) on
the higher ground, grading into a yellow box (£. melliodora) - Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) woodland with some apple box
(£. bridgesiana) on the lower slopes. The open forest also includes brittle gum (£. mannifera), red box
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(£. polyanthemos), apple box (£. bridgesiana), snow gum (£. pauciflora) and Hill Oak {Casuarina stricta).
The area's complex pattern of vegetation may be a reflection of past land management practices such as grazing and clearfelling. Mount Ainslie has retained a more natural vegetation pattern with scribbly gum (£. rossii) replaced by brittle gum
(£. manniferd) and apple box (£. bridgesiana) on the more sheltered eastern slopes. Mount Majura was more extensively
cleared compared with Mount Ainslie, with extensive plantings of a number of native species, not necessarily typical of the
original vegetation, undertaken early in the century under the direction of Mr Thomas Weston. Extensive regeneration of hill
oak (C. stricta) and occasional apple box (£. bridgesiana) and brittle gum (£. manniferd) has been recorded.
The remnant yellow box (£. melliodora) - Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) woodland community is extensive and probably the
best example of its type in the ACT (Frawley 1991; NCDC 1988).
The Mount Ainslie quarry contains three uncommon ferns, and the habitat is of regional significance (NCDC 1984).
Mount Mugga Mugga
Remnant woodland (Frawley 1991) - moderately sparse to dense woodland Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) - yellow box
(£. melliodora) - apple box (£. bridgesiana), with scribbly gum (£. rossi), red box (£. polyanthemos),
broad-leaved peppermint (£. dives) and drooping she-oak {Allocasuarina verticillatd). Regeneration occurring around mature
5, particularly on the lower slopes, can be attributed to the reduction of grazing pressure (Hogg 1984; Frawley 1991).

0

Mount Painter
The dominant vegetation on Mount Painter is a Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) - yellow box (£. melliodora) association, with
isolated apple box (£. bridgesiana) and brittle gum (£. manniferd), which has been highly modified to leave only small
fragments of the original tree cover. Red stringybark (£. macrorynchd) occurs on some of the upper slopes and crests. Ground
cover is predominantly improved pasture, with small patches of native grasses on the higher slopes. There is a patch of
blackwood {Acacia melanoxylon) on the western slope (Bolton 1982).
Mount Pleasant
Some remnant woodland persists on Mount Pleasant (Frawley 1991), with the yellow box (£. melliodora) - Blakely's red gum
(£. blakelyi) - apple box (£. bridgesiana) alliance occurring in two large patches (NCDC 1984). Small stands of red
stringybark (£. macrorynchd) - scribbly gum (£. rossii) are also present and plantings of kurrajong {Brachychiton populneum)
are noticeable from the lookout (NCDC 1984).
Small area of Tasmanaian Blue Gum (E. globulus) in the south estern part of the reserve planted in 1917-23.
Mount Taylor

i ^ries of remnant woodland persist (Frawley 1991) consisting of scribbly gum (£. rossii) - red box (£. polyanthemos) broad-leaved peppermint (£. dives), with Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi), mealy bundy (£. dives), and hill oak (C. stricta). A
floristically rich kangaroo grass {T. triandra) dominated grassland also occurs, including a population of the small purple-pea
(WRU 1992).
Mulligans Flat
Largest and densest area of remnant open forest, woodland and grassland in the Gungahlin area (Frawley 1991). The
vegetation can be summarised into three structural types:
•
open forest of red stringybark (£. macrorynchd) - scribbly gum (£. rossii), including bundy (£. goniocalyx), an
uncommon species in the ACT, towards the ridge crests, with active eucalypt regeneration and an understorey of
native woody shrubs;
•
woodland including yellow box (£. melliodora), Blakely's red gum
(£ blakelyi) and apple box (£. bridgesiana), representing an original forest cover that has been altered; and
•
areas of native grassland in varying condition, and as a woodland understorey.
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Oakey Hill
Extensively modified vegetation including plantings. Some patches of remnant woodland are identified, but not described in
Frawley (1991).
O'Connor Ridge
Supports remnants of open forest and woodland (Frawley 1991). The southern half is open forest, much of which represents
regrowth after clearing, consisting of red stringybark (£. macroryncha) - scribbly gum (£. rossii), with brittle gum
(£. mannifera) and broad-leaved peppermint (£. dives). Woodland species include yellow box (£. melliodord), Blakely's red
gum (£. blakelyi) and apple box (£. bridgesiana), and represent a marginal intergrading of occasional trees into the forest
structural type. There are many shrubs, with a.groundcover of native herbs and grasses.
The crest of O'Connor Ridge has been significantly modified, from a forest community, to one of introduced grasses. Exotic
plantings also occur on the northern ridge and the eastern slopes (Kendall & Lansdown 1982).
Red Hill
Red Hill supports a woodland association of yellow J>ox (£. melliodord) - Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) occurring with
scattered apple box
,/~\
(£. bridgesiana) and silver wattle {Acacia dealbata)on the eastern lower slopes. Frawley (1991) and NCDC (1984a) id< . Jry
occurrences of open forest, including red box (£. polyanthemos) - scribbly gum (£. rossii) with broad-leaved peppermint
(£. dives), apple box (£. bridgesiana) and drooping she-oak (A. verticillata).
Regeneration is occurring although Hogg (1984) noted signs of grazing pressure (grazing continues at lower stocking rates).
Contains two occurrences of the nationally endangered button wrinklewort (Rutidosis leptorhynchoides) (Briggs & Leigh
1985; NCDC 1988a). Exotic plantings have occurred.
Rob Roy Range
Contains areas of extensive remnant woodland and patches of remnant open forest (Frawley 1991). The upper slopes support
the largest area of the red box (£. polyanthemos) - mealy bundy (£. nortonii) - scribbly gum (£. rossii) association remaining
in the ACT, while the lower slopes support yellow box (£. melliodord) - Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyi) woodland, both with
an understorey of relatively undisturbed native grasses (NCDC 1988c).
The steep slopes and changes in aspect influence the overstorey species significantly, with scribbly gum (£. rossii) and mealy
bundy (£. nortonii) occurring on the north-facing slopes, and red box (£. polyanthemos), broad-leaved peppermint (£. dives)
and apple box (£. bridgesiana) occurring on the wetter, more southerly aspects.
The Pinnacle

\
V >

This reserve is similar to Mount Painter, with patches of the yellow box ( £ melliodord) - Blakely's red gum
(£. blakelyi) association in a highly modified landscape (Frawley 1991). A small area of red stringybark
(£. macroryncha) open forest occurs in the north-west, and an area of regenerating red stringybark - brittle gum
(£. mannifera) open forest occurs on the steep southern slopes.
Tuggeranong Hill
Frawley (1991) describes remnant woodland pockets of associations of red box (£. polyanthemos) - mealy bundy (£. nortonii)
- scribbly gum (£. rossii) on the upper slopes, with species of the woodland association occurring on the lower slopes. There is >
an area on the lower western side with moderate to dense regeneration, and the hill is covered predominantly with native
grasses (NCDC 1988c).
Urambi Hills
The area originally would have been covered in woodland (ANU Forestry Dept 1970), and is now extensively modified, with
grassland on the lower slopes, and open woodland on the hill tops (Margules & Deverson 1977).
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Wanniassa Hills
Some pockets of remnant woodland of mealy bundy (£. nortonii) - red box (£. polyanthemos) - brittle gum
(£. mannifera) association persist at Wanniassa Hills (Frawley 1991). A patch of red box (£. polyanthemos) -scribbly gum
(£. rossii) - broad-leaved peppermint (£. dives) forest can be found on the higher slopes, and apple box (£. bridgesiana)Blakely's red gum (£. blakelyf) on the lower slopes in open woodland (ACTEW 1984).
The woodland represents the transitional stage of the dry sclerophyll red stringybark (£. macroryncha) - scribbly gum
(£. rossii) association which occurs at lower, warmer altitudes, before grading into woodland. The area provides the best
example of this association north of the Rob Roy Range (NCDC 1988c).

I
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APPENDIX 5
SITES OF SIGNIFICANCE - CANBERRA NATURE PARK
Reserve/Site
Aranda Bushland
Aranda Hill - fern habitats
Black Mountain
Black Mountain and Aranda
Hill

SS ref1

Detail

Type

Significance

NCla

woodland with uncommon fern

Botanical

Regional

NCI

prominent topographic feature that has retained an extensive
vegetation cover with an unusally rich flora.

Botanical and
zoological, with
specific other features
(see below)
Zoological

Regional

Local

0

Wildlife corridor - Caswell
Drive area

NClb

corridor that maintains a viable grey kangaroo (Macropus
giganteus) population on Black Mountain

Black Mountain Sandstone

NC Id

Geological, Cultural

Regional

Caswell Drive road cuttings

NCle

Black Mountain Drive road cuttings and quarry; display the type
section of Black Mountain Sandstone. The quarry provided
sandstone for some of the older sandstone buildings in Canberra
(e.g. extensions to St Johns's Church, Reid)
exposure of the Acton Shale member of the Pittman Formation

Geological

Local

Black Mountain Creek

NClf

Pittman Formation exposure (type locality)

Geological

Local

Black Mountain slope deposits

NClg

extensive slope deposits

Geomorphological

Regional

exposure of Pittman Formation and Glebe Farm Adamellite; on the
Register of the National Estate

Geological

Regional

Gossan Hill
College Street road cutting

B9

Sites of Significance Reference: Based on NCDC 1988, Sites ofsignificance in the ACT, Volumes 2-4
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Reserve/Site
Gossan Hill

SS ref'V^
BIO

Detail

U

Type

Significance

rock exposures, including gossan; on the Register of the National
Estate

Geological

Regional

GH 19

open forest community with grassy understory

Botanical, zoological

Regional

WW 3

yellow box (E. melliodora) -red gum (E. polyanthemos) community, Botanical, Zoological,
varied habitat
Geomorphological

Mounts Ainslie/Majura
Ainslie-Majura Range

NC5

ridge system with a range of values

Fern habitat - Mt Ainslie quarry

NC5a

old quarry as artificial refuge for three uncommon ferns

Botanical and
Zoological with
specific other features
(see below)
Botanical

War Memorial agglomerate

NC5b

outcrops of exposed boulders (part Ainslie volcanics)

Geological

Local

Mt Majura fossil outcrops

NC5c

outcrops on north-western lower slopes with fossils

Geological

Regional

Mount Majura -post and rail
fence

NC5d

fenced boundary of old block (pre-1886)

Cultural

Local

Mt Ainslie Aboriginal campsite

NC5e

Aboriginal campsite on lower southern slopes

Cultural

Unknown

B 11

outcrops of Mt Painter volcanics; type locality

Geological

Regional

Gungahlin Hill
Gungahlin Hill
Isaacs Ridge
Stanley Hill

Mount Painter
Mount Painter
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Reserve/Site

SSref

Detail

Type

Significance

Rob Roy Range
Honeyeater route and wildlife
corridor

RR1

migration route for various honeyeater species and macropod
species

Zoological

Regional

Rob Roy Range

RR2

important and varied open forest and woodland habitat; largest red Botanical, Zoological
box (E. polyanthemos) -scribbly gum (E. rossii) - mealy bundy (E.
nortonii) association remaining in the ACT

Regional

Mulligans Flat
Mulligans Flat woodland

GH13

extensive open forest, woodland and secondary grassland
communities

Botanical, zoological

Regional

Gungahlin quartz ridge

GH24

massive outcrop of reef quartz

Geological,
geom orphological
Cultural

Regional

school site

site of an early school now marked by Monterey pine {Pinus
radiatd) windbreaks

wooded lane

marks the route of the Murrumbateman to Bungendore Road in the
nineteenth century

Cultural

Aboriginal campsite

large open campsite with possibly hundreds of stone artefacts (it is
likely that more sites will be found)

Cultural

early cottage/shed sites,
ploughlands and other
agricultural sites

identified in preliminary surveys

Cultural
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Reserve/Site
O'Connor Ridge
Ginninderra Drive cuttings

SSref

Detail

Type

Significance

NC2

exposure of the Ordovician Pittman Formation

Geological

Local

SC8

habitat of endangered daisy species on lower northern slopes of Red
Hill; on the Register of the National Estate

Botanical

National

Red Hill geological site

SC21

various features

Geological

Local

Hindmarsh Drive road cuttings

SC31

series of exposures, including on the southern edge of Red Hill and
the northern edge of Mount Mugga Mugga; cutting intersects
volcanic and sedimentary units of Mt Painter and DeaRin volcanics

Geological

Regional

Tuggeranong Hill
Axe grinding grooves Tuggeranong

T18

Aboriginal axe grinding grooves in quartz sandstone outcrops; on
the Register of the National Estate; on the interim ACT Heritage
Places Register

Cultural

Regional

T20
T21

remnant woodland
migration route for various honeyeater species across the
Tuggeranong Valley (including Tuggeranong Hill)

Botanical, Zoological
Zoological

Regional
Regional

T10
T10

a medium sized lowland Aboriginal camp
woodland with native grass understorey

Cultural ...
Botanical, Zoological

Local

Red Hill/Mount Mugga
Mugga
Button wrinklewort (Rutidosis
leptorhynchoides) habitat

Tuggeranong Hill
Honeyeater route - central
Tuggeranong
Wanniassa Hill
Aboriginal campsite
Wanniassa Hill Woodland
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Other sites of significant identified since the 1988 NCDC publication
Reserve/Site
West Beiconnen
Dunlop Hills Reserve

Gungahlin Grasslands
Natural temperate grasslands

Detail

Type

Significance

remnant grassland, woodland (Yellow Box/Red Gum) containing a Botanical, ecological
wet Themeda floristic association with Themeda triandra, Stipa and
Danthonia. Several uncommon grassland plants

Regional

core area of 170 ha of intact natural temperate grassland of wallaby
grass {Danthonia), spear grass (Stipa spp.) and kangaroo grass
(Themeda triandra); habitat for the striped legless lizard (Delma
impar), golden sun moth (Synemonplana), Key's Matchstick
(Keyacris scurra), the Canberra rapsy cricket (Cooraboorama
canberrae) and recent (11/97) sighting of the Perunga (Perunga
ochracea)

National and
regional

Botanical, zoological
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ANIMAL SPECIES RECORDED AT CANBERRA NATURE PARK
The native fauna of CNP has been described in a number of reports and publications the most
important being:
Ecological resources of the ACT (NCDC 1984), and
The ecological resources of the ACT - a review of recent information
(Hogg 1990).
This information provides some basis for management of CNP, although further survey,
research and monitoring is required.
Birds
NCDC (1984) notes that the diversity^of bird fauna in the ACT is due not only to the range of
natural habitats in the region, but also the habitats created by city gardens and parks, and the
artificial urban lakes.
While a bird list for CNP is not provided here, Canberra Ornithological Group (COG) has
provided data on the distribution and status of birds in all areas of CNP. Interested readers are
referred to the COG publication titled Birds of the ACT: an atlas.
Hogg (1990a) notes that use of habitat by different bird species varies widely because of their
high level of mobility - some depend on local habitat throughout their life cycles, while others
are regular or occasional visitors and do not breed locally. Many species make extensive use of
the urban areas for feeding but will not nest there and depend on nearby areas of native forest or
woodland, such as CNP, for breeding. Hogg (1990a) discusses the occurrence of species in the
ACT and their status generally. He notes that breeding requirements for some species which are
not yet met in protected areas may be met in CNP. Of the 245 native bird species listed as
occurring in the ACT, many species occur in CNP or in areas proposed to be added to CNP.
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APPENDIX 6
ANIMAL SPECIES (other than birds) RECORDED AT CANBERRA NATURE PARK
Common Name
Native mammals
brown antechinus

A

X
brushtail possum
chocolate wattled bat
X
common dunnart
common wombat
eastern grey kangaroo
echidna
Gould's wattle bat
grey-headed fruit bat
King River eptesicus
large forest eptesicus
lesser long-eared bat
X
little forest eptesicus
little red fruit bat
red-necked wallaby
ringtail possum
sugar glider
swamp wallaby
wallaroo
X
X
white-striped mastiff bat
yellow-bellied sheath-tailed bat
yellow-footed antechinus
Introduced mammals
black rat
brown hare
cat
cattle
dog
European fox
European rabbit
goat
horse

AB

A/M BM^ BR CR FR GH GG GoH IR

M

MF MMj MP MP1 MT OR RH RR TH TP

U

UH WH

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

?

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
?

X
X

X

?
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

?
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
residential visitor

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
graze

residential vistor
expected all reserves
X
X
occasional escpaee from rural leases
through recreational use L

X

X

X
A

X
N
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APPENDIX 6
ANIMAL S P E ( X _ J (other than birds) RECORDED AT CAN^_JRA NATURE PARK
Common Name

A

AB

house mouse
Retiles
bearded dragon
black-headed snake
blind snake
blotched bluetongue
Boulenger's skink
Burton's legless lizard
common bluetongue
copper-tailed skink
Cunningham's skink
delicate skink
eastern brown snake
eastern long-necked tortoise
four-fingered skink
Grey's skink
inornate legless lizard
Jacky lizard
lace monitor
marbled gecko
pink-tailed legless lizard
red-bellied black snake
Rosenberg's monitor
shingleback
spotted ctenotus
spotted grass skink
stone gecko
striped legless lizard
striped skink
three-toed skink
unnamed Crytoblepharus sp
water skink

X

X

A/M BM BR CR FR GH GG GoH IR
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

?
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

M

MF MM MP MP1 MT OR RH RR TH TP
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

'x

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
?

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

u
X

X
X

X
X
X

UH WH
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
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APPENDIX 6

ANIMAL SPECIES (other than birds) RECORDED AT CANBERRA NATURE PARK
Common Name

A

Amphibians
brown toadlet
common eastern froglet
eastern banjo frog
orange-groined toadlet
Peron's tree frog
plains froglet
spotted burrowing frog
spotted grass frog
striped marsh frog
whistling tree frog
Crustaceans
shield shrimp
yabbie

AB

A/M BM BR CR FR GH GG GoH IR

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

MF MM MP MP1 MT OR RH RR TH TP

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

U

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
ponds wi thinC MP

...

X
X
X
X
A
AB
A/M
BM
BR
CR
FR
GH

Mt Ainslie
Aranda Bushland
Mts Anislie & Majura
Black Mountain
Bruce Ridge
Cooleman Ridge
Farrer Ridge
Gungahlin Hill

GG
GoH
IR
MF
MM
MP1
MT
MP

X
X

Gungahlin Grasslanc s
Gossan Hill
Isaacs Ridge
Mullingans Flat
Mt Mugga Mugcja
Mt Pleasant
Mt Taylor
Mt Painter

MT
OR
RH
RR
TH
TP
UH
WH
U

Note: The above matrix is basec on limited surveys and s tiould be regarded as inc icative only
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UH WH
X

X

Invertebrates
Canberra Raspy Cricket
Golden Sun Month
Key's Natchstick
The Perunga
Abbreviations

M

Mt Taylor
O'Connor Ridge
Red Hin
Rob Roy
Tuggeranong Hill
The Pinnacle
Urambi Hills
Wanniassa Hills
Urban (mostly from Hogg 1990a)

X

APPENDIX 7
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AT CANBERRA NATURE PARK
Reserve / Facility

Trails*

Parking

Aranda Bushland

foot, cycle

edge

Black Mountain

foot, cycle

edge,
within

Bruce and O'Connor
Ridges

foot, cycle

Cooleman Ridge

Developed
summit**

yes

Picnic
area

yes

Other

Toilet at picnic area,
Touch and See Trail,
Summit Trail,
Woodland Trail

edge

A trial of designated
narrow tracks for
cyclists commenced
in August 1998

foot, cycle,
horse

edge

Summit Trail to trig,
nature trail,
Bicentennial Horse
Trail

Fairer Ridge

foot, cycle,
horse

edge

See Table 7 for
horse riding

Gossan Hill

foot, cycle

edge

Gungahlin Hill

foot, cycle

edge

Isaacs Ridge

foot

edge

»

McQuoids Hill
Mount Ainslie

foot, cycle,
horse

edge,
within

Mount Majura

foot, cycle,
horse

edge,
within

Mount Mugga
Mugga

(to be established)

edge
yes

Summit Trail,
Equestrian Trail; see
Table 7
Casuarina Trail,
Equestrian Trail
(to be established)
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APPENDIX 7

Reserve/Facility

Trails*

Parking

Developed
summit**

Picnic
area

Other

Bicentennial Horse
Trail; optional
perimeter trail; see
Table 7

Mount Painter

foot, cycle,
horse

edge

Mount Pleasant

foot, cycle

edge,
within

Mount Taylor

foot, cycle,
horse

edge,
within

Mulligans Flat

foot, cycle

edge

Oakey Hill

foot, cycle,
horse

edge

Red Hill

foot, cycle

edge,
within

Remembrance NP
Part of Mt Ainslie

foot

edge

Mount Rob Roy

foot, cycle

edge

The Pinnacle

foot, cycle

edge

Tuggeranong Hill

foot, cycle

edge

Urambi Hills

foot, cycle,
horse

edge

Summit/Ridge Trail,
Bicentennial Horse
Trail

Wanniassa Hills

foot, cycle,
horse

edge

Horse riding see
Table 7

[adjacent
toCNP]
yes

Summit Trail

Summit Trail

yes .

Remembrance
Nature Park Trail,
picnic area

The Pinnacle Nature
Trail
Bicentennial Horse
Trail; optional
perimeter horse trail;
see Table 7

Key:
*
trails are of two main standards: multiple use and recreational (foot traffic only);
cycling is permitted on multiple use trails only, except Bruce-O'Connor Ridge trial (see Section 6.6 and
Table 6);
horse riding is permitted on identified trails only (see Section 6.6.2 and Table 7).
**
developed summits typically have road access, parking and viewing areas (also suitable for
picnicking)
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APPENDIX 8
LEGISLATION RELEVANT TO CANBERRA NATURE PARK
*

Air Pollution Act 1984 - establishes the Pollution Control Authority and provides for
emission controls; regulations provide for hazard reduction burning, standards and
testing.
Animal Nuisance Control Act 1975 - provides for control of disturbance by animals.
Animal Welfare Act 1992 - provides penalties for abuse of vertebrate animals; allows
for the adoption of codes of practice that define minimum accepted standards of animal
care; also enables the Government to regulate animal based experiments and issue
permits and licences.
Apiaries Act 1928 - regulates the bee industry, the control of bee sites and the spread of
disease in bees.

#

Bushfire Act 1936 • establishes the Bushfire Council and the Rural Fire Service;
provides for prevention and suppression of fires outside the 'built up area'.

#

Crimes Act 1990 (NSW, adopted in the ACT and Crimes (Offences Against the
Government) Act 1989 - provide for offences of vandalism, malicious and unlawful
damage.
Dog Control Act 1975 - provides for the registration and control of dogs and the
enforcement of penalties.
Dog Control Amendment Act 1991 - updates the Dog Control Act 1975; provides for
keepers' licences and on-the-spot fines.

#

Hawkers Act 1936 - provides for licensing of hawkers.
Land (Planning and Environment) Act 1991, provides for identification, planning and
administration of Public Land; assessment of environmental impacts of proposals; and
protection of heritage sites.
Litter Act 1977 - regulates litter and the dumping of rubbish.
Nature Conservation Act 1980 - establishes the ACTPCS and Conservator of Wildlife;
provides for the protection of flora and fauna, import and export of wildlife and exotic
animals, and keeping of exotic animals.

*

Noise Control Act 1988 - provides for the monitoring and control of noise.
Noxious Weeds Act 1921 - provides for declaration and eradication of noxious weeds on
any land in the ACT.

*

Pesticides Act 1989 - regulates dealing with pesticides.
Pounds Act 1928 - provides for the impounding of strayed stock.
Protection of Lands Act 1937 - prohibits the removal of soil, rocks and aggregate from
and the dumping of waste on Territory lands; creates an offence to deposit any
substance, material or thing without the authority of the Minister on unleased lands.
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APPENDIX 8

Rabbit Destruction Act 1919 - relates to the destruction of rabbits, and the declaration
and destruction of other noxious animals.
#

Roads and Public Places Act 1937- relates to the management of roads, and regulates
placing of objects on or adjacent to public places.
Stock Act 1991 - controls stock movement, registration of brands and earmarks and the
payment of stock rates.
Stock Diseases Act 1933 - relates to the health of stock.

#

Trespass on Territory Land Act 1932 - provides an offence to damage or destroy any
trees, plant, garden plantation or afforestation area on unleased Territory land or land
occupied by the Territory.

#

Water Pollution Act 1984 - controls pollution of waterways and ensures water quality is
consistent with designated water use; provides for discharge to waterways under
licence.

#

Weapons Act 1991 - administered by the AFP and Attorney General's Department;
provides for the authorised holding and use of firearms and weapons.

Note
#
#
holding

administered by the Regulation, Strategy and Coordination Branch, Department
of Urban Services.
entirely or mostly administered by other ACT agencies.
Acts under which CNP officers are authorised to perform duties.
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